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Miss Laura M. Carver of Searsport is now
in Belfast canvassing for the Ladies’ Home
Journal in order to obtain the free scholarship offered by that paper at the New England Conservatory of Music. If Miss Car-
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Lost.

FREDERICK AND NELLIE
LIVES LOST. HEROIC

WM.

DICKERING.
RESCUE

CREW

STEAMER

BY

FRANK-

\ ohk, Oct. (J.

The steamer Franklin
vd from Baracoa to-day. She bad such
-ugh voyage that she was seven au<l a
■:i days n.tking the
trip, which usually
11 rues
and a half days.
Strong gales
•vviv l‘X(. r.'.. u cd all the
way up the coast.
hit
‘•■>•1, Ion. 7.1.20, during a heavy
■rti.east gale, a dismasted vessel wassight;iL-.i

•'

a

on.
1

he

>

approach signals of distress
Franklin bore down upon
and found her to be what was left
William Frederick of Be.fast,

<>n near
n.

T!

sea

e

running

was

high

mountain

hazardous to lower a boat,
seemed no prospect of tlie weather
:crating, so Captain llasmussen directed
if** boat to he maimed and lowered. This
done,
I ust mate Jan Hausen, second
was

>

v.

-erv

Herrick Andersen and

•min-

seaman

E. E.

their places at the ears. After
nil the brawny Norsemen forced her

Vas*aider took
hard

1

through the huge
-!s

boom

S'

as

reached.
of

crew

the schooner’s
the distressed
jumped overboard

until

i lieu

s-v,

'u<
by me and were picked up by the
Franklin'* crew in the life boat. Then came
;i-'u
tight to get back in the Franklin's
b-.
Alter this was accomplished and all
mb- safeiy on board, the life boat was
1>ned to pieces against the steamer’s side,
n
tlie crew was about to hoist her oil
aid.
Captain H. (1. Jordan of the dismasted

•iiooner, was
(■rival of the

seen

quarantine,

at.

on

the

Franklin. He said he was
•und from Satilla Kiver, Ga., for Belfast.,
be with a cargo of lumber. He left Ciim■•nand Bar Sept. 24.
Heavy weather was
untered almost from the start, and Oct.
be vessel began making water.
At first
pumps were able to control the influx,
as the gale continued the leak became
"■ rse, until
finally she was almost deck to.
■’art of the deck load was jettisoned and
u.- schooner headed for land. At5p.
M,,Oct.
k three masts went by the board,
leaving
schooner unmanageable in the trough of
All the provisions

sea.

>

were

Aer casks submerged
der.
After a perilous

ruined,the

and tilled with salt
night the Franklin
"'as sighted.
Captain Jordan said it did not
small
for
a
boat to live in the
possible
y sea r .nning, and he highly praised
’fie heroism of those who manned her.
He
•mil the erewr saved only the clothes
they
all
their
effects
in,
being
W;od
submerged.
W -m they, left, the schooner’s waist was
with the swashing and pounding of
!,j'-ken
tic deck load, and Captain Jordan thinks
d
will soon break up.
It was impossible
1

■

set fire to her.

'•

The schooner William Frederick was built
Belfast, Me., in 1874, was of 430 tons register, and was partially insured.
:n

NELLIE

S.

PICKERING
SUNK.

ABANDONED AND

Mass., Oct. 5. Sch. Nellie S.
ring, from Belfast, Me., for New York,
Tii paving stones, went ashore last
night
b ng Shoal, off Tuckernuck,
during an
'*•“] |y gale.
The Muskegat life saving
went off to her this morning and
;
1
"jght Captain Kamball and his crew safe•>ashore. She was tight when the crew left
hut in a dangerous position. A heavy
stucket,

Sfti is

Oct. 6. Sch. Nellie S. Piekerdragged all last night, and is now sunk
half
point
way between Tuckernuck
^■••Martha's Vineyard. The underwriter’s
T(JVthat went to her assistance yesterday,
'l'T,'Utaying all night at Muskegat, returned
here ,-day.
K.'hvktown, Mass., Oct- 7. Captaiu Kimiia.i il(| (.rew 0( sell. Nellie S.
Pickering
Knight here from*Tuckernuck, to-day.
1 ii' ie s
IJ() insurance on the hull, but the
"
is probably insured.
;'iirK° paving stones
noted a protest here. The
';l,tair4vi11ihall
""O' Jennie took off the
topsails and
r
*ul went westward, to-day.
hapt.. hjnhall arrived in Belfast yesterday
morning i- steamer City of Bangor with his
revv

now on.

of ji

deeply grateful
& Bangor S. S.
for
freerailsportation given, and to the
officers <»f 'je
City of Bangor, especially
bapt Ingranu and Steward Pote, for the
handsome tr^tment accorded him and has
tu

*

feels

men

°dicrS of the

Boston

<

men

on

boaru

lrottiu,

ttt

West Kook port.

Alwmt 800 frsons
the We,

saw two
interesting
Kockport driving park last
Saturday afterp)n. c. T. L. had it comparatively easyn the free-for-all, but the
''ty contested, the concludim,
mg Seat

faces at

be,ng tried

at

t%FOB

,,

J L., Kerry
Salula.Kean...

dusk.

ALL.

:

Tl“ie,

2 29 1-2.

omits to

The First Baptist Choral
Society of this
city went by boat yesterday afternoon to
Rockland, where, with the Tliomaston Association, they were the guests of the Baptist

a aideJames street was referred to the
Committee on Sidewalks. The petition of T.
W. Pitcher and others for a street light at
the corner of Franklin and Court streets
was referred to the Committee on Lights
by
the Aldermen, but was laid on the tabie in
the Council. The petition for abatement of
taxes of L. W. Blake was referred to the
j Assessors.
The Committee on Schools reported in re!
gard to the ownership of the schoolhouse in
former district No. 2, that the city has a
warrantee deed of the property.
W. S. Hatch and others of the Head of the
Tide reported that they have built at their
owu expense a reservoir and asked that the
city furnish a pump and watering trough,
I and Alderman Hatch was authorized to
1
supply the same.
The Board of Health was instructed to
notify all persons to connect with city sew-

walk

Choral Association of Rockland. There was
to be a reception and supper at the Rockland
church last evening, followed by a inusieale
i in which all were to participate.

j

State Constable Joseph R. Mearsof Morrill
lias returned from Portsmouth, N. H.,where
be examined the records in the Internal
Revenue Collector’s office.

He says there
are 19 special revenue taxes
paid in Waldo
county, of which 11 are in Belfast, 2 iu

Wmterport, and l.each in Northport, Liucolnville, Brooks, Frankfort, Unity and
Searsport.
The loss of two vessels largely owned
here, and upon which there was little insurance, is a serious one, and the loss of the
Win, Frederick’s cargo of hard pine, consigned to McDonald & Brown, is a most unfortunate one for that lirm. They incur no
direct loss, as the lumber was to be deliver-

where in their opinion the public interrequire it, and to report all violations to
the City Solicitor, who is ordered to institute

proceedings against all persons refusing or
neglecting to comply with the order.
The petition of Juliette A. VViggin and
others for a street light at the corner of
Main street and Waldo avenue was granted
by the Aldermen, but was tabled until the
next regular meeting by the Common Coun-

Ill

.5
.3 3a

S
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North Belfast. Miss Adelaide Gurney
started for Los Angeles, California, last

Thursday.... Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Brier, and
Mrs. F. R. Downs and daughter Blanche,
took the steamer for Boston Saturday, where
they will reside for the winter_Miss Ida

Bridge Committee was instructed to
employ a competent engineer and superintendent for the proposed bridge. The Committee on Highways was instructed to build
Durham street from Northport avenue to
The

attend the conference of Congregational
churches at Jackson Tuesday and Wednesday.Mr. John H. Gilmore of Chelsea,
in town

Cedar street.
The City Solicitor reported on claim of A.
A. Hurd for damages that the city is not
liable.
The petition of James P. Wight and others

Saturday.

Amusements. The next attraction at the
Belfast Opera House will be Edward W.
Emerson and liis excellent company, Friday
evening, Oct. 11, in “Cranks,” a musical
satire. The Erie, Pa., Daily Press says of
the play:

that school in Dist. No. 2 be re-established
was laid on the table in the Board of Aldermen.

The petition of Sherman & Co. for permistelephone poles on the highway

sion to erect

in East Belfast

granted.
The following order was passed:

1 In*

piece :s a musical satire,.with tunny
situations, catchy music and unique dances.
The chief purpose of “Cranks” is to make
people laugh, and in this it succeeds. The
songs are all new and the music is lively
anil the whole action of the companv is full
of life and movement.
The great feature of
the entertainment is the very clever character acting of the star, Edward W. Emerson, who is a whole show in himself, and
I his power of pleasing an audience is wouderI ful.
The whole company is well balanced
! and is united and effect;\ e in its endeavors
to
1
provoke mirth and laughter. The chorus
:s unusually good, and the members of the
company am all possessed of good voices.
In 'diort “Cranks" is a
well-constructed,
weii-sclected vehicle for fun, and this together with its able company of occupants,
makes it travel the highway of
popular ap-

proval.”
Hoyt's

Trip to Chinatown” will be prethe Opera House Tuesday evening,
Oct. lath. Two new stars will be introduced to the theatre going public in the
persons
of Miss Laura Biggar, who is
very beautiful
and talented, and who plays the “Widow,”
also Mr. Burt Haverly, quaint and
original,
who will play “WellandStrong,” these people are not new to the public as stage artists,
but this season introduces them as stars.
Mr. Hoyt takes great pleasure in
being able
to give these people a vehicle that tits them
to such a nicety, as “A Trip to Chinatown.”
He personally admires their talents, and
knows of their capabilities, as they have
played these two characters many times for
him as leading members of his several companies. He will realize evidently at the end
of the present season, that his opinion or his
high estimate of their worth, was really a
correct one.
As it is almost next to an impossibility with this outfit to lose money.
“A

sented at

Shipping Items. Sch. Louisa Francis discharged corn last Thursday for L. T. Shales
&, Co-Sch. Annie P. Chase arrived Oct
3d from New York with coal for F. G. White
and two masts for McDonald & Brown....
Sch. Stephen Morris discarged coal last week
for F. G. White and sailed Saturday for Bangor to load lumber-Sch. Maria Webster
sailed Saturday with fish barrels for Gloucester.Sch. Alida sailed Sunday for
Rockland with casks from Citypoint_
Schs. Paul Seavey and A. Richardson were
in port Oct. 3d, Bangor for New York_
Sch. James Holmes arrived Oct. 4tli with
general cargo from Boston.In H. M.
Bean’s yard at Camden a crew of six men
are at work on the stern frame, etc., of the
new vessel, the frame of which is
expected
to arrive about the first of November. The
timber used will be carefully selected native

wood, principally from Aroostook county.
John J. Wardwell will be master builder,
and be made the model and moulds_Sch.
Miantonoinah arrived Monday from Portland with corn for Swan & Sibley Co_
Sch. Annie P. Chase is to load lumber at
Bangor for New York and was towed
up river yesterday.Bark Henry A.
Litchfield is at Leighton’s shipyard,!Boston,
Sell. H. J. Cotthe blocks at the same yard for
extensive repairs, which consist of new bowsprit, anchor stock, bow chocks, batch combings and having her metal patched-Capt.
T. B. Barr was to have been given command
of sch. Wm. Frederick on her arrival at this
port. He will probably go as captain or
first officer of sch. Willie L. Newton. The
Newton is having her bottom painted and
may be chartered for the south aide of Cuba.
.Chad. E. Bicknell of Rockland has
bought the schooner Tyro uf Belfast parties,
and will use her in the bay coasting trade.
She will be commanded by Capt. Charles
Rhodes of Northport-Sch. Fawn, while
being towed from Proctor’s Wharf at Rehead gear by striking
vere, carried away her
for

painting and calking.

trell is

on

the Winthrop drawbridge. She was towed
to McKie’s yard. East Boston, by the tug
Leader, where she will be repaired-Schs.

Gazelle with sand from Burntcoatand Caroline Kriescher with lumber from Bangor disCLASS.
at Cooper & Co.’s yesterday... .Sch.
2 2 1 2 1. charged
.2 112 3 2
Sallie I’On is at the Leighton yard, East
3 3 3 1 3
a
Boston, undergoing repairs which include
4 4 4 4 4dr

Je,8LnH,’™Ur,1<ett..
'WmeHR*V'uerney-.deu K'ye>'er..3
T‘hie, 2 49 l"#0ry.

cil.

Thorndike of Rockland visited Mrs. H. C.
Bailey the first of the week_Mr. R. S. Gay
and W. S. Hatch were chosen delegates to

was

new

celling.

on

ers,
ests

here, but were awaiting this cargo to
push the work on the barkentine they are
building in order to close her in before extreme cold weather. It is thought it will
ed

Mass.,

bills, including those passed in previous rolls, amount to $1800, out of $2000
available for the work, and the amount of
sewer laid was nearly double that first intended. The largest bill under the highway
appropriation was $308 for paving for central district, the greater part of which has
been used in street crossings. The other
sewer

accepted.
Tlie petition of John Dollotf for

take two mouths to get another cargo.

8.

PAGE
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Government.

bills were routine matters of small amount.
The Committee on Highways reported on
the extension of Harbor street between
Union and High streets, and the street was

call upon any one wishing to
subscribe, she would be glad to have them
send their subscriptions to her at Searsport.
ver

of

Contents

|

It will be a 7-column folio, with
patent outside. Way land Knowlton is to be
editor.

faring people
its, K11TION

City

week.

"I'1if Journal is tub rim for Maine sea-

Si

News of Belfast.

The October number of the American
The regular meeting of the City Council
Kitchen Magazine contains a sensible and was held
Monday evening, with a full atpractical paper by Prances J. Dyer on j tendance in both boards. The roll of acto
“Anything Keep Well.”
counts was very long, but the amount not
A new weekly paper called The Patriot large. The quarterly bill for
lights for streets
will make its appearance in Belfast next and city building amounted to $358.33. The

THE

Hepblicai Journal PiMislim Co.
Largest Circulation

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10,

!

was

Okdkk No. 62.
Ald. Con ant.
Ordered, That the Committee on Finance
be and hereby is authorized and instructed
to make a loan for and in behalf of the city

of Belfast for an amount not exceeding the
amount of the present bonded indebtedness
of said city, of the bond issue of 1882, viz.,
>115,000, for the purpose of retiring the
bonds of said city of the issue of 1882, now
outstanding; and for the payment of this
loan said committee shall issue the bonds
of said city in such denominations as it may
deem advisable, payable at any time after
ten years from the first
day of November,
1805, and within thirty years thereof, at the

option of said city, with sem-aiinual coupons
attached, to pay the interest thereon, after
said first day of November. 1805, at four per
cent, per annum. Said bonds shall be made
payable in the city of Boston, or at the
Treasurer’s office in city of Belfast, and
shall he registered by the City Clerk of Belfast, in a registry of bonds issued, and shall
be countersigned by said clerk and signed
by the Mayor and City Treasurer in their official capacities, and sealed with the corporate seal of the city of Belfast upon the face
of said bonds, but the coupous attached
shall require only the signature of the Treasurer.

Committee on Finance is further
authorized to sell said bonds at not less
than their par value, and with the proceeds
arising from such sale to purchase said outstanding bonds at their par value. Said
committee is also authorized to procure the
necessary blanks for said bonds.
The

Adjourned

to

Tuesday evening, Oct. 15th.

Good

Templars

Belfast Lodge had a “poverty party” last
Friday evening. Prizes were offered to the
worst dressed brother and sister, but as the
committee was unable to decide to whom
the honor belonged, the matter was settled
by drawing lots.
Eastern Lodge of East Belfast added two
members last Thursday evening. They voted to change the night of meeting from

Thursday to Tuesday, and to observe the
anniversary of the lodge by appropriate exercises.
They begin this week a novel
method of entertainment. The members
read in turn chapters from an interesting
story, the reading to continue several weeks
after the manner of a serial newspaper story.
Eastern Star Juvenile Temple meets regularly Saturdays at 2 p. m.
The thirty-eighth semi-annual session of
the Maine Grand Lodge of Good Templars
was held at Milo Oct. 2 and 3.
The attendance was good, about
fifty lodges being
While little organizing has
represented.
been done during the summer mouths, the
reports of the officers show the order in good
working condition. The session was a busy
one.
Much routine work was accomplished,
and plans were made for a vigorous campaign during the coming winter. The International Course of Study was practically endorsed by the oppointing of a committee to
arrange for a class in each distinct. Active
measures were taken toward the
building
of

permanent Headquarters at the
State Fair grounds.
In the afterof the second day a State Institute of
noon
Juvenile Workers was formed, with Mrs. E.
E. Cain of Waterville Pres.; Mrs. J. K. Pollard of Biddeford, Sec.; H. P. Bartlett of Kittery, Treas.; and a vice president from each
district. Two public meetings were held,
which were addressed by G. C. T. Rev.
E. W. Webber, P. G. C. T., J. H. Hama

Maine

ilton, Rev. David Boyd, G. Supt. Mrs. E. E.
Cain, Mrs. L. C. Partington of New York
and several other prominent Good Templars. Following the session of the Grand
Lodge a fine Juvenile Temple of over seventy members was organized in Milo by
Grand Supt. Mrs. E. E. Cain. Among the
resolutions passed by the Grand Lodge was
the following:
Resolved, That this Grand Lodge is indebted to the press of the 8tate, for the free
use of its columns in extending our notices
and propagating our work, and for the uniform courtesy shown our individual members and lodges.

The

Belfast Schools.

1895.

NUMBER 41.

Obituary.

An adjourned meeting of the Belfast 8ckool
Committee was held at the Superintendent’s
office Monday evening. The special committee, consisting of Messrs. Sibley, Kilgore and

Wednesday evening,

Oct.

|

about
2d,
lOo’clock, the spirit gently departed from its
tenement of clay leaving behind the inanimate form of our venerable friend and citiPutnam, appointed to investigate the legal zen, Mr. Giles
Wight of Northport, who on
aspects of suspension and discontinuation of
January 28, 1805 first saw the light in the
schools, reported and their report, in the town of Penobscot.
At 19 years of age he
form of a letter of reply to the Mayor, was
went to Belfast, where he learned the trade
read by Mr. Sibley and unanimously adoptof a shoemaker of the late Col. Berry, and
ed as the sense of the Board. The report
soon after moved to
Northport and bought a
was as follows:
farm. In 1880 he married Miss Annette P.
lion. E. F. Hanson, Mayor of the City of BelPrescott, settled on his new place and lived
fast.
there until his death at the advanced age of
Dear Sir: Your communication to this
Board, of July, has been duly considered and 92 years, 8 months and 4 days, The result of
we would respectfully represent that the
their uuiou was three children, one daughaction of this Board in suspending certain
ter, Betsy, and two sous, James E. and
schools was because in the judgment of this
Board there were too few actual scholars George B., who reside in North port, the
within the natural attending limits from the daughter having died some time ago.
(
school building in each case to sustain a Mrs.
Wight died about lti years ago and
profitable school. School committees are Mr.
Wight has since resided with George,
especially authorized and implicitly recorn- ;
mended to do this under such circumstances who has cheerfully and kindly administered
j
by the school law of the State of 1893. We j to his every want, when extreme old age inhave found no reason since for changing
capacitated him from further toil. He was
our judgment
in this respect as regards
these suspended schools. We are aware always very active, and in his younger
that the parents or guardians of some years, when the
rigor of the season stopped
of the scholars make objections to the
out-door work on the farm, he would take
suspension of these schools, but none of his
kit of shoe-makers tools ami
them for the reason that their scholars are
go from
provided in their new schools with less ad- place to place repairing boots and shoes,
vantages for acquiring an education than and his annual coming was hailed with dethey had under formerly existing arrangelight by the people. The last pair of shoes
ments. O’lr duty as a school committee,
while unin^erferred with, is to care for the he made were for himself, at the
age of 8i>,
educational interest of the scholars under our and
they are in good serviceable condition
jurisdiction. We believe in the spirit of the
school law of the State abolishing school now. Naturally a good talker he loved to
districts, that scholars except the very converse upon the topics of the day with aii
youngest can best be educated in reasonably who called, or with those he met
while strollarge schools, graded and systematized as
much as possible. It is the aim of this hoard ling along the road. He was kind and ge nto gradually arrange our schools so as to
erous and no one was ever turned
away
have graded schools for all pupils in the from his door who
needed food or a night’s
city. Graded schools cannot he maintained
lodging. Honest in all his dealings, he trusted
iu the outlying districts without consolidahis feilow men. It was these generous
tion.
qualIn view of the greater educational advan- ities that endeared him
to all his acquaintages which the scholars who would attend
and
although saddened by his death,
these small schools have, by affording them tances,
transportation to larger schools, we the mem- the family are comforted by the knowledge
bers of the school board, do not feel that we that “an honest man is
the noblest work of
shall fulfill the obligations we have taken
God,” and that as his number of years are
upon ourselves to care for the schools and
the highest educational interests of the at an end, he has at last received his reward
scholars, if we voluntarily resume the and is now enjoying the happiness of a
operations of the suspended schools.
If the “town” by its City Governin' nt well spent life. The funeral was held at
wishes to instruct this Board to operate his home.
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts officiated
schools in any locality or localities within and
spoke words of sympathy to the betheir jurisdiction this school committee will
reaved ones, and
feelingly alluded to the
feel compelled by the statutes to obey such.
instructions. Until then we must be guided long life of the deceased, and the true and
our
and
oaths
of
office.
noble
by
judgment
life he had led. Many of the relatives
We hope all parents, guardians, citizens
and friends from Belfast and other
and scholars who are put to some inconvenplaces
ience i y the suspension of schools will soon came to pay their last respects to this venersee that the interests of the scholars are best
able man. Mr. Wight never associated with
served by their attending larger schools,
and will not only withdraw all opposition to any religions society. The world was his
church and to do good was his
these beneficient changes, but will
religion.
co-operate with this committee and its succeeding
With this generous creed he
meekly followmembers iu their efforts to provide for all the ed
his path in life to almost the
completion
pupils of the city the best educational advantages, and not mere proximity of schools of a century, fearing no evil, feeling confito their respective homes.
dent of the glorious
immortality of the
The Ward Committees were instructed to soul. He was confined to his room
only
make needed temporary repairs to the school about a week with a sort of summer combuildings in the Central, Hayford and Pitch- plaint, but his extreme age was against
er districts, and bids
fordoing the work will him and he gradually failed, till at last like
be asked for. The starting point for the the ripened grain, the Sickle of Time
snapWaldo avenue transportation team was fixed
ped t he slender cord of earthly ties and the
at the sehoolhouse. The Superintendent was
of
our
spirit
aged friend returned unto God
granted one week leave of absence to visit I who gave it, crowned with the fullness of
the schools in and around Boston.
Owing years.
to the crowded condition of the North PriMiss Jennie Bolster, for several years
mary lower grade it was voted that all children of that grade living south of Franklin cashier at the Gannett & Morse
publishing
and lower Alain streets should attend the
bouse Augusta, died at 3 a. m. Oct. 1st of
South Primary school. Terms and vacations congestion of the brain. She has been a
were fixed as last year, as follows:
Sept. 9, hard worker, and together with her duties
schools open; recess, Thursday, Friday aud as cashier she had taken
tip the study of
Saturday, Thanksgiving week; Dec. 13 fall ! shorthand. Sunday her mother on returnterms close. 1890, Jan. 0, winter terms open i ing front church found her insensible.
;
From
holiday, Feb. 22; March 7, winter terms then to her death there was no improvement.
close. March 31. summer terms open; lioliShe was 27 years old and a young lady who
days, Fast and Memorial days. June 9 13, was respected by all who knew her. She
examination of rural schools, to close 13tli.
was of a pleasant disposition
and had a
June 15-20, close of city schools; June 20, large circle of friends. She was a
member
School
High
graduation.
; of the executive committee of the
at

j

j

Adjourned

to next

regular meeting.

j

Her death is a severe blow to those who had
learned to respect her for her integrity and
sincerity, and her kindly feelings for all. The

Concerning Local Industries.
Mathews Bros, received in

one

mail

re-

On account of low water in the streams the
mills and factories on the East Side

running but

three days per week.
Among the freight of steamer Penobscot
last Saturday were 50 gross of Dana's sarsaparilla, 25 gross of cough syrup and 100
gross of pills.
are

two

Mathews Bros, received a carload of Washlast week, the boards of which
were 10 feet long, 2 inches thick and some of
them 30 inches wide. All were perfectly
free from knots.
C. D. Harriman will move into his new
blacksmith shop on Washington street, Oct.
15th.
Jones S. Davis will return to the
forge in his shop after Mr. Harriman moves
out.

The annual meeting of the Crystal Spring
Creamery Co. was held at the creamery
buildings in Unity Tuesday afternoon. The
old board of officers and directors were
elected, as follows: Directors, W. B. Swan,
Charles Baker, L. H. Mosher, F. L. Chase,
F. A. Bartlett. Mr. Baker is president; Mr.
Bartlett treasurer and B. A. Fogg clerk. The
officers report a fairly prosperous season.

Capt. Charles Baker has started a business
which will bring many dollars the coming
winter into the pockets of Waldo
county
farmers. He is buying wood for a pulp mill,
to be delivered at any railroad station on
the Belfast branch, and for which he will
pay cash. As the wood can be used as small
as 5 inches in diameter, the business wiil
furnish a cash market for much otherwise
almost worthless growth. An advertisement
in another column gives fuller particulars.
I. L. Perry lias moved liis cigar factory
from the Bradman store to his two-story
house on Searsport avenue. The house con8

large

smaller

ones.

ground floor
room,

A hove

the

rooms and several
front rooms on the
used as office and sales-

square

The
are

rear

rooms

as

stripping

rooms.

the manufacturing rooms, packing room and advertising department. The
cellar is roomy and dry, and of just the proper
temperature and humidity for keeping
high grade tobacco. The attic is admirably
adapted for a drying room. There are now
12 hands employi d and the daily output is
1,500 cigars. The factory has ample room
for working a crew of 50, who could make
and pack 9,000 daily. Mr. Perry now has on
hand material and buses for 150,000 cigars.
His payments last week to the U. S. revenue department
were $67.50.
He makes
several brands of cigars, but finds his best
sellers to be the “Perry 10c. cigar,” the
“Belfast 5c,” and the “Little Blanche.” Of
the latter brand Mayo & White are selling
are

1,000 per day

on

an

average.

on

H. L. Kilgore was in
Augusta last Friday
business.

on

J. F. Burkett Went to Portland last Saturon business.

day

Fred A. Harriman of Waterville
Belfast Thursday night.
Leslie Hubbard of W'aterville
last week for a short visit.
Mrs. H. P.

Saturday for

Thompson
a

was

was

in town

went to

Portland

J. R. Mears of Morrill was in New Hampshire last week on business.
Mrs. Rosetta Sheldon and daughter, Ora,
visiting friends in Lynn.

are

Mrs. Annie Paul is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. A. L. Hopkins of Bangor.
Miss Fannie M. Rhoades went to Islesboro last Friday for a ten days’ visit.
I. G. Ricker started iast Friday afteruuun
for Boston, where he has employment.
Leforest L Robbins left Tuesday for
visit to friends in Boston and vicinity.

a

Elias R. Thompson anil wife are visiting
their son and daughter in Milton, Mass.
Fred Hadley has gone to Medford Highlands, Mass., to join his mother and sister.
N. E. Brown and

started Saturvisit to relatives.

son
a

Mrs. Susan Fernald returned home Friday evening from a visit to relatives in Portland.
Luther M. Smith went to South Hope last
Saturday forenoon, to take to himself a
wife.
Mrs. Charles L. Fletcher left Monday
for a visit to friends in Boston and Providence.
Mrs. F. W. Collins visited friends in Belfast a few day8, and returned to Bueksport

disposition and genial manner had won a
host of friends. He was a firm believer in
the Christian faith, having of late become
identified with the cause of Christ.
Though
the wife mourns the loss of a dear husband,
and the children a loving father, they feel
assured that their loss is his gain. The
funeral services will be held at his late residence to-day, Thursday, at 1 p. m., conducted by Rev. Mrs. M. A. Melutyre.
Mrs. Salome P. Rich, who died in Brooks
village, Oct. 3rd, 181)5, was born in Newport,
Me., Dec. 11), 1828, and at her death was 67
years and 9 months of age. Forty-one years
ago she married Ansel C. Rich of Jackson
and they began keeping house in that town,
where she resided until the past summer,
when she came to live in Brooks with her
only son, H. H. Rich. Her husband, a brother
of Hon. A. W. Rich, died in 1883.
During
her long illness she exhibited much patience
and fortitude.
She was a true wife and
a loving mother.

“..ver Palestine Hills on Horseback.”
Charlotte Thorndike Sibley lectured
before a large audience at the North church
last Friday evening. This was Miss Sibley’s
first lecture on her recent travels abroad
and was very enthusiastically received by
the audience. Her subject, “Over Palestine
Hills on Horseback,” was handled in her
own pleasing and
entertaining manner. It
was very easy to follow her in the vivid
word pictures of the scenes of so much historical interest in connection with the life of
Christ and the early growth of
Christianity.
Miss Sibley speaks without notes or manuscript, naturally and spontaneously, and
frequent touches of wit and humor enliven
her utterances, We venture the
prediction
that no better lecture than the one
given
Friday night will be heard here this season,
unless from Miss Sibley herself. She is
preparing two more lectures, to be given in Belfast later, one under the auspices of the NonPartisan W. C. T. U., and the other of the
Baptist Y. P. 8. C. K. Miss Sibley has other
lecture engagements in the State, and we
can assure those who have not
yet heard her
that they have a treat before them.
Miss

Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Bartlett, who have been
at Mrs. M. M. Hazeltine’s, returned
home to Boston yesterday.

visiting

Dr. C. P. Bean aue Miss Hattie A. Osborn
of Boston are in the city, guests of Mrs. Abbie B. Cox, 7 Congress street.
Mrs. Charles Lunt was a guest of Mr. aud
Mrs. A. H. Batiks last week. She is
moving
from Moutville to South Paris.
Geo. W. Pearson was in town
Tuesday.
He is employed with a crew of
surveyors
runniug lines in Northern Maine.
Fzra L. Talbot, fireman ou the
passenger
train, is taking a vacation, which he is spending with his family in Franconia, N. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gorham, who have
spent the summer in Northport and Belfast,
returned to Bangor yesterday.
Mrs. Sarah E. Gilmore returned home to

Haverhill, Mass., last Saturday from
to her sister, Mrs. David W.
Dyer.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Banks arrived last
an extended visit in Worcester, Mass.
Fred Dyer of Brockton, Mass., who has
been visiting relatives in Belfast, returned
home Monday.
H. H. Towle of Portland, general
baggage
agent of the M. C. R. R., was in town Mon-

day

on

business.

Mrs. David W. Dyer took the steamer City
of Bangor Monday for a visit to relatives in
Brockton, Mass.

a

visit

Col. Fred Atwood and County
Attorney
Bowden of Winterport were in town the first
of the week, attending
probate court.
Mrs. C. A. Eells of Minneapolis, who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. J. S.
Thumbs,
started for home Wednesday

morning.

Frank A. and C W. Follett are
visiting
relatives in Rockland this week. With their
brother Roland Follett and Dr. F. E. Follett

they

will

make

trip

a

to

Topsham during

William H. Sanborn, George W.
Burgess,
James Pattee and Andrew Johnson of Belfast attended the
meeting of the Waldo

County Veteran

Association iu Brooks last

week.

Miss Aimee Knowlton, who has been
spending the summer at Atlantic City, N. J.,
arrived on Tuesday’s boat lor a short visit
to her mother, Mrs. W. H.
Knowlton, before
returning to her home in Chicago.
Mr. James Edmund Dunning of the BanCommercial, and Miss Ada Augusta
Forsaith, daughter of Mrs. Marion B. Forsaith, formerly of Bangor, and granddaughter of Captain Lyman
Wiswell, late of Wingor

Saturday

Geo. E. Ring and family returned last
to Mt. Desert from a visit to friends
in Waldo county.

terport,
week.

Mr. James L. James left last week for
Boston t*D resume his position as conductor
ou the electric cars.

Mr. Flagler, the standard oil
magnate, has
added another hotel to his Florida east coast
hotel system. It is called “Palm Beach Innb.v-the-Sea,” and is situated on the ocean

Mrs. Win. S. Aldus and her mother, Mrs.
Robinson, went to Bucks port last
week to visit relatives.

Ann

Miss Susie E. Dinsmore went to Boston
Monday to resume her studies in the New
England Conservatory of Music.
Rev. J. F. Tilton started last Saturday for
of one month, most of which will
be spent at his old home in Sidney.

a

vacation

Chester W. Cottrell of New Haven, Conn.,
who spent his vacation with his parents in
this city, has returned to his home,
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Cottrell and Mrs.JJ.
A. Merrill returned Sunday from a pleasant
sojourn of two weeks at Swan Lake.

Harry

M.

Hayford

went

to

Hoboken,

N. J., last week to canvass in the interest of
a desk-manufacturing establishment.

Mass.,

Patterson died at his home in
Waldo Oct. 8th, aged 37 years and 1 month.
He had been ill with consumption for the
past year and confined to the house about
six weeks. He was the son of the late
Oapt.
F. A. Patterson. He leaves a wife and four
children, the oldest 15 and the youngest 3
years of age. Four brothers survive him:
Nathaniel W. of Waldo, Arthur M. of Whiting, Iowa, Eugene L. of Howie, Montana
and Chester B. of Belfast. He was a member of Kitchie Grange and by his cheerful

Mrs. Clifford Buxton and daughter of Toledo, Ohio, were guests of Mrs. A. A. Howes
last Sunday,

tlieir stay.

Thursday from

Frye of Dorchester,
Criehaveu, Ma-

summer at

tinicus.

Mrs. F. E. Cottrell and son Karl are in
Laconia, N. H., visiting Mr. and Mrs. I. M.
Cottrell

county.
E.

Miss Gertrude H.

Monday.

Miss Annie E. Going returned last Saturday from a visit to friends in East Union,
and has resumed her dressmaking business.

Henry

Miss Mary Jackson left last Saturday for
visit to Boston and Providence.

Mass., spent the

Mrs. Mary A. Jones of Burnham is in Belfast for a two weeks’ visit.

Mrs.

Miss Annabel Swan went to Newton Cen

tre, Mass., yesterday to visit relatives.
Miss Tbeoda Clears is assisting Miss Beaman in the Kindergarten School.
a

brief visit.

day for Lynn, Mass., for

Mrs. Hugh Crowley went to Bangor Tuesfor a short visit.

in

were held
Thursday and
largely attended. Miss Bolster waif
we believe, a native of China, and was well
known and highly esteemed in Waldo

services

or

ington cedar

tains

1

Personal.

were

funeral

cently orders which would keep the mill
running three weeks.
various

Cony
High School Alutnni Association, and also
of the Young Ladies Banjo and Guitar Club.

Personal.
D. H. Libby went to Boston
Saturday
business.

J. W. Hanuum and wife of Bridgewater,
who have been visiting relatives in
Belfast and Montville, returned home last

Thursday.

Elva

J.

Poland and

Mrs.

Lizzie

Young of Bristol, Me., who have been visiting their sister, Mrs. E. F. Rowe, returned
home last week.
Mrs. N. J. Leach of Boston Corner, N. Y.,
returned home Monday from a visit to her
sister, Mrs. C. F. Morison, and other friends
in Waldo county.
Mrs. Charles E. Crawford and daughter,
little Edna, returned home to New York
the first of the week from a visit to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunbar.
LeBaron Grant of Unity Plantation spent
few hours with Belfast friends last Friday.
He was on his way to Boston, where he has
a situation in Faneuil Hall market.

a

Mrs. Catherine James and her son, W. H.
James of Proctor, Vt., who have been visiting at Mr. John Goyens, returned home
Monday by steamer City of Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Varney of the CrosInn left on steamer City of Bangor last Monday for Boston, to visit the par-

by

ents

of the

Browning

of

latter, Mr. and Mrs. James
that city.

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Thomas of Hallowell
are visiting Mr. T.’s niece,
Mrs. Percy S.
Edgcomb. Mr. Thomas is suffering from a
cut in the left wrist, received
time ago while cutting kindlings.

severe

married in Brunswick

a

short

Mrs. W. P. Whitehouse, the wife of Judge
Whitehouse, is visiting her son in Portland,
also her grandson, who is a recent addition
to the son’s family.
His Honor, Judge
Whitehouse, is very proud of his new title,
as
he
has
a
“Grandpa,”
right to be. [Augusta New Age.
Mrs. Albert Sleeper of North Searsmont
arrived home recently from the Eye and Ear
Infirmary at Portland, and although her
visit there has only confirmed her worst
fears, that she is incurably blind, she bears
her infirmity with great fortitude and even
cheerfulness.
Mr. Lewis C. Smith of Belfast, Maine, has
been a welcome visitor at the home of his
friend, Mr. Ordway, of Eden township. A
few days ago they visited Ludington and
climbed the tower of the court house to
get a bird’s eye view of the city and its environments. This is Mr. Smith’s first visit
to the West and he is delighted with the
country and Lake Michigan and seriously
thinks of remaining here, f Ludington, Mich.,
Becord.

last

side, near the “Royal Poinciana," at Lake
Worth,300 miles south of St. Augustine. Dr.

L. W. Pendleton of Portland has been enas resident
physician and surgeon,
and will reside at the Poinciana during the
season, leaving Portland Jan ist.

gaged

The Journal of April 111, 181)3, contained an
item from the New York Recorder concerning the brilliant career of C. C. Aldeu, a
grandson of H. O. Aldeu, Esq., of Belfast, at
the Law School in that city. On October
1st,
the Law Council of the
University of the
City of New York appointed Carl C. Aldeu,

Esq., associate Professor of the Law of Evidence in its law department. This law department, or, as it is more generally known,
“The New York University Law School,”
is,
with one exception, the largest school iu
the country, its present enrollment
iu
being

the neighborhood of 300.
The many Belfast
friends of the Alden family will be pleased
to learn of Mr. Aldeu's advancement to a
position which requires much ability an 1 le-

gal acquirements.
Transfers

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gilmore of Chelsea,
Mass., who have been visiting friends in
Waldo county several weeks, returned home
last Saturday.
Mrs.

were

in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry of Deeds
for the week ending October 9,1895: Alvin
T. Knowlton, Morrill, to W. H. Blodgett,
do.; land in Morrill. Lewis A. Knowlton,
Belfast, to James F. Sheldon, do.; laud in
Belfast ; Waterville Trust & Safe Deposit
Co. to Wiseasset & Quebec R. R. Co,: land
and railroad in Burnham and other towns.
J. C. Durham et als., Belfast, to Wm. F.

Patterson, do.; land in Belfast. Islesboro
Laud & Improvement Co., to Geo. Pluller,
Philadelphia: laud and buildings in Islesboro. Annie E. Welch, Belfast, to Samuel
B. Herrick, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. P. P. Nichols, Northampton, Mass.,
et als., to Jas. G. Merriman, West Boylston,
Mass.; land and buildings in Searsport (2
deeds.) Sarah J. Nealley, Belfast, to Emma
A. Drake, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Lnretta Tucker, Pittsfield, to Phebe A. Gilchrest, Montville; laud and buildings in
Montville. A. L. McCorrison, Searsmont, to
Mary A. McCorrison. do.; land and buildings in Searsmont. Eugene S. Acliorn, Belfast, to Augusta B. Richards, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast. Lewis A. Knowlton,
Belfast, to Ernest L. Sprague, Islesboro;
land in Islesboro. Islesboro Land and Improvement Co., to Wm. H. Ingham, Philadelphia; land in Islesboro
deeds.)
Azuba Webster, Rockland, to Mary A.

O'bien, do.; laud

in

Brooks.

Stockton Springs. Mr. Freeman Burden
of Fredrickton, N. B., who has been visiting
at the home of Mrs. Dora Marden, returned
to Iviugman Monday-Mr. Henry Moulton
of soli. R. F. Pettigrew arrived Monday for
a short visit-Miss Annie Thompson went
to Bangor Tuesday for a short visit in the
family of Mr. J. F. Parkhurst-Miss Lura
Simmons arrived on Wednesday’s boat from
Boston and will remain at home several
weeks-The Current Events Club will
meet at Mrs. Henry Overlock’s this, Thursday. afternoon. All are cordially invited.
Camden.

The Perrin Cafe took tire Sun*

day morning, at 2 o’clock, gutting the restaurant and damaging Hunt’s clothing stock
and building. Loss, $<>,000; insurance, clothing, $5,000, building, $1,000, cafe, $500. The
fire caught from a cooking stove... .Fred
Benson, aged 13, son of Conant Benson, ran
away from home Saturday morning and was
found in Portland under the name of Frep
Sumner Crockett.
He had been reading
dime novels.

A Mexican War Veteran.
To the Editor of The Journal:
with Mr.

conversation

recent

a

In

Daniel

DR. SWAN’S

Meirill of Troy, who is one of the few surviving soldiers of the Mexican war, the
recalled by memory to the
early boyhood, when on a certain day in the spring of 1S47 w as seen the
familiar figure of a young man, slightly
below tl.e medium height and compactly
built, coming down the hill at the “Centre" with a light step, clad in a bright
new unifoiin and singing some patriotic

writer

was

events of

air.

familiarly called, had
was making a hurried visit to friends in Troy to bid them
adieu before embarking for the scenes of
w ar. Xo indication of military affairs had
then been seen in the place, and the appearance of a man in uniform naturallyDan.

he

as

was

enlisted at Belfast and

SOLD

EVERYWHERE

attracted considerable attention.
Sir. Merrill

was

sent

army in Mexico.
Occasionally reports of
Merrill's bravery anti soldierly deportment
afted from that then distant country
back to his friends and townspeople. In
consequence of the then meagre facilities

w

ere

Democracy

with other recruits

Maine to reinforce General Scott's

10m

w

Denounced.

Edgar S. Dodge has tendered his
resignation as chairman and member of
Dr.

the Natick, Mass., Democratic Town Committee, and in an interview published in

NEWS OF

THE

ing to

an

accident,

it

was

discovered

when she was placed on the dock that her
city gives the reasons propellor blades were bent and new ones
for his action.
It is a vigorous arraignwill have to be substituted.Biddeford
for tr nsmitting news, the tardiness of
and Saco are in a state of excitement over
ment of the Democracy from a
truly
even special
40 cases of typhoid fever in the two cities,
war news compared with
patriotic standpoint and deserves a wide due to impure water and milk from a farm
preeint lapicl transit was as weeks to
The river
where there were two eases.
reading. Dr. Dodge said:
lit in
and tidings from soldiers, if receiv“I have terminated my allegiance to from which the water supply is secured is
ed at all. w ere at lung, irregular intervals.
lowest for years.
Amoug those
the Democratic Party.
1 am prompted to the
stricken with fever is ex-Mayor S. F.
After the close of the Mexican war Mr.
the pursuance of such a course through a
Parcher.Edgar Scott, the Philadelphia
Meirill letnrned in a weak and emaciated
conscientious, patriotic sense of duty. In millionaire, lias bought eleven acres of the
condition, the effects of fever contracted in
my judgment the aims, the purposes and most costly land in Bar Harbor, on the
that country, l’robably it would not be
shore ad
the Markoe property, and
practices of the Democratic Party are sub- will buildjoining
a summer palace next year.
expected of the present man of nearly versive of the dearest and best interests
Patents have been granted Thomas II, B.
seventy years, and quiet and unasuming, to of
Nation, State and Municipality, and Pierce of Dexter, for a game board, and
speak in public: yet it is remembered that therefore, I fee! that the
highest responsi- Silas AY. Melden of Bockland onofa lime
on
one occasion in
his early twenties,
William F. Heed
Banbilities of citizenship summon me to a kiln.Sheriff
gor died Sept. 27th after a long and very
soon after his return from flic war and
different sphere of action and of service.
severe illness from ulceration of the stomwhen lie had in a measure regained his
“The record of the Democratic Admin- ach, aged 44 years.
He was serving his
health. Mr. Merrill entertained an interested audience for two

evenings.

It had

been announced that the returned soldier
would give a free lecture on a certain

evening (which

was

ond

the

evening)

at

continued to the

sec-

Roger's sehoolhtm.se.

A well filled house met him the first evening and a still larger number was present
the second.

He related

his experience
from the lime of enlistment to his return,
and animated the martial spirit of the boy

portion of the audience by his graphic

descriptions

c>f

the Bulletin of that

istration for the past two years is before
us.
Who can declare that it lias not been

discreditable, dishonorable and humiliating? Its transaction of public business
and management of governmental affairs
have been such as to cause distrust, discontent and shame. -The Democratic
Party
has been untrue to the people; it has repudiated its pledges and disregarded its
promises; it lias demonstrated its incapacity for constructive legislation: it lias
become wedded to trusts aud monopolies:

stirring scenes—especially its tariff
policy and enactments unmistakas lie led his hearers
through the battles ably tend to the
impoverishment and in(
engaged in at lierubuscc, Contresas, Moof the American working people,
jury
lino del Rev. tile bombardment and 'galwho constitute the very bone and nerve
lant stunning of C hapultepec, the grand
aud fibre of our national existence: its
entry of tlie American army into the city financial
policy is scarcely more than a

of Mexico, etc.

About the time peace was declared Air.
Alert ill w as attacked with typhoid fever,
w

hich

brought

him near the

point

of

join-

ing that silent army described in O’Hara’s
poem “Bivouac of the Dead,” and was
taken with a large number of sick and
wounded along with the forces as they
moved toward the coast for embarkation.
The.

unfavorable

climate

and crowded
state of the at my wagons greatly lessened
the
chances
for recovery.
One

combination

ill-considered

of

projects,
expedi-

unwise experiments and senseless
ents.
“It is

unquestionably opposed (and I
personal knowledge of the fact) to
pensioning the old soldiers, the men who
have

devoted their best talents and efforts in
the service of their country in its hour of
peril and who, by their heroic achievements, put down the Rebellion and saved
Union;and its foreign policy, especial-

the

He leaves a widow
third term as sheriff.
and one son.....F. O. Reed of Bangor and
Mack Gnilette of Presque Isle were each
fined S100 in the United States Court at
Portland Sept. 27th for violating the international revenue laws.State Bank
Examiner Timberlake was in Boston
last week, as the representative of Maine,
in conference with commissioners from
New York, Vermont, Connecticut, New
Hampshire and Rhode Island, regarding
the affairs of the Granite state Provident
Association and their methods of doing
business_The Boston Athletic Association has cancelled its date with Bowdoiu
for a game at"Boston on November (itli, in
order to play the University of Pennsylvania at Manhattan field, New York, on
that day.The Maine state College
team will play Colby at Orono on Saturday, Oct. 12th.It is estimated that

some

10.000,000

or

12,000,000 feet,

or

hornlike, October, 1S05,
[The late Gen. Henry Prince, a native
of Ea.-tpurt, was in all the battles named,
and a Alexican sword captured at the battle of Alolino del Key. has long been in the
Gen.
p< sse.-sion of relatives in this city.
Prince went to Alexieo a second lieutenant ar.d returned a brevet-major, promotion earned
field.

by

his

gallant

conduct in the

Carrying lights into Barns.
the

Editor of The Journal: One

of tlie most

prolific

causes

property is the lantern.

of fire to farm

I inclose a news-

clipping describing a
easily be applied to any

paper

device that

tan

farm barn.

It occurs to

me that when the inspector of
insurance company finds a barn thus
provided it might deter him from cancelan

ing the policy.
Over-insurance, poor
chimneys and danger from carrying lanterns are

the main causes that have made

farm insurance almost
the advanced rates.

plain

and clear.
No longer will I be untrue to myself and to those who, like
my-

self,

are

humbly,

striving

to

the highest
American citizen.-’
Gov. Cleaves

on

perform, however
functions

of

an

Cuban Affairs.

Governor Cleaves speaks out boldly in
cause of human
liberty when, in re-

the

Eld. Journal.

To

such an organization when vested with
authority. The path of duty for me is

impossible,

even

at

F.

Carrying a lamp or lantern into a barn
where there is hay is a dangerous practice. however careful one may be.
Better
cut an opening in the partition wall, or in
the barn doer, aud insert a pane of glass.
A bracket under this on the outside affoids a place to set the lantern, whence
its rays will light up the interior.
Two
of such places can be made—one for the
feeding floor, and one for the cattle quarters.
Then there will be no danger from
an upset lantern—a circumstance that annually causes the loss of hundreds of
barns. It is doubtless true that some
forms of lanterns are safer than others,
but I have never yet seen one that was
not capable of setting fire to a barn, if
overturned or broken near hay. If one
will insist on the practice of entering
stables and barns with lauters, let a cord
or light chain, with a snaffle hook at the
lower end, be suspended in a clear space
in the feeding floor, or in the cattle quarters. aud let the lantern be hung on this
immediately on entering the barn, making'tliis a rule and adhering to it. It is
much safer, however, to use some such
device as here described, and leave the
light on the outside of the building. [W.
I>., in New York Tribune.
Keeper of Owl’s Head Light.

sponse to a telegram from the Chicago
Tribune asking him to express his views
of the Cuban situation, he wires as follows:

Augusta, Jfe., Sept. 30. I believe our
government should be no more conservative in the matter of recognizing the belligerent rights of the Cuban insurgents
than Spain was in recognizing the Southern
Confederacy. 1 believe the sympathies of the American people generally
are with the insurgents.
Cuba has always been misgoverned, and always will
be so long as Spain has control.
When
the insurgents have established a government de facto there should be no hesitancy on our part in recognizing it. The

least

100,000 logs, have been transported
over the Bradstreet carry from the waters
of the Penobscot river into Moosehead
lake, ami thence down the Kennebec. It
is said that driving is more expensive in
the Penobscot waters than on the Kennebec: but the Manufacturer's (lazetto says
that the one important reason, however,
why a large amount of Penobscot logs are
now diverted to the Kennebec waters is
the unsatisfactory methods of scaling logs
which prevails at Bangor.The season
has now advanced to a stage where it is
possible to correctly predict the smallest
crop of apples for some years in the
western Kennebec valley.
Of Baldwins
there is hardly a marker for a crop.
Of
Ben Davis there won’t be half a crop.

The only good thing in “Ships that
Pass in the Night” is the advice given by
the Disagreeable Man to the heroine to
the effect that instead of trying to write
a book, she would be better
employed in
dusting off the good hooks already written.
Most women read every recipe in a
newspaper, and, if any one will listen, delight in reading them out loud. A hundred times a week a woman says under
such circumstances, “I am going to
try
that the next time I bake.” But she
never does; she goes off on a trail after a
new

basque.

[Atchinson, Kansas, Globe.

Worth) Tour CgaUeite.
The success of Hood’s Sarsaparilla in conquering scrofula in whatever way it may
manifest itself is vouched for by thousands
who were severely afflicted by this prevalent disease, but who now rejoice over a
permanent cure by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Scrofula may appear as a humor, or it may
attack the glands of the neck, or break out
in dreadful running sores on the body or
limbs. Attacking the mucous membrane, it
may develop into catarrh or lodging in the
lungs lead to consumption. Come as it may,

Llewellyn Norwood has been appointed
keeper of the lighthouse at Owl's Head
in place of J. G. Haddocks.
Mr. Norwood, who is 46 years old, comes from a faithful course of treatment with Hood’s
the Matinicus Rock light, where he has Sarsaparilla will overcome it, for working
been with Keeper Grant for the past five upon the foundation of all diseases, impure
Hr. Haddocks assumed charge of blood, the system is clarified and vitalized,
years.
Owl’s Head Oct. 5th, twenty-three years and vigor, strength and health restored to
the
ago, and ever since has been a most faithful and able official. Recently he has been
in somewhat failing health, resulting
laigely from severe wounds received at
the battle of Gettysburg. In retiring from
this office he will reside on a small farm
owned by him at Owl’s Head, and to this
quiet retirement be will be followed by
hosts of good wishes. [Rockland Tribune.

board bill amounting to over 8500 behind
her.Mrs. James E. Devine, wife of a
prominent Augusta merchant, committed
suicide Sept. 28th by cutting her throat
w ith a knife in a tit of temporary
insanity.
The victim was 44 year s old and is survived by her husband and two daughters.
It is estimated that only one-half the ice
stored on the Kennebec river last winter
will have been shipped at the close of the
season.In 1870 Bar Harbor was assessed for 8100.400; 1880, 8022.001; 1800,
85,034,058. This is the brief real estate
story of that famous summer resort for 20
years.At a meeting of the trustees of
Colby University, Sept. 30, Prof. Nathaniel S. Butler of Chicago University was
unanimously chosen president of Colby_
Mrs. Ella Jordan Mason of Biddeford has
been elected national installing officer of
the Woman’s Relief Corps.
Mrs. Mason
is one of the most prominent members of
that organization in the country. She
has held the various offices in Grant Relief Corps of Biddeford, was for two years
president of the State Relief Corps, and
was instrumental in the recent founding
of the home for aged veterans and their
dependents at Newport, Me. She was the
first woman in New England to deliver a
Memorial Day oration, which was given
in Bangor.

insurgents are contending against great
In Brief.
Dr. Talmage’s formal acodds, but judging from previous revolutions, and what we can learn of this, they ceptance of the call tendered by the first
are as
thoroughly imbued with patriot- Presbyterian church of Washington, D.
He will preach
ism as any people who ever struggled to C., has been received.
his first sermon as co-pastor Suuday evenbe free.
Hf.nry B. Cleaves.
ing, Oct. 27.It has been found that under Tammany the New York police bureau
Globules.
paid 40 per cent, more for supplies than
A woman’s heart never really flutters they could be purchased for iu the open
with joy until her pastor tells her he has market.The apple crop in Kentucky
missed seeing her at church.

body.

The

Reason Why.

The Belfast papers have concluded that
the reason the races at the Georges Kiver
trotting park were so poorly attended this
season was because the directors didn’t
take advantage of the advertising facilities of the press.
[Kennebec Journal.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

this year.
In some
great
of the mountain counties they are being
retailed at from two to ten cents a bushel.
In consequence of this abundance, applebrandy distilleries are springing up like
mushrooms throughout that section of
the State.
There are new nearly 300 of
these plants in operation iu the eighth
internal revenue district.The State
department was advised of the payment in London, Sept. 27tli, of the Spanish draft for the Mora claim and the deposit of the net proceeds to the credit of
the Secretary of State in the New York
sub-treasury. The draft called for the
payment of $1,499,000 in gold.Prof.
Louis Pasteur of Paris, the distinguished
chemist and discoverer of the Pasteur
treatment for the cure of rabies, is dead.
Death was caused by paralysis... Mr. Laycock’s big yacht Valhalla with Lord
Dunraven on board sailed September
28th
for Europe. She left
Newport
harbor under steam. Outside it was nearly a flat calm. As the steaming capacity
of this big vessel is limited, as soon as
she clears the coast she will proceed under canvas.
Lord Dunraven’s daughters
sailed fron New York October 2d on one
of the trans-Atlantic steamers.General
Nelson A. Miles has been formally told by
President Cleveland that he has been
chosen as successor of General Schofield
in command of the United States army.
was never so

as

AW M. Roberts,
Game.
Edward Rodick and C. R. Clark of Ear
of
a movement to
are
at
the
head
Harbor
build a fish hatchery at Long pond for the
purpose of stocking the lakes on Mt.
Desert island with trout and salmon, and
fifty of the wealthy cottagers have signified their willingness to subscribe liberally
to the scheme. A York on the hatchery will
begin in a few days, and Eagle lake, Jordan’s pond, Echo pond and Long pond will
be stocked as soon as the eggs are hatched.
Fish

and

Before describing

the “run,” a few
helpful suggestions as to the design of the
poultry-house. A successful poulterer,
in a

small way, has found the square
house most convenient, with the roosting-

perches, drop-boards, and nest-boxes all
placed in the middle, the drop-boards so
arranged above the nest-boxes as to prevent soiling the latter.
The care-taker
by this method, having ample space and
light, can easily attend to the daily cleaning and other routine of the fowl-house,
which, it is well to say just here, will be
neither trying nor laborious if one does it
methodically and at a certain hour. As
*'
“run,” it is an important adjunct

A MARTYR

INDIGESTION
Cured

by Using

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Words of Comfort to All who Suffer from

Dyspepsia.
“For years, I

was a

indigestion,

martyr to

and had about given
up all hope of ever finding relief,
as the complaint only seemed to

grow worse instead of better,
under ordinary treatment. At
last, 1 was induced to try Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and I hereby testify
that after using only three bot-

tles, I was cured'. I can, therefore,
confidently recommend this medicine to all similarly afflicted.”—
Franklin Hi ck, Avoca, la.
‘‘I am personally acquainted
with Mr. Heck and believe any

statement he may make to he
true.”— AV. ,T. Ma'xwklt., Druggist and Pharmacist, Avoca, la.
“I have used Acer's Sarsaparilla for general debility and. as
a
blood-jmrifier, find it does exactly as is claimed for it.”—S. -T.

Adams, Ezzell,

Texas.

Ayer’s™,Sarsaparilla
Admitted lor Exhibition

AT

THE

WORLD’S

uicli cannot well be omitted in our calunless for a venture in a
suburban plot surrounded by high board
fencing. Even there it would be best to
divide the space by a wire-netting partition into two equal parts, sowing them
both, before occupation, with timothy
and white clover, and using them alternately after the grass is sufficiently grown,
“liuus” well kept in this manner afford
the best green food, becanse while one is
being eaten off, the other is growing.
Twenty-five fowls need about .‘>0x100 feet
of space, divided equally into two “runs,”
enclosed by from five to nine feet high
wire nettings, according to the sort of
fowl which will use them.
Small active
birds are liigh-flyers and restless, unless
they have been bred from the shell in confinement.
Large breeds, especially fullfeathered varieties, fly low.
I
1 He equipments tor tlie fowl-house, in
addition to uests and roosting-perches,
are
wide, movable, smoothly finished
“drop-hoards,” hung two or three feet
beneath the perches to catch the droppings, and keep the floor or whatever is
directly under them clean. These boards
should be removed every morning and
thoroughly cleaned. Pure water is a
vital necessity, to insure which the stoneware poultry
fountains, so constructed
that nothing can get into the water to defile it, are the best: the largest size, holding two gallons of water, costs fifty cents,
smaller ones in proportion; they can be
found at any poultry-supply house.
For
feeding soft mashes and other wet food,
the very best thing for its purpose is a
galvanized iron tray, because it is easily
kept clean, and is so formed that the
fowls cannot get in and soil their food or
plumage. Such trays come in two sizes,
the smaller costing twenty-live cents each,
or sj.50 per dozen; and the
larger, thirtylive cents apiece, or SI.50 per dozen.
Dry grain needs no dish or tray of any
sort, for it should always be scattered as
widely as possible among dry litter, so
the fowls will have to hunt for it, and the
deeper they have to scratch the better, as
this gives them exercise.
[Harper's
Bazar.

'AGOOD THING- PU5H IT ALONG
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Plug Tobacco
Piece for8

A Great Big

10 Cents-

Vessel Owners
WANT

NEVER FAILS
...TO...

Core Catarrh
and

Hay

Fever

The discoverer of this remarkable remedy cured himself after
30 years of suffering. It
will cure you.
Full directions
of every bottle.

Bottles with 5 weeks treatment, $1.00
Bottles with 2 weeks treatment,

.50

All Druggists and Dealers
sell it.
All jobbers handle
it.
Address all communications to

California Catarrh Cure Co.,
Boston, Mass.
A. A.

Jobbers, Belfast, Me.

COOL.

COMFORTABLE,
EASY FITTING,
ANOTHER IMPROVEMENT IN OUR

Water Pad Trusses,
with

hard, rubber adjustable front. It beats
them all. If you need a Truss don’t fail to
look at them. They hold the severest rupture

with

ease

all the time.

Poor & Son.

To
IN VESTKl ATE
MERCHANT MARINE.

The annual meeting of the Vessel Owners ami Captains’ National Assn, was held
in Boston Oet Md. and 1(10 vessels were
represented. Officers were elected as follows: President, .1. s. Winslow, Portland;
1st vice pres. ,1. 11. Cox, New York: Mil
vice pres., J. M. Phillips, Boston; treas.,
Frank Harrington, Boston; see., 1!. K.
Freeman, Boston.
Besolutions were passed that the President, senate and house of representatives
of the United States be petitioned to appoint a commission of persons interested
and with knowledge of the requirements
of the merchant marine of the United
States, and all interests connected therewith, who shall hold meetings and make
such inquiries as are deemed by them desirable and report within one year from
its appointment the present condition of
the merchant marine of the United States
and the interests intimately associated
with, anc. report such revision of the laws
of the U. S., and make such recommendations as will be deemed by them to be
proper and necessary aud desirable in
order to improve and encourage the shipping industry of the United States, and
to regul ite the relations existing between
the different persons, corporations aud
individuals connected therewith, including the relations existing between shipowners. masters, officers and seamen of
the aforesaid merchant marine.

F.O. Box 1300.

HOWES & CO.,

tw.81*

COMMISSION

A

THE

_

at

ly with respect to Hawaii, has been unevening when a halt had been order- wise, unjust and un-American. In
truth,
ed fur camp, as Merrill seemed rapidly
tlie Democratic Party is a conglomeration
Greenings are bearing fairly well, as are
sinltirg, and it appeared certain that he of incoherent, discordant and inharmoni- also
llussets, Spies and fall fruit. Takeu
would die before morning, the officer in
ous elements
entirely unworthy of public as a whole, however, the orchards about
command gave the grim order to dig his faith and
Monmouth have not more than one-tenth
confidence. The tremendous
their usual crop.Seven crates of oil
But when morning came as he
grave.
interests of the country are not safe in its
paintings, belonging to a lady artist
was still living the burial services were inhands, and, while the resisting and com- named Mary A. Beckett, were attached in
Rockland recently on their arrival by
definitely postponed. A favorable point pensating power of our people is
great, I steamer
Mt. Desert, in response to a disin his condition was soon gained and
cannot believe that they could long withpatch from a Bar Harbor lawyer, who
eventually led to his recovery.
stand the blighting, withering effects of said the artist was
leaving an unpaid
J. f. it.
East '1

Poultry Papers.

Practical

WEEK.

Maine Matters.
The agent of the
opponent* of the Shore Railroad in Washington county is advised by the counsel
that no valid tax can be assessed by the
County Commissioners any part of which
is raised to pay interest or principal to
buy stock in the Shore Railroad. A decision was made recently in a similar case
by the Circuit Court of the United States.
.....The annual encampment of the State
College Cadets will be held in Presque Isle
duringthe week of Oct. 4-11. The battalion
will be made up of four compauies, band
and signal corps, and will number about
240 men.
Capt. Edgerly, the new military instructor, is exacting very strict dis-1
cipline in drill, but is proving to be popular among the students.The annual
meeting of the Maine Federation of
Women’s Clubs will be held in Augusta
Oct. 9, 10, 11, by invitation of Current
Each club is enEvents and Unity Clubs.
titled to representation by two delegates,
Xames
its President and one othershould be sent to Mrs. Frank R. Partridge,
112 State street, Augusta, as early as possible, and the address of place of entertainment will be sent to each delegate.
All club members are cordially invited.
Half fare on railroads.The official trial
trip of the Ammen Ram Katahdiu, set for
Oct. 3, will be postponed two weeks, ow-

A

Coal

Kelley
Speer of Hath are now figuring on a craft which is the idea of several
New \ '>rk yachting men, and combines
business with pleasure in a peculiar manner.
The plan is to be build a yacht
which can be used for carrying coal during the greater part of the year, and serve

for pleasure cruising during the summer
months.
The hull above the water line
will somewhat resemble a whale-back
steamer, with a sort of cockpit, with
sharp ends, such as are used on the top
of a racing shell to protect the deck. Between decks the craft will be fitted
up
like a yacht, handsome cabins and staterooms to occupy this space.
The lower
hold will be devoted to freight and is large
enough to coutain all the coal the craft
could carry.
While the vessel is engaged
in freight carrying the “’tween decks”
will be kept closed and undisturbed. The
craft will be 200 feet long, 40 feet beam
and 25 feet deep.
Her lower hold w ill be
divided into five wrater-tight compartand
she
will
be exceptionally
ments,
strong, as she is to be available for ocean
service.
Complete, she will cost about
$100,000, about twice what an ordinary
schooner of like tonnage would cost.
to

Bath’s

Library.

NERVOUS

DEBILITY,

Baltimore’s

STOMACH,
BLUR BEFORE
THE EYES,

DIZZINESS,
OVER-EATING,
SOUR SIOMACH,

CONSTIPATION,
LIVER COMPLAINT,

PRICKLY FEELING
OF HANDS OR FEFT
A

Sure Relief foi

Dyspepsia by using

Little Bailroai Liver Fills.
Every Box Warranted.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. NO GRIPING.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Manufactured by the
Railroad Medicine Co., Burnham Maine.

Trade with

YOUH-

*Fall & Winter
We have got
We will give

our
vou

Clothing-

FALL AND WINTER STOCK
our best attention.
Our li ne

I

And Latest Styles

-*

any clothiei. t0
meet our prices.

WE CHALLENGE
Better times

satisfy

are

coming and

we

you at the present.

will try and
:::

White Store, 81 Main St
CHARLES

O’CONNELL.

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.
Our Furniture is
Because it is offered at

Here

prices that tempt buyers.

of the

bargains

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c.

upwards.

are some

Moving!

we

offer:

Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards.

Fancy

Chairs at almost your own price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1.50 upward*
Hair Top and Wool lower than ever before.

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any
Since we have been in business.

time

•

Hong Kong.

The bark Amy Turner, Captain War-

land,

BUY

-TO

masmmmmm

Carrying Yacht.

Some years ago a man named Neil
Geistrup left his home across the water
and came to America.
He finally settled
in Bath and became a decorative painter.
He lived very quietly and had but few
companions. A year or two ago he died,
leaving a w ill and making many bequests
to friends in Bath and to relatives in his
former home.
Charles A. llarriman and
Edward F. Gannett were made the executors.
In his w ill he made a clause stating that after all other matters and bequests had been paid the residue should
be given to the Patten Free Library for
the interest of said sum to be used annua',
ly for the purchase of new books. At the
probate court Oct. 1st the executors iiled
their final account which shows that
Bath’s Library will receive about #8,800
as its share.
This was a great surprise to
most Bath people, who little realized that
he had left so much property.

DISORDERED

tmmmmmam&tonme*

A

Bequest

IS THE RESULT OF

NOW
IS YOUR
TIME
|l
g
|

MR. WILLIS

whose

record-breaking voyage last
winter from Hong Kong to Baltimore will
be remembered, lias been again chartered
by Lyon Bros. & Co. to load a general
cargo at Hong Kong for Baltimore direct,
following the bark Fred P. Litchfield,
now ready to start.
The Amy Turner is
about due at Honolulu from New York,
and will proceed to Hong Kong to load
for her charterers.
The ship Centennial,
now 48 days out from Hong Kong for Baltimore, is consigned to Lyon Bros. & Co.
with a full cargo of matting and Chinese
groceries. [Baltimore Sun.
To the Sufferers or Rheuiuutlsui.

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
some time in my practice I take great
pleasure in saying tiiat it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
We have the best assortment in this county.
only one I have found for the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
J. H. & J. W. JONES,
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
6m41
I
Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St.

J. C.
PILES!

first-class workman, is conneqed \\ it
this establishment. Repairinco! Furniture, Upholstering and 'arnisha

ing

done in

with

despatch.

a

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, acts
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts,and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, seut
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
ly4G

mnner

and

ms

Thompson

PILES!

thorough

& Son.

PORTRAITS.
We are making CrayonyVater-color or 1
portraits, 16x20 for Sio.ooneludiuit gold frau"
Work first-class and waftnted. Orders left
Woodcock’s studio or atfVoodcoek’s bookst’o*
t:ff“Agcnts wanted all o-r the State.
.1. V. HAVENEK'
Belfast, July IS, 1895.3ni2S>
~
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a. Fayal Island, Sept. 5, 189.").
,iud weather permit you will tiud it

,.;1nt to take

row around Flores Is-

a

sailing away to other parts of
archipelago. Generally speaking, you
before

to

.>o- border
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that

timidity

excessive

the

on

sometimes

ludicrous,

in the

their little i
They may start off on a Hue day,
fair wind, to make the shortest

Mrs. Laura C. Phoenix, nilwaukee, Wts.

|

“Matron of a Benevolent Home
and knowing the good Dr. Miles’ Nervine

|
I

comes

;md the weather

suddenly become
that they lose sight of the
altogether and are blowu to sea

has

•‘Stuous

;.-h;

their boats are

or

the rocks.

a

tlieir

;!.c

pounded

to

I

way two
lost only a

were

I

ago in going the six miles bea Cruz and the next town on

K>

side of the island.
1

forget these bugaboos when
the

vcr

i'i

long

good

a

iho

spiee

ais

zest

here

bluer, the j
below; except in

which

the

a
c.

danger
it
enjoyment.

sea

is

white clouds

deep

the mighty
sometimes

lie

'.■aid it

seen

“come

that tender

to

on

as

'•ay. a few minutes would
difference in this treacherous
It is not

iv:

ic.-

to Corvo

to

uncommon

in

|

cross

balmy morning, |

on a

hour

an

beautiful

gardens,

white

unaware

very

known extreme,

or

48 degrees, the

or-

tremes

ly

my vitality, that it was a question if I could
A dear friend advised me to try
go on.
I>r. Miles' Restorative Nervine.
I took 2 bottles and am happy to say, I am
in better health than ever. I still continue

of sensible heat and cold

by

increased

the

dampness

are

great-

of the at-

mosphere, which is

so great that paperwill not adhere to the walls and

i hangings
; tile veneering

of furniture soon slips off.
island of rayal comes next in due
course, sailing southwest from Flores 11-1
miles.
It is perhaps the most frequented
I he

Its occasional use, as a nerve food,
as my work is very trying.
A letter addressed to Milwaukee, Wis., will reaeh me.”

June 6,1S94.
Mrs. Laura C. Phoenix.
Dr. Miles’ Nervine is sold on a positive

of all the
has

guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell it at $1,6 bottles for $5, or
it will be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, iud

one

pelago

Azores,

after St.

Michael,

as

it

of the best harbors in the archiand lies directly in the track ol

vessels crossing the Atlantic.
it has long been famous in

rate

At

any

America,

top

I

We climbed

Seen from afar it is one immense conical

mountain, rising

to

comparatively

da

Its chief town, Villa
lies at the southwestern ex-

every trace of
volcanic formation.

little way up and were well
amis; and in winter the boats sel- ; rewarded by the backward view. The
ut. are out at all.
afternoon sun shone up tli.e mouth of
ug!i the entire population ot | gorge with a soft yellow light, illuminata

the clouds and bear-

ing

Horta,

tremity,

broad, deep,

a

on

recent

semi-circular
by two boid

bay, which is protected
throwing the other into promontories that form the horns of the
-oral villages besides .'Santa Cruz, shadow.
It glittered on a silvery water- crescent.
Besides its own headlands—
them along the coast.
Largens fall which tumbled over the edge of a Monte da Guia and Espalamaca, facing
earest town, and between it and near-by precipice to the surf far below each other like
watchful sentinels—the
o.iital you see a little river hurrying and turned to burnished
gold the whole harbor of Horta is somewhat sheltered by
and broad expanse of sea in front.
mean, (the Kibeiia Cruz),
Clouds of the long island of Sao .Jorge to the north|j
o.i etches "f stunted cedar trees—a I
vapor above the cascade wavered to and ward; while only four miles away the
•f timber so plentiful in Flores i fro in the breeze like incense from a
magnificent volcano of Pico lifts its broad
;t only furnishes the people with
swinging censer; and over all lowered the shoulders as an efficient breakwater to the
is shipped to the other islands
hazy elil't's in their three-fold semi-circle, easterly gales. Just-north of Monte da
■-building purposes. Flores is diversified in color by every shade of Guia, the southwest headland, stands
mar
in form, almost entirely
brown, green and gray, bright red in Monte Qurmada, or Burnt Mountain, with
hig11 eiill's, indented with mini- i places, with bands of shining ebony its curiously-colored red and brown dill's
j
..1 bays: ami nearly every bay has wherever
the lava-ledges,
protruding and base of blackened slag and cultivated
j
•! along slo re.
At Largens there through the soil, were wet
by streams or terraces like ancient battlements. It juts
j
proois of the inhospitable eliar- j waterfalls. While toiling up the stony sharply into the sea, and on the reefs ex'-oast in the remains of wrecks
j way, which seems more like the ruined tending from it is an uncompleted breakabout.
Here piles of spars ! stairs of an old
abbey than a path, grasp- water. Among the patches of corn and
ms
of beams and bulwarks toil ing the heather on the innei side for
grain and vine-land, separated by tall
fairs ot disaster: there the ! groatci safety and ramming our
improvishedges of cane which crown the heights
j
■en pan-.-ls ;'.nd black arched roof
ed alpenstocks down hard between the and terrace their sides, you see the reunlo
nnatv ship'> a ■uiipanioir’ ! rocks to
prevent a slip, which would have mains of ancient fortifications and two or
a
h>ir.e i i-» the dark walls and
|j dropped us into the surf roaring at the three old castles, all fallen to decay. The
inland is less tliau
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"tried town by a flood, and much
";:ny fur .i]v force to have blown it
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‘-b the airund
planted it “right end
“"i: care.”
Perhaps some sportive
G'Uiii Mini it u, from tlie
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as
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(good afternoon;)
gathering up her red petticoat in one
hand and steadying the faggots with the

the city follows the curve of the bay all
the way from Monte Qurmada to Espalamaea, the two horns of the crescent,
and is protected from the encroachments
of the sea by a high, thick, parapeted
wall of masonry.
In front of this the
ocean waves lapse
gently upon a beach of
glittering black sand. In the suburbs
villas peer out from embowering
foliage,
and behind all, the smooth-topped hills
trend gradually toward the center of the
island, until they are lost amid the clouds
that circle around their summits.
Fan NIK B. Ward.
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been cultivated from time immemorial in
Southern Europe and parts of Asia; the
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the ancient Greeks and Romans; which
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Traveling Dog.

WHAT DO DUMB ANIMAI.S THINK OF

and about 100.000 boxes of oranges and i
lemons—which are mostly sent to Eng!
land, the United States, Hamburg and

»

corn

challenging

single stone to let us pass, | any number of Azorean Don Quixotes to
*he acknowledged om salutation witli a 1 mortal combat.
The principal street of

productions
depths
rociet, and down it came lupine, which here grow's to extraordi"-1-ii.-cu liolow of the hills with
nary size and is raised in great quantities.
1
vonigb to ,|ant it forever. The The farinaceous seeds of it, after being
a "*
"ns
valle,, like all of them in soaked in sea-water to get rid of their
lUU ‘latk
wth cedars, and lower bitter taste, are a favorite article of food
llku

relieved

over

1

,r

another,

on a

huge wooden plow
"veil them and a
wicker-topped ox to the utmost perfection. Sugar-cane,
d with solid chunks of wood for
wheels, coffee and tobacco grow luxuriantly on
tislowly through the village. some of the islands, besides the vinei-!i -i (lie cliff's that environ Fajem
yards and groves of orange and lemon
:,, iare
not too nearly perpendicular,
trees.
There is no doubt that fruits and
E'
dges have been cut out and plant- plants of all kinds, from all countries,
'd
>m, liax, potatoes, cabbages and could he cultivated here with greater sucThese rise in steps to such a cess than in most other parts of the
world;
;'i that the
upper ones look like green but, unfortunately, the native inhabitants
"ling the layers of lava that show have neither the energy nor intelligence
1
their edges.
The lava strips are to turn the natural advantages of their
k
‘-inept w here cushions of moss and position to the best account. Their im“‘•as lave
given them soft tints of gray, plements are of the rudest kind. In sowfetus mil long grasses lean over. A ing they throw the seed about at
random,
'v:iV hack in the valley is one of the
calculating on the bounty of nature for a
k-;i‘ iciosities of the
island, a huge, J rich return; and they are never disap11,11 d.
erne-shaped mass of black lava, | pointed. Altogether, the islands produce
1 Ml
hunlred feet high, rising like a ! annually upwards of 17,000 pipes of wine,
dragging
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| by the bright, green orange groves and
which scores of wind-mills
j gardens,
if
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without
in front, j
Speaking of Azorean agriculture, though
d the stony lanes between these j these volcanic
islands, all rugged, lofty
■b~
hj narrow to be called streets,) ! and
precipitous, present such an unprom'•un ding in pigs, poultry and half-naked
ising appearance from the sea, a closer indure
while groups of peasants in
spection reveals luxuriant vegetation, rich
calico jackets and scarlet petticoats
and beautiful woods.
The cli-

i*

first view of the harbor and city Hashes
upon the traveler like a dream of beauty.
Villa da Horta occupies the entire shore

used to it: and
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wood

moment
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short -1 umdiois h
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astonish-

down it, carrying heavy burdens
on their heads as
lighiiy and securely as ! of the bay and dings to the steep sides ol
we run up ami down stairs at home.
Of the hill that rises abruptly from the wa
course this careless c.ouiivience Cannes from
| tor's edge—the quaint monotony ol its

uninteresting
d.
surrounded by fields, divided
;-board fashion, by stone walls, in
.i:
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triopiug
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foot of the precipice, we
d to see both men and
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US?

is a

dog whose proprietorship
postal clerks of this
has a taste for traveling and

by

He

the

has visited almost every part of the United States, and is now going to make the
tour of the world, starting from the Pacific coast on a Pacific mail steamer for
Hong Kong, thence on a P. S- O. steamer
to England, and thence to New York and
back to Tacoma.
It is a great pity he
cannot record his views of the various
sights he will witness. We lose a great
deal by not knowing what the dumb animals think of us. For although the fabulists make them talk, they always talk as
human beings, and not as dogs, parrots,
etc.
Once in a while we get a glimpse of
a dog’s real
opinion by the contemptuous
manner in which he treats some of
us, or
by the attachment he shows us. There is
nothing a dog likes so well as a ramble in
the country, and he will quickly attach
himself to one whom he discovers to have
this habit.
But of the moral and mental
philosophy of the animal creation we are
in general in profound ignorance.
[New
Bedford Eveniug Standard.
There is a most ingenious weather vane
on exhibition at Tillsou's wharf in the
shape of a steamboat somewhat resembling tlie old Katalidin, but said by some
to be a representation of the Bangor, the
first boat ever run between Boston and
Bangor, which when the wind blows runs
the walking beam, machinery and paddle
wheels, as if by steam power. It is prettily painted and is an admirable piece of
work. It was made by a St. George man
whose name could not be learned. [Roc kland Star.

Easy
To bay, easy
to take and
easy in effect,
are character-

istics peculiar
to Hood’s
Pills. They

small,
tasteless, and

•ro

purely vegetable. They act gently but thoroughly
and satisfactorily. They do not irritate
or inflame the intestines, bat leave them
la natural, healthy condition. 2S cents.
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are

“train callers.’’
They announce the
starting of all trains
of disease.
Most
all trains of disease
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dinary extreme of January, to SO degrees,
the highest known extreme of July near
the level of the sea.
But though the climate is so temperate and equable, the ex-

or

ten-mile channel between the

us

our

pink,

est

two, ii able inland village, lies that way and by
detained there several weeks be-j it the inhabitants of
Fajemsinho must go
s
possible to come back over the : every day to and from their field-labors.
return

to

in

with

and doubtless in Europe also, as the oldRestores Health time paradise of absconding bank cashiers
] and swindlers of all sorts and conditions,
corn.
To get to these fields you have to who found it advisable to retire fora
time
cross the el ins
l>y a steep, zigzag path from the public gaze. The island got its
cut in the lace of them, fitter for
goats to singular name from a green shrub, the
traverse than tor human beings; yet the
fio/'), which carpets all its valleys and
only road to Pouta Delgada, a consider- clothes its mountains from
to bottom.

child's

a

blow,'’

over-

i Dr. Miles’ Nervine

skurrying

in

done me, my wish to help others,

did not regain my health, and in a month
M became so debilitated, and wicrvous
from sleeplessness and the drafts made on

possible
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wavt : and

wind

white-cap
1

with the

wherry,
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1

swells ul the nrid-

sometimes cultivate

ancient and honorable family.
The range of the thermometer in the
Azores is from 45 degrees, Falir., the low-

my dislike for the publicity, this
letter may give me
In Nov. and Dec,, 1893,
The inmates had the “La Grippe
and I was one of the first. Resuming duty
too soon, with the care of so many sick, I
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PORTLAND FOR OVER 40 YEARS.

if
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One’s physical
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CITY PLIED

—

feelings

■

must

con-

blood

and bethe blood
be poor or

impure before any
disease can make much headway.
The secret of health is to keep the
blood pure and full of strength. When
a man or woman loses flesh and
vitality,
there is something wrong in the blood.
The start of it is likely to be in the stomach or bowels, and if they are put in
order the trouble gradually stops. Consumption is a germ disease, but if the
blood is good, and keeps the lungs strong
and healthy, the germs cannot find a
place to lodge and are cast off. If there’s
a weak spot, the germ will find it.
Even
after that, strong and pure blood will
strengthen the lungs so that they can
gradually rid themselves of the germs.
It is by creating strength and purity that
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discover}7
cures consumption and other diseases.
It makes one gain flesh
not flabby,
oily fat, but sound, firm, useful, healthy
flesh. Hundreds of patients have testified to its wonderfully beneficial effects
in many diseases and especially in incipient consumpt on.
A large book of 1000 pages, full of these testimonials with portraits and autographs of the
writers, can be had by sending 21 cents to cover
postage and wrpping only. World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
—

School
REPORT OF

THE

Statistics.

U.

S.

COMMISSIONER OF

EDUCATION.

Dr. Wm. T.

Harris, United

States Com-

missioner of Education, lias made public
bis report for the year ended Nov. 30,
The report states that iu tlie year
1893.
1892-93 the whole number of pupils enrolled in schools and

colleges, public

and

private, in tile United States, was 15,083,030, or 22.5 percent, of the entire popuThis was an increase over the
year of 370,097, and the total
would be increased to 15,400,000, if pupils
in attendance upon special educational
agencies were included. The enrollment
of pupils in the public schools for the
year numbered 13,510,719, an increase of
1.92 per cent, over the preceding year,
while the average attendance increased
3.45 per cent.
The details of attendance show that
children in the United States leave school
for about two-fifths of the year to engage
There
iu labor or from other motives.
were employed in the year 122,050 male
There lias
teachers and 260,954 female.
been a decrease in the number of male
teachers since 1880, and the number of
female teachers has increased 70 per cent,
in that period.
The number of school
houses iu 1893 was 235,420, valued with
tlieir contents and appurtenances at $398,435,039. The school revenue for that year
was $105,000,000; tile total expenditures
were $103,000,000.
Of this amount $104,000,000 was paid for teachers' wages; $31,000,000 for the construction of school
bouses and $28,000,000 for fuel, supplies,
etc.
Iu the last 20 years, the value of
school property iu the United States and
the common school expenditure have I
more than doubled.
The number of public high schools reported to the bureau in 1895 was 2,812, j
employing 9,489 teachers, and having 252.051 pupils enrolled. Reports were received from 1,45,4 private high schools and
academies, employing 0,201 teachers and
giving instruction to 90,147 pupils. There
were 451 universities and colleges for men
and for both sexes. Of these 310 w ere coeducational, an increase of 5 percent, in
two years.
The total number of instructors- was 10,247 and of pupils 140,055.
for
women alone numbered 143.
Colleges
with 2,114 teachers and 122,949 students.
These institutions had 5,319,002 volumes
in their libraries; their equipment was
valued at $128,872,801; endowment funds,
$98,095,705; income for the year, $17,071,550, and the benefactions during the year,
$0,715,138. State appropriations for agricultural schools, which received aid from
the United States under the act of 1892,
amounted during the year to $1,634,715.
As a result of professional education in
the year, there were graduated 4,991 medical students, 2,852 dental students, 3,394
pharmacists, 0,770 law students and 7,830
theological students. Theological schools
are more heavily endowed, compared with
their expenses, than any other class of institutions.
Of theological students, onehalf get their collegiate training in denominational schools, one-sixth in nonsectarian schools, and only 3 per cent, in
State universities.
The graduates of normal schools numbered 4,491; the number
of students, 53,405.
The amount appropriated by States for support of normal
schools that year was $1,452,914, and for
lation.

preceding

j

]

buildings, $8*10,820.

Prospective Large Cider Supplies.
Too many cider apples are on the ground
in almost every part of the country and
prices for cider and cider vi negar are low
in view of a large output.
In such western

States

as

111., Mo., Ia.,

and

Mich,

windfalls and unmerchantable fruit are in
abundance and only extremely low figures
can be secured.
At remote points in Kansas, owing to the plenitude and high cost
of moving to market, farmers arc selling
good, t ough soft, fruit as low as 5c per
bu.
In fact, throughout large areas west
of the Mississippi freight rates are so high
as to forbid the shipment of cider stock.
While the market for cheap apples is thus
glutted, this does not apply to later autumn varieties of better keeping qualities.
Everything points to the placing of a great
many winter apples in cold storage, which
later should do much to relieve the market of undue pressure.
No matter how
liberal the crop may be, and considering
tlie probable outlet on export
account,
hard stock ought to sell fairly well.
In some of the middle states and southern New England the situation is
not
much better. Early-made cider is
very
weak and last year’s goods being marketed at figures as low as 4c per gal.
Connecticut cider makers have offered goods
at 4 l-2c at shipping station, or
approximately 5 l-2e at Boston and N. Y., without buyers appearing. So long as these
prices prevail farmers cannot expect to
receive over (5 or 8c perbu. for cider
apples,
especially early pickings. These out of
the way, however, the market ought to
do better.
It is probable that the usual
quantity of
cider and vinegar will be put out this
An
abundant
follows
year.
those
crop
which were restricted, so far as cider apples were concerned. There should be
an outlook for
pure stock of this character. Were it possible to do away with
the adulterated article manufactured so
extensively in large cities, and dishonestly sold for cider and cider vinegar, serving to depress the market for genuine
goods, there ought to be a recovery from
the long-time weakness.
[N. E. Home-

stead.

Scott’s Emulsion

TWO OLD STEAMBOATS PKEY OF FLAMES.
It AT AH DIN SAW 30 YEARS’ SERVICE ON
THE BOSTON-BANGOR ROUTE.
FOREST

sta-

people from taking

pine tremis, I believe,) grows wild in our
own country, in
sandy places from Canada

natures so far as going to sea is cortAnd indeed there is reason for

Burned for old Metal.

the
trains. He tells
where each one is
going and keeps

has been somehow taken out of them.
One variety, that with blue

be afraid to trust your life anyc an Azorean boatman will take you,
.hey arc the most cautious and timid
net

,v

big railway
tions, calling

world, especially in Egypt and the
Mediterranean countries for food, forage
and a fertilizer.
There are over eighty
species of the shrubby tribe Genisteae, of
the order Leguminosae, all with flowers of
pea-like form, blue, white, purple or yellow, in long terminal spikes, and with flat
seeds that are bitter as gall until the flavor

of the

of The

,.,-j i!

Yon ve seen and
heard the loud
voiced man at the

divers sortes of flat Beanes called lupine,
of the garden and others wilde.” It
is yet extensively cultivated in many parts
some

ISLAND
AND
A ROUND FLORES
of some of its Villages.

AND

LFrom the Boston Globe of Oct. 1.]
Two old side wheel steamboats, the
Katahdin and the Forest City, were burned last night at Nut island,
HoughsNeck,
to secure the old metal which entered into their construction.
lhe hrst week in July the
boats, which
had been purchased by Thomas Butler &
Co., were towed to Nut island at high tide
and grounded by tugs far up on the beach.
The engines and boilers were taken out,
broken up and sold for old junk, and
every bit of iron, brass and copper that
could be removed went into the
scrap
heap and lighters brought it to the city.
A big hole was made clear through the
Katahdin forward of her paddle boxes,
and about all of the Forest City that was
standing above the main deck were the
great hog frames which brace and
strengthen the ship, and her after cabin.
The boats have bad an eventful career.
They were pioneers in Maine steamboat
history, the Katahdin running for more
than 31) years uu the Bangor route, and
the Forest City running on the Portland
route for more than 40
years.
They have breasted the storms aud
fierce gales that sweep the Atlantic coast
in tiie winter months, and in tire
busy
summer season have carried thousands of
tourists to Maine ports.
I hey have both done splendid
service,
aiid owing to theii superior
strength and
seaworthiness have been in use much
longer than the average time allotted to
wooden steamers of this class.
Vessels
of twice their size and of the most modern
have
taken their places.
type
The Forest City was built iu New York
for the Portland steam packet
company
in 1854 by John lnglis.
She was the first
steamer that this prominent steamboat
builder ever built.
She was of 1134 gross
tonnage, cost about 8225,000, and was
considered an up-to-day craft in
every
particular at that time. Her passenger
carrying capacity was about 400, one half
that of the new steamer Bay State.
The
late Capt. John B. Coyle, founder of the
aud
father
of'the
company
present manager, superintended the building of the boat.
When the war broke out the Forest
City, like many other boats of her class
in northern waters, was chartered
by the
government and used for several years as
a transport.
She did not at any time then
encounter the rebels, but it remained for
her soon after, when she had returned to
Portland, to encounter them just outside
the harbor.
The story of the capture of the Caleb
Cushing by the rebel privateer Tacony is
familiar to many.
It was the Forest City
that was armed by citizens of
Portland,
and ;n company with the
Chesapeake, on
June 27, 1803, was sent in pursuit of the
rebels.
It was the Forest City that was
bearing flown on the rebels when they
blew up the Cushing and surrendered.
Capt. John J. Liscoinb, father of the
present treasurer of the company, commanded her at that time.
'I lie Forest City lias liad few commandera.
Besides Capt. Liscomb her other
masters liave been Capt. William Snowman, now of the Bay State, who went on
the Forest City 30 years ago when lie first
entered the service of tiie company, who
was pilot one year When
George Knight
was master;
Capt. Kicliard Donovan and
John
Capt.
Craig.
During all her long career the Forest
City never met with any serious mishap.
She was a superior sea boat. Site was
withdrawn from the line a year ago last
February, and was towed here on July
1st by the tug Nemo.
The Ivatalidin was also built in New
York by John Inglis & Sous.
She was
built for the Sanford Independent Line,
between
Boston
and
running
Bangor,
which line was succeeded by the Boston
and Bangor steamship company.
The ivatalidin started on her trial tiip
to Bangor, May ll), 1SD3, under command
of diaries IJ. Sanford. Her last trip from
Bangor to Boston was made June is, 1SD4,
Capt. Otis Ingraham in command, with
4 73 passengers and a lull cargo of
freight.
The ivatalidin lias continued on the
route the year through, with the
exception of one winter, that of ISfi-t, when she
ran on the Fall Hiver line.
She has probably seen more and harder service and lias
contended witli more ice than any vessel
that lias not been in the Arctic seas.
At the time she was finished no steamer liad then been so
beautifully and expensively fitted out. Her tonnage was
Il'3-4.
She liad accommodations for 7>00
Her cost was SJo0,000.
passengers.
Tlie Katahdin has always been considered one of the stanchest sidewheel steamers running
out of Boston.
She was a
In all her
very easy boat in a rough sea.
years of service she never had an accident
of any consequence, and only once was
seriously damaged by a storm, and that
was during the winter of 1885-80.
On Jan. !), 1880, the Katahdin left Wiuterport at the usual hour, and had tine
weather until off Cape Porpoise, when a
heavy gale arose, increasing each moment.
Oft Boone island a tremendous sea broke
in the bulwarks on the port bows, swept
the forward main deck clean and carried
away the bulwarks on the starboard side.
Large quantities of water went into her
cabin, and in a short time there were 7 1-2
feet of water in the hold.
For 10 hours
the steamer heavily breasted the tremendous seas, until the afternoon, when the
wind having somewhat subsided, she put
into Portsmouth harbor.
Afterward she
steamed to Boston, her hull being intact.
Some of the best-known and most experienced navigators on the coast have
commanded the Katahdin, among them
Capts. Charles B. Sanford, J. P. Johnson,
Henry S. Rich, William R. Roix and F. C.
Homer.
All of these, excepting the first
named, are now dead. In recent years
the Katahdin has been commanded by
Capt. Marcus R. Pierce, now of the Penobscot, and Capt.- Otis iDgraliam, the
present master of the new City of Bangor.
During the past ten years se veral steamers have been burned at
Houghs neck.
The first one taken there was the old
man-of-war Niagara, which once did service at the navy yard as a receiving ship.
In 18!)1 the Brooklyn, which was one of
Farragut’s fleet at Mobile, was burned,
and in 18i>2 the old man-of-war Wyoming,
and the Galena, the government vessel
that the previous winter had run ashore
on Gay head, were destroyed.
Last year
the old propeller steamers of the Halifax
line, the Worcester and Carroll, were
burned. A few years ago the famous old
Plymouth Rock, once owned by Jin: Fisk
and run on the sound and afterward used
as an excursion boat from Boston, was
broken up there.
Ihese vessels are not wholly obliterated
from memory, for substantial relics of
of them are still preserved at
some
Houghs neck. In a little cove under the
brow of Great hill there is an interesting
group of summer cottages built of portions of these old steamers. Standing
side by side is the pilot house of the Plymouth Rock and the pilot house of the
Carroll. Back of the Plymouth Rock pilot
house is the pilot house of the Worcester,
to which lias been added another story
and a tower. Stiil further back is the
forward cabin of the Plymouth Rock,
which is now adorned with a pitched roof
and painted in yellow and red. The
berths and state-rooms are left intact and
provide the sleeping accommodations for
the people who occupy the unique cottage.
Portions of the old steamers are also to
be found worked into many of the other
cottages in the village. The signs taken
from the pilot houses of the Forest City
and Katabdin are now displayed on two
houses

at

the

cove.
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never

change

1 his is the secret of Scott s

It

is a most

or

and chemi-

perfect Emullose its integrity.
a

Emulsion’s great

success.

happy combination of flesh-giving, strengthhealing agents, their perfect union giving

ening and
them remarkable value in all

WASTING DISEASES.

Hence its great value in
Consumption, wherein it arrests

wasting by supplying the

most concentrated nour-

ishment, and in Anaemia and Scrofula it enriches and
vitalizes the blood. In fact, in
every phase of wasting
it is most effective.
Your doctor will confirm all we
say about it. Don’t be persuaded to accept a substitute /
Scott & Bowne, New York.

All Druggists.

50c. and 51.
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Ladies’ Fine Kid,
Button &LaceBoots
That

when for the
same

I$Ij687

money

can

you

This lot includes:

get

B. L. Tobacco.

French Kid, Fine Dongola Hand
Sewed and Cloth Top Boots in
Common Sense «P Opera Toes.
and every pair is

It is best and

cheapest,

as

We have a

large

lot of

of all kinds, bought before the recent
sharp advance in prices, which will be
sold at old prices.

W. T. COLBURN,

the best leaf—

longest.

BABGAIX.

a

BOOTS & SHOES

it

is made trom

Lasts

formerly sold at St'.00 to
pair, at only.

*4.00 per

McClintock Block, High St.
i

IN GREAT VARIETY.

I

Are

Wedding Presents

You

Dizzy?

IX AI.I. LIXLS.

Does your head ache

at

appetite poor and stomach

times,
out of

order ?

L. F." is

just

the medicine

It is

The True

**

SH1KT WA.iS’i

v

combina-

you require.
tion that reaches justsueh
a

cases.

L. F.” Medicine or

Hitters.
.'ISe.

a

bottle

everywhere.
AT LOWER TRICES
TIIAX EVER BEFORE.

H. J. LOCKE,
National

Buildxig Belfast.

Bank

FOR FARMERS.
The farmers of Maine whose property is
cumbered by mortgage are giving
to a Maine enterpri/.e by insuring in the

unin-

enoi.nYagement

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
My Mamma gives me
BROWN'8 INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REM. NICE TO TAKE.

OK AUGUSTA.

Col. HENRY (j.

Oapt.

STAPLES, President.
NASH, Vice President.
TURNER, Secretary,

0. E.

E. S.

Prepared by NOBWAT Msdiotke Co., Norway, Me.

0, W. JONES, Treasurer.
BOARD

NEW
| Bc-FORE ^AftER^

LIFE

M. E. C. WEST'S NEBVE AND BEAIU TBEATMENT
is sold andor positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Manhood;
Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessi
Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which lends to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
and Death. By mail, #1 a box: six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’treatment,
with full instructions, 'lit cents.
Oat sample
only sold to each person by mail.
R. H.

MOODY, BELFAST.

I C DBIIII’C

FOR EITHER SEX.

LC Dnlln 9 This remedy being iu—jeeted directly to the

OF

DIRECTORS

HENRY G. STAPLES,
ALGERNON BANGS,

CHARLES E. NASH,
FRANK L. WEBBER,

JAMES E. FULLER,

CHARLES H. BLAISDKLL,

CHARLES W. JONES.
This compat y is popular because it is meritoriand has had a marvelous growth. It is the
only Maine company doing business on the dividend plan. It is conducted upon the lines of two

ous

of the oldest and

most

successful insurance

com-

panies in the United States, viz: the Holyoke and
the Quincv of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 1843 and 1851 respectively,
and have

never failed to pay a dividend.
All
insured in this company must be suragent of the eampany, and a plan
made. This is doue at the company's expense.
Every person insured is a member of the company during the life of his policy, and is entitled
to its benefits.
Dilapidated.unoccupied or neglected buildings, and those in bad repair, will not be
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protection.
Those wishing to insure
for revenue only will have to seek it elsewhere.

buildings

veyed bv

an

—

seat of those diseases
of the Genito-l’rinary

Organs, requires no
change of diet. Csre
guaranteed in 1 to S
days. Small plain park*
TT T> TTa age, by mail, 81.00.
X# U nlJSold only by
B. H. MOODY. BELFAST.
29
_

J. 0. JOHNSON, Liberty,
Agent for Waldo County and Vicinity.

„■

WE HAVE GOT HOLD
OF THE BEST LINE
.OF.

DO YOU KNOll
LADIES
DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S
Steeli Pennyroyal Pills
fnbNUi, safe and reliable care
on t ie market.
Price. $1.00; eent
by mail. tienninnKnl.'l nnlv kv

R* H. MOODY, BELFAST.

EDUCATE

Cigars

shown in Belfast, manufactured in Tampa. TlorUta. from
pure Havana leaf and by Cuban
workmen.
ever

Prices, 8,10

and 15 Cants.

....TRY THEM....
Poor &. Son, DrasftlBtai.

GRAY’S BUS]NES8 COLLEGE
School Shorthand
of

aw

Pend for free Illnrtnted

Typewriting.

Catalogue.

L. A. Cray A Son, Portland, Me.

take orders in every town and city; no
good wages from start, pay
capita) required; work year round.
12w38*
GLEN BROS., Rochester, N. Y.
to

MENdelivering;
weekly;

no

Burned to Dealt

iSepubltcan goumai
BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1895.
THE

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY

Journal Pub. Oo.

Republican
CHARLES A.

}

PIMBPHT.

B„

Hon. Simon S. Brown of WaterviUe a
candidate for surveyor at the port of Portland under Cleveland! Why, did he not

only a few months ago turn his back upon
the, Democratic party and denounce Clevelanfaism?
In the article on the
Forest

steamers

and

City

published,

where

burning
Katahdin,

of the
else-

mention is made of other

vessels burned at

Houghs

neck for' the

metal in their hulls and among them the
This ship was

old man-of-war Niagara.

designed by George Steers, designer of
the yacht America and of many other fast
and famous crafts.
1 notice that the Democratic papers in
their sketches of Hon. J. S. Grinnell do
not allude to the time he tried to get the
nomination for governor at Worcester,
but w as unceremoniously turned down in
favor of ex-Mayor Prince of this city.
[Bost m Evening Record.
Nor do

jolly

they say anything of the very
times he had in summer time at

Point

Lookout,

Md., when chief clerk of

the Patent Office at

Washington.

Exports from Manchester to the United
States have also doubled over those of
tire corresponding period last year, the increase being especially noticeable in cot-

ton piece goods, cotton velvets, fustiar.s,
linens, damasks and handkerchiefs. Every

cotton mill in Lancashire is running on
fulltime, and the operatives have all the
work they want,
[Loudon Cor. N. Y.
Tribune.
>

The British manufacturers knew what

they

about in supporting Cleveland
policy, and are

were

and the Democratic tariff

reaping

now

their reward.

We

reprint
article by

elsewhere

an

from

extract

Jno. Gilmore

Speed in the
Inefficiency of
Country Public Schools.” X’o special
section of country is indicated, so that
Air. Speed's criticisms must be regarded
as of general application.
Speaking for

an

October Forum

this section

“The

on

assert with the utmost

we can

thatTus assertions are unfoundThere has been no such degeneration,
there is no such illiteracy, as he de-

confidence
ed.
and

scribes. but rather

an

efficiency of the schools.
We should be glad to hear from educators
on this subject.
The editor of the

Age publishes an open
County Grange in which
he attempts to explain his retaining for
exclusive publication in his own paper
certain portions of the proceedings of the

letter to Waldo

county grange which

were

to have been

sent to The Journal.

Age
but

man

The relations of the
to the Grange do not interest us,

far

so

The Journal is concerned

as

his “explanation” simply aggravates the
original offence and emphasizes a breach
of common newspaper courtesy. Xo copy
of the proceedings in question, printed or

otherwise,

matter from
week after is

only

can

this

office, and the
might
clipped the
the Age for publication the
a piece of impertinence that
excused on the ground of

was sent to

intimation that

be

have

we

ignorance.
The communication
with
was

regard

to

on

the second page
cause of fires

frequent

a

written before the recent

Burnham,
tern in

a

when the

tragedy in
upsetting of a lan-

barn caused loss of life

as

well

as

destruction of property.
The question of
insurance conies home to every property
It is for the interest of

owner.

to

guard against

accidental

everybody

tires.

One

careless person may be the cause of raising
insurance rates for a whole community.
Over

insurance,

which leads to not

fires, the companies

A terrible accident, in which one little girl
lost her life, one man received severe wounds
and the building narrowly escaped destruc-

tion, occurred at the Arlington House last
Sunday morning. Mrs. Miller, the landlady,
before retiring Saturday night, put two
large sticks of hard wood in the kitchen
range to keep the beaus cooking through
the night, and a little girl named Josie
Thomas, 14 years of age, started the lire up
Sunday morning. It is supposed the fire did
not start quickly enough to suit her and that
she intended to help it along by using kerosene, although she had been repeatedly cautioned by Mr. and Mrs. Miller never to put
kerosene on the fires. By mistake she took
a can of naphtha and the result was an explosion which aroused everyone in the house.
Mr. Miller, whose room is on the lower floor,
rushed into the office in his night clothes
where he found the girl enveloped in flames
and screaming for help. He at once took off
her burning clothing and applied wet towels
to allay the burns, after which he gave her
over to his wife and daughter while he attended to the fire in the kitchen, which was
then making rapid progress. He soon had
the fire out, and it was found that a trail of
fire had followed the girl from the kitchen
to the front office.
A large amount of cloth-

ing hanging about the kitchen

a

few

be held responsible for; and we think more care should be
exercised in placing risks, and better rates
must

given

to those who can show that all
possible precautions have been taken against
accidental tires.
If everybody would exercise as much care as though they were

was

destroy-

ed and the wood work charred all about the
room.
In the adjoiniug room the tire caught
in several places, also in the hall and office.
Drs.
Stevens
and
were
Ellingwood
called and did all in their power for
the little sufferer, but she died after
lingering until midnight. Every portion
of her body
was
burned over, and so
bailly in some places that the flesh (ell off in
large pieces. Her h£ir was completely burned off, her face scorched and blistered, and
her shoes and stockings burned to a
crisp. Mr. Miller received a number of bad
burns on his hands, wrists and body, and
was confined to his bed for the remainder of
the day after getting the fire out. No blame
can be attached to Mr. or Mrs. Miller for
this sad affair, as they repeatedly caution
their help not to start fires with kerosene,
even

and have forbidden them to use the naphtha
for any purpose. To guard against mistakes
Mr. Miller painted his naphtha can red,
white and blue, in stripes, and kept it in another room, while the kerosene was kept in
a bright tin can in the kitchen. The mother
of the girl, who is a poor woman with a
large family, has the sympathy of the community. It was a very narrow escape for
the house and its inmates.
News of the Granges.

advance in educa-

tion and in the

Naphtha.

JOSIE THOMAS MI8TAKE8 NAPHTHA FOB KEROSENE AND 18 FATALLY BURNED.
NARROW
E8CAPE OF THE HOTEL.

Equity Grange has four candidates “on
the road.” The third and fourth degrees
will lie worked next Saturday evening.
Waldo County Pomona Grange met Oct.
8th with \ ictor Grange, Searsmont. The
travelling was excellent, and although the
threatening weather kept many away the
attendance was good. The Grange was called to order by the Worthy Overseer, J. G.
Harding, who invited Past Master M. E.
Harrimau to take the master’s chair. Remarks for the good of the order were made
by several. Jennie McFarland gave a very
fine address of welcome, to which M. B.
Hunt very ably responded. Eleven Granges
follows: Honesty, by Israel
reported
Woodbury ; Farmer's Pride, by M. 1. Stevwere

as

|

Northport

The

New*.

What is the verdict? seems to he the uppermost question here.
Bev. Geo. B. Tufts will
next

Sunday

preach at the Cove
afternoon at two o’clock

Mrs. Oscar Drinkwater is very sick with
but it is hoped that the worst

typhoid fever,
is passed.

Mr. Wells Reed returned to Philadelphia
last Friday, having had a long and enjoyable

outing here,
Mr. Walter Dodge, living in the back part
of the town, had the misfortune to break his
leg last Saturday. He was attempting to
shift

a

hayrack and it canted

on

him.

Mrs. R. T. Herrick, Mrs, Annie Batchelder
and her daughter Abbie have returned from
a very enjoyable visit to Houlton,where they
attended the W. C. T. U. convention. They
speak very highly of the splendid time they
had, and this first visit to Aroostook will
long be remembered by them.
Mr. and Mrs. George Knowlton of East
soon start for California to
remain about two years. Mr. K. is in hopes
that his general health will be greatly benefited by a change of climate. His son-in-

Northport will

law, we understand, will stop
during his absence.

on

the place

A very rare family gathering occurred a
few days since at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith. Although an off-hand as-

sembly, there were present representatives
of four generations, namely, Mr. John
Smith, his son Fred, his grandson, Fred,
and his great-grand-daughter Ruth, a babe
of three mouths.
Mr. Herbert White of Cambridge, Mass.,
dropped into the Cove last Saturday afternoon in his fine schooner yacht, the Frolic.
It was quite a surprise to his friends, who
were not expecting him, but greater still
was this surprise when they learned he was
accompanied by his young bride, a lovely
young lady of Brookline, Mass., .at which
place they were married last Thursday.
Shortly after the ceremony they quietly
slipped away from their friends and stopped
that night in Boston. In the morning they
took the early train for Rockland, then proceeded to Rockport, wdiere his yacht met
them, and they are now enjoying themselves
immensely on their bridal cruise along the
coast of Maine. On leaviug Sunday afterMr. White was asked where he was
bound. “O, Castine,” he carelessly answered, but as the yacht passed down the bay it
looked as though they had another port in
noon

marks

made by several about ascertaining the number of fifth degree members
in the county, and the
secretary was instructed to ascertain.
The question, Resolved, That education has done more for
the farmers than wealth, was discussed
by
Dr. Millett, M. E. Harriman, W. H.
Moody,
M. B. Hunt, D. O. Bowen, J. R.
Hurd,
B. F. Foster, A. L. Mudgett, J. O.
Johnson,
V. B. Paul, and Sisters Bowen, Bartlett and
were

Jackson.

The discussion was followed by
music by the choir; declamation by Brother
Googins; song by A. L. Mudgett, who was
encored and sang another song; reading
by
Sister Holmes; reading by Sadie Farrar;

The officers elected at the last stated meet*
mg of Excelsior Lodge of F. & A. M.f were
publicly installed at Masonic hall Saturday

evening, Sept. Gtli by I>. D. G. Master, R. A.
Packard, as follows: M. G. Black, W. M.;
George Wicher, S. W.; Isaac Hills, J. W.;
Bartlett Wadliu, S. D.; F. B. Glidden, J. D.;
V.
Mendle, S. S.; Isaac Crockett, J. S.;
A. W. Hasson, Chap.; A. F. Elwell, Tyler.

danger

would

be

of

total loss

a

fewer

fires,

recitation, “Rizpah Mourning
by fire there

insurance

rates

and one supposed to be very near to
the candidate whose claims are presented
source

in such

being

eulogistic terms, particular

laid

on

the fact that he

stress

was

“the

friend and confidant of Mr. Blaine.”

The

despatch

says, among other things:
It is pretty certain that unless Kennebec
county is united on a candidate it will be
difficult to beat Mr. Milliken, but it is
claimed that when the county is a unit
for any candidate, as it has not been in
the past, the remainder of the district
will fall in and nominate him.
Waldo county is concerned we
must object to this summary disposition
So far

as

fertilizer by buying feed and feeding it to stock than to buy commercial fertilizer; aff., J. R. Hurd, neg., J. G. Harding. The remainder of the program to be
our own

furnished by Mystic Grange.

fC. A. Levan-

seller, Secretary.
Yachts

and

Boats.

Walter Arey has hauled out his sloop
Idlewild..
S. B. Holt is getting ready to build a
miniature Defender, to be about 20 feet over
all.

The steam launch Guinnevere, sloops Marjorie and Louise have been hauled out the
week.
not the first time that the assumption has past
The schooner yacht Thelma of Boston will
been made that the vote of Waldo county
be hauled up at Stockton Springs the comcould be used as the football of politicians.
winter.
of ing
It cannot be so used. The
of her vote in

a

district convention.

It is

Republicans

The Defender has gone into winter quarNew Bochelle. A small crew will remain on board.

not under ring rule or
at the beck and call of political bosses.

ters at

They are men grown, strong in the faith,
and quite competent to manage their own

C.

Waldo county

affairs.

are

When the time comes to choose

candidate for Congress they will act
upon their own judgment, and not follow
a

the dictation of an

Augusta literary

bu-

reau.

Mrs. Hattie Foster of Rockport is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Higgins... .Mr. E. L. Bartlett of this
town is in Bangor for a short time-Rev.
Thorndike.

David Smith of Surry spent several days
recently with Mr. and Mrs. J. R. GrossEliab Stevens of Burnham visited his brother, J. H. Stevens, last week—Mrs. Fred
Cole visited Mrs. E. L. Bartlett MondayMrs.Annabel Underwood of Lewiston visited Mrs. F. L. Philbrick last week....Mr.
and Mrs. Otis of Newburg visited at Elisha
Gordon’s last week... .Rev. F. 8. Dolliff of
Jackson preached a very interesting sermon
•t the Centre church Sunday, Oct. 6th.

R. Coombs has taken some excellent
photographs of the yacht Edna under full
sail in a stiff breeze, and has also photographed I. W. Parker’s fleet catboat, Spar-

The forty-six footer Gloriana has been
sold by Commodore H. M. Gillig, L. Y. C.,
to a Boston gentleman. The Gloriana is in
winter quarters at City Island, and will remain there until next spring. This famous
cutter was built in 1891 for Mr. E. D. Morgan, a' d by him sold to Dr. W. Barton Hopkins of Philadelphia, who in turn disposed
of her to Commodore Gillig. The Gloriana
was built by the Herreshofs and was a winner in her class.
Next season they turned
out a faster craft in the Wasp.

Rev. Geo. S. Mills and wife and others of
the North church society attended.
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley and Mr. Chds. M.
Craig were appointed delegates from the
North Church Sunday School to the State
Sunday School Convention held in Winthrop
next week.
Services at the Universalist church 8un^
10.45 a. m., sermon. 8. S.
12 m. The Triumph of Gideon.
Judges
vii: 13-23.
Y. P. C. U.,6 p. m. My Belief
as to the Bible.' ii Tim. hi: 16, IT.

day, Oct. 13th:

The twenty-seventh Maine State Sunday
School convention at Winthrop, October
14th, 15th and 16th, will commence one day
sooner than previously announced. It promises to be the best convention held for many
years.
Rev. Geo. 8. Mills gave the first of a series of lectures on What Christ Thought of
Himself” at the North Church last Sunday
evening. They will be continued as the
Sunday evening service until the scries is

gram

They May Be Cured.
Speaking simply from what Hood’s Sarsaparilla has done, not only once or twice,
but in thousandsof cases, wecan honestly
say that it is the best remedy for all diseases of the blood, whatever the cause.
By its peculiar Combination, Proportion and Process, it possesses positive
medicinal merit Peculiar to Itself.
It has cured the most virulent cases
of Scrofula and Salt Rheum, even when
s’.’ o'her prescriptions and medicines
have failed to do any good.
Blood poisoning, from whatever origin, yields to its powerful cleansing, purifying, vitalizing effect upon,the blood. If
you desire further particulars, write to ns
as below.
Remember that

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the One True Blood Purifier prominently
in the public eye today. Prepared only by
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.
Sold by all druggists. fl;sixforf5.

HnnH’a
B,'||a
,,uuu s rl,B

Chant, “Lord, Thou Hast Been Our DwelDow
ling Place,”
Sudds
Anthem, “Jubilate Deo,”
EVENING.

Anthem, “Deus Misereatur

in

C.”

The Grand Lodge of the I. O. O. F. will
Portland, Oct. 15.
At

a meeting of Tarratine
Tribe, I. O. R.
M., last Friday evening the following officers were elected: Senior
Sagamore, E. M.
Crocker; Junior Sagamore, H. W. Dunton;
Keeper of Wampum, F. H. Welch. The
election of the other officers was deferred to
next Friday evening, when the chiefs will
be raised to their stumps, and a Degree
Team from Portland and vicinity will visit
the tribe and exemplify the work. Mr. O.
D. Robinson of Boston has been in town the
past week in the interests of the order.

and to go to some charitable institution. No
choice was expressed in the will, the executors disposing of the property by gift to such

society
they might select. The executors
will tender the property to the Grand Lodge
of Odd Fellows of this State for an Odd Fellows Home, and it is believed the offer will
be accepted. The property is one of the best
farms in the town of Unity, contains 200
acres of fine farming land, and can be made
one of the most productive in the country.
The house was recently rebuilt, is now modern in all respects, and contains 15 rooms.
as

We would like to look into tlxe pleasant
face of some one who has never had any derangement of the digestive organs. We see
the drawn and unhappy faces of dyspeptics
in every walk of life.' It is our national
disease, and nearly all complaints spring
from this source. Remove the stomach difficulty and the work is done.
Dyspeptics and pale thin people are literally starving, because they don’t digest their
food. Consumption never develops in people of robust and normal digestion. Correct
the wasting and loss of fiesb and we cure the
disease. Do this with food.
The Shaker Digestive Cordial contains already digested food and is a digester of food
at the same time. Its effects are felt at once.
Get a pamphlet of your druggist and learn
about it.
l.axol is

honey by

Castor Oil made as sweet as
process. Children like it.

a new

Mackerel

Take

a

Jump.

Gloucester, Mass., October 5. Shore
mackerel took a jump to $27.25 per barrel
this morning.

VALUABLE COLT!
MUST BE SOLD,
FROM ELM BROOK.
Shown
tf41

on

SATURDAY, OCT. 12, 1895.
BRACKETT A CO.,
10 Main St., Belfast.

t,1at we are closing' out the
remainder of our.

I1LIVILIVIULI1

f,I,ATHlNf. At Less ttai tn

We have

just received

an

Elegant Line

CRIE,

Having just returned from Boston invites attention to her large and attractive stock of

Danks

Chorus.

Solo,

MANSFIELD,
Masonic Temple.

KrMrMKrK

the best after-dinner
Pills. They assist digestion.

MISS ANNIE L.

At the Maine V. P. C. U. convention in
Gardiner last week 20 out of the 30 societies
reported. The following officers were elected: Pres., Rev. C. F. Andrews, Old Town;
Vice Pres., T. H. Branch, Waterville; Sec.,
Miss Annie Frye, Bethel; Treas., L. H.

Blossom, Turner; Executive Com., Miss
Georgia B. Bradley, Miss Ruth D. Stevens,
Miss Delia Lane. It was decided to hold
the next annual meeting at Biddeford.
At the 27th annual meeting of the Maine
Universalist S. S. convention in Gardiner last
week the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: President, W. H. Duran,

At tlie Advent Christian Hall next Sunday
there will be preaching at 2.30 p. in., and
Sunday school at lp.m., to which all children are invited who do not attend other
Sunday schools. A blackboard talk will be
given at the close. The Young People’s Society of Loyal Christian Workers will hold
their meetiug at six p. in. This service will
be followed by an evangelistic service at 7
m.
Bible study Wednesday evening at 7.
Church prayer meetiug Friday eveniug at 7
p. in. All invited to attend these services.

met at

i

FALL & WINTER

Selected

MILLINERY,

All manufactured

HATS,
IsOJN IV ETS$

DON’T FORGET
we have five cent nr
order with everv ONE DO
LAR CASH PURCHASE

That

Miss FRENCH
ALSO

HAS

A FULL

LIMB

We shall carry

OF

FANCY GOODS,
STAMPED GOODS,

&c.,

&c.

MISS A. F. SOUTHWORTH,
MISS R. A. FRENCH,

i

f*«

\ Cu^ncl1

STAPLES A COTTRELL, 12 Main Stretj

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
L

0 Fur

Capes

At
Extremely
Low Price.
A Fur Cape 30 inches in
-$8.50
length
A Fur Cape 30 inches in
length, better quality, 9.50
A Fur Cape 30 inches in
12.50
length, fur edged,
an

A.

KNOWLTON,

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier

President.

Deposits Solicited.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

...

Feb. 28 1894.
$3H,353.«9
j lurch 5, 1895.
$83,978.53

These figures

of

are

the Cur renew,

Dec. 19,
let. 2, 1*94,
JUl) 24, 1*94.
$79,4'
$14,532.5*2
$59,180.29
Sept, 28, 1895.
July 11, 1895.
$14H,147.48
$123,085.58

May 4, 1894.
S4I.II99.54
May 7, 1895.

811#,525.50

taken from

Washington,

our sivorn
on

Ladies’ Fur Boas from
SS^Please give
to

us a

call.

1

show

DEO., MARCH. JUNE and SI?

j ^'qq

Absolute

Real Estate.

goods.

it Is!

FALL STYLE.

Respectfully

Tea
THE BOSTON DERB*
you are not well
dressed unless you wear a

Young

^“Premiums GIVEN AWAY to

Spices.

High Street,

Belfast.

Notice.
Noi-Beslflent Taxes In the town or Belmont. In
the County or Wilio, fop the year 1894.
following list of taxes on real estate of non
resident owners in the town of Belmont, for
the year 1894, in bills committed to FRED A.
MARRINER, collector of said town, on the 14th
day of August, 1894, have been returned by him
to me as remaining unpaid on the 13th day of
August, 189o, by his certificate of that date, and
now remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given
that if the said taxes and interest and charges are
not paid into the treasury of the said town within

months from the date of the commitof the said bills, so much of the real estate
as will be sufficient to pay the amount due
therelor, including interest and charges, will,
without further notice, be sold at public auction
at the office of the selectmen in said town, on
Thursday, the twentieth day of February, 1896,
at 1 o’clock in afternoon.
Dyer & Luce. Southerly part of lot No. 66; 60
acres, value §300; tax, §9.00; rebate. §2.78.
Morse, Samuel. 1-2 stave mill; value, §300;

ment

taxed

tax, §9.00; rebate, §4.24.
Philbrick, Elisha. Southerly part of lot No. 31
and 32; 60 acres; value, §200; tax, §6.00; rebate,
§232.
Burrows, A. J. Southerly part of lot No 23;
50 acres; value, §240; tax, §7.20; rebate, §2.76.
Jackson, A. J. Home place, central part of lots
No. 36 and 87; 9 acres; value, §150; tax, §4.50;
N. B ALLENWOOD,
rebate, §1.85.
3w41

Treasurer of the town of Belmont.

Belfast National Is

new departure is expected to
yield advantageous results to the
House and public alike, since they
will by having constant ready
money be enabled to buy goods
upon such terms that will permit
them to place before their customers goods at prices lower than
ever

before

seen

in

Masonic
and

no

Misses & Childrens’

CAPS
in all the latest styles just received from New York and
SELLING CHEAP at

The undersigned, having made arrangements
with one of the best binders in the State, is prepared to receive

and have them hound in a neat and strong
binding, and at very low prices.
GKO. W. BUKGKSS.

MORSE of

Liberty has bought the

estate of J. C. Cates.

All

belonging to the
persons having

pending should correspond with him
Liberty. All claims will receive prompt

claims
at

attention.

3m31

L. C. MORSE.

Fitting

SOKICI IK’

of Glasses and iiseasss

Ihe Eye and Ear

BELFAST, MAINE.

specialty

13tf

WORKMEN

...NEED...

GOOD TOOLS
....FOR...

also Robes, Rugs and

Sleigh Trimming.
A, BOBBIX8,
C. 0. Poor's Drng Store,
High Street, Bellas t.

Billion) Table for Sale.
A billiard table of the best make and in cood
condition will be sold cheap. Apply at the billiard
room, Church street.
H. G. B1CKNELL.
Belfast, Oct 10, 1805.—3w41

WO*l

GOOD

3m33

1jpholsTering7
3m40

a

SEARSPORT,

Burgess’ Job Printing Office,

Over

business and records

F'

1 to 4 P. M.

of every description promptly attended to.
Send your orders to.

Belfast, Oct. 1,1895.—2m40

L. C.

Open

from 9 to 12 A. M

GOOD
JOB PRINTING

B. F. WBBLB’.

pension

$tf

SURPLUS,

E. H. DORGIN, M. f.

Mattress Work,

Notice to Pensioners.

(CAPITAL, $150,000.

DEPOSITS

Temple Books,Pamphlets Magazines
where else.

Gall for the Wilcox’s Boston Derby
and yon get the proper thing.

Maine

Belfast,

Stockton

4vv40

Springs.

-—

.....

fiml them at

can

PALMER’S,

THE

eighteen

man

You

orders.

62

Write the Company for surveyor
pectuses, etc.
PETIT MANAN LAN1) AND INDUSTRIAL
64 High Street, Belfast, Malm,
Or 401 John Hancock Building, Boston,

Wilcox Hat.

inducements offered to club

Boston Tea Co.,

pub-

The l‘etit Manan Land and Industr
ofl'ei at par, *10.00 per share, tifTy :l
lars of the Treasury Stock of the
The Company invite*the closest scru;:
fairs and prospects, and will be p!>
swer all inquiries.
A stiflieient acreage of real estate ia perpetual and absolute guarantee
ers.
Present condition of the lmsie>"
the managenient in stating that a spein addition to the 2 per cent, quart'
will be declared in 1890. All st
record Oct. 28, 1895 will receive tin- L
dividend.

This

special attention to our choice

2y=Special

to the

sactions will be

....

INVESTIGATE FOR YOURSELF.

Coffee or

announce

lic aDd their valued patrons that
after Kov. 1, 1895, all tran-

STRICTLY
| CASH.

lb.

Security Guaranteed-

No

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION.

purchasers of Tea,

■

cost to

NEW TEAS

at 50c. per

•

INVESTMENT

ARK UNSURPASSED FOR STRENGTH

Oolong

j

/

make.

Fresh Ground Mm

Formosa

I

Comptw

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable nu demand, draw interest paya!
of pccry month draw interest lnm.
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during tin* 11 r-t three days
of that month/ This department offers much (treater want y t<» depositors than Savings ha
much as every deposit is a loan to the haitk, and all deposits in our Rank are yn.aninteed b\
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Rank being the latest established Rank in Wal lo County, our vault has all the late-- :•
ments in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering yrenter s carify to depositors than
bank in this county.
We still have a few $5.00 SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES. All our boxes are now
ly<>
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Rank if desired.

Any judge of fur will say that this
last mentioned garment is less than
ONE-HALF what it would

statements to the

<m

the above dates.

Ladies’ Astrachan Coats,
25.00
with sleeves,

.OUR

We call

line of

MEN'S PANTS, ZZ
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS

UNDERWEAR,
CORSETS,
GLOVES,

Customers Tell lls Here
FLAVOR,

a tine

HOSIERY,

B. F. WELLS.

WHILE OUR

'*>

us.

TRIMMINGS

Belfast, Oct. 1, 1895.—3m40

AND

expressly for

and

In all New and Varied Designs.
NO DAY ser apart for openings, but
NEW and FRESHLY TRIMMED
HATS A BONNE rs always on hand.

Societies.

meet at

A. P.

are

WITH HER MILLINER,

trouble

Secret

Before going out of town to buy goods in the Dry Goods
line. All such can be bought of us from the
highest to
the lowest grades, and you know just what you are
getting. We have all of the Novelties, all that is beautiful
in our line and they come to us from houses that are a sufficient guaranty of the excellence we claim for them.

*

:

At the Maine Baptist Convention which
Old Town Oct. 1st and 2d, delegates
representing the Young People’s societies
in the Baptist churches of Maiue met and
voted to orgauize into a State Society the
Baptist Young people of Maine. The name
of the organization is The Maine Baptist
Young People’s State Convention. Its object is to extend the Young People’s work in
Baptist churches,‘to bring the Baptist Young
People’s Societies into more intimate relations with the denominational work both at
home and abroad, and especially to assist the
Maine Baptist Missionary Convention in its
missionary and evangelistic work. It in no
way interferes with the organization and administration of the local societies. The
membership of the convention comprises the
Presidents of all Baptist Young People’s Societies in the State and two delegates who
are to
be elected annually. The annual
meeting is to be held in.October, in connection with the annual meeting of the Maine
Baptist Missionary Convention, the program to he arranged through consultation
with the officers of the Missionary Convention. Prof. F. W. Johnson, principal of Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville, was
chosen president of the convention; VicePresident, E. W. Porter, Rockland; Corresnonding Secretary, Rev. W. B. Shumwav,
Springfield; Recording Secretary, Miss
Maud E. Mathews, Belfast; Treasurer, Rev.
J. E. Cochrane, Hallowell.

evening’s enjoyment.

You Should
Think Twice

And All Other Blood Diseases—How

Rev. Geo. E. Tufts will supply the pulpit
of the Baptist church next Sunday morning
and evening. Following is the musical pro-

present and manifested quite an interest in
the proceedings. The ceremony passed off
well and the new Deputy performed the work
in a manner that was highly pleasing to the
brethren as well as to others. This was Bro.
Packard's first attempt to install since Ins
appointment and he is to be congratulated
Of course with each
upon his success.

exercises the compauy sat down to a bountiful spread. After the pleasant exercise of
sampling the good things provided, Mr.
Weidemeyer sang a few songs in his pleasing
way, and in due time the large company dispersed to their homes, well pleased with the

Scrofula, Salt Rheum

completed.

p.

row.

The sloop yacht Volante of Salem, Mass.,
arrived here Monday to have a round stern
put on, and hauled into Dyer’s dock Tuesday. E. L. Macomber is to do the work.
The Volante was built at Brooklyn, N. Y.,
in 1877, is 40 feet over all and 13 tons net.
She is used for cruising and has a roomy
cabin and forecastle. Her sailing master is
a Deer Isle man and she is hauled
up at
Northwest Harbor in the winter.

The Waldo county Congregational Conference was held at Jackson Oct. 8th and 9th.

The treasurer was absent and as the secretary was the installing officer they will take
their offices later. A large audience was

Her Sons,”
by Lucy Bean; song by J. O. Johnson. A
vote of thanks was given Victor
Grange for
would be lower, and insurance companies
courtesies. The next meeting will he with
would find their business more profitable.
Mystic Grange, Belmont, November 5th,
with the following programme;
OpenAn Augusta despatch to the Boston
ing exercises; report of Granges; address
Journal announces that J. H. Manley of
of welcome by Miles Pease;
response by
Augusta will be an active candidate for D. O. Bowen;
conferring fifth degree; reA clause in the will of the late Hon. Joseph
Congress in 1S9G, or two years later. Sub- marks for good of the order; noon
recess;
stantially the same despatch appears in two music by the choir; question, "Resolved, Farwell gave to his executors the home
Maine papers, and all are from the same That it would be more economical to make farm in Unity to be disposed of by them,
in

The Wisconsin conference of the Methodist Episcopal church by a vote of 109 to 1 decided to admit women as delegates to the
general conference.

Westbrook; vice president, A. J. Merrill,
Bangor; secretary, Rev. W. H. Gould, Dexter; treasurer, J. V. Bradley, Portland: executive committee, Mrs. A. B. Crockett,
view. However, it is the sincere wish of
their many friends here that their voyage, Dexter, Rev. John Kimball, Turner, Mrs. J.
F. Rhoades, Biddeford. The
delegates denot only on the Frolic but through life, may
be one of perpetual pleasure, peace and hap- cided to hold the next meeting in Biddeford
in October, 1896.
piness.

Mystic, by Sibyl Marriner; I'uion Harvest, by H. P. Barker; Dirigo, by Moses
Clements ; Georges River, by W. H. Moody; performance of his duties he will become
Equity, by James Cunningham; Seaside, more proficient and better acquainted with
by Howard Murphy; Victor, by Alton P. the requirements of the office, so that when
French; Ritchie, by J. G. Harding; South he retires it will be with the pleasant satisMontville, by C. S. Adams; also Knox faction of knowing that among the long list
County, by Bro. Stone. A class of 4 were of his predecessors he will stand second to
none in the pains he has taken in rendering
instructed in the fifth degree. Bros. M. B
Hunt, B. F. Foster, C. A. Levanseller and the work in a dignified, beautiful and imSisters Murpliy and Jackson were made a pressive manner. The brethren extend to
committee on time, place and programme. him their hearty wishes, and may his visits
The Grange was then suspended for dinner. to members of other lodges be as pleasing
After dinner the choir gave a selection. Re- and gratifying to them. At the close of the
ens;

Churches.

Our store is ful ot

good

t

■

|

If we can’t varrent then
will tell you so.

4

J^Ei1

J H. 4 J. W.
1 >J
Successors UF A.Paris, 6

BEST YET.
4

ounces

('aseline in

O10^!|

jar withmetallic sera1'
only 10'ents.
ALL MEDICINES AT
LOWEST PRICES.

>

poo

So'

Drug?

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
hold tbelr regular meeting
Friday, Oct. 11th,
at 2.30 p. m., at the rooms on Main street.

NEWS OF BELFAST.
of the W. C. T.
next State convention
at Belfast or Portland
)ie held either
mmuittee of arrangements shall de-

'ji

11 *'
3*1 ft'*1

A crate of

cranberry vines weighing 1140
shipped by steamer Tuesday
afternoon to H. M. Whiting, Boston, from
his farm in East Northport.
pounds

was

D. C. Greenlaw drove six yoke of oxen to
One pair,
market at Bangor last week.
bought of Thomas Leonard of Morrill, were
said by Bangor marketmen to be the handsomest pair brought into that market this

WORD
IN

year.

tide.
of Monroe showed a handPensions have been granted residents of
Melvin Roberts
of 5-year-old sorrel colts on our
Mr. Edward W. Emerson and his entire Maine as follow: Original, Marcellus Godpair
Tuesday afternoon. They are well company of “Cranks,” which will be at the dard, Camden; increase, Charlos W. Couilboth as to
n allii are evenly matched,
Opera House Friday evening, Oct. 11th, are lard, Hampden Corner; original, widows,
size.
etc., Marcia Whittaker, East Troy: re-issue,
booked to stop at Crosby Inn.
,,r and
Joseph H. Estes, Belfast; original, widows,
Sous of Veterans, reCamp,
Clark
The Belfast Baud is rebearsiug uew music
p
etc., Evelyn A. White, Sears port.
voted in 5 new members and 3 were preparatory to its annual
concert, to which
Frank Moore of this city fell from a horse
ed in at the last meeting. A large will probably be added a
supper. The affair Saturday and broke his
from Ceutre Lincoln- will
leg just above the
,ti,m of members
take place early in November.
knee. Moore Was at work for W. A. Manunear
vvere present.
Poor’s
but
when the accident
mills,
Primrose Assembly, Pythian sisterhood, al,
occurred he was
to ride a colt. The
v.ni,il! s Almanac thinks October should will have a dance at Odd Fellows’ Hall animal reared andtrying
fell
and
in the fall came
tolerably fair month of autumnal next Monday evening, with music by down on the leg of Moore. [Belfast Cor.
with but few severe storms and a Townsend's Orchestra of Searsmont.
Bangor Commercial.
;•
This item seems to call for Moore particupleasant temperature. It looks
The uncommon event of a woman being
lars. In the first place it is not clear whether
o
nns the 13th to 18th, and 25th to 29th.
in
the
sent to jail for drunkenness was seen
Moore broke the horses leg or his own.
are holding an
p < unty Commissioners
Police Court Tuesday, when Andrew Rob- Then
it appears that he was trying to ride a
the
at
Court
House,
session
1(.,1
bins and his wife were each given 30 days in colt when
he fell from the horse, and that
refused to grant the petition of
offense.
for
that
yj., have
jail by Judge Rogers
the animal (horse or colt?) reared and fell,
\V Walls and others for alteration in
tight Belfast wheelmen made the run to coming down on the leg of Moore, who we
1
ghway at the railroad crossing near Freedom last Sunday. They went by
way are to infer had but one leg. The Belfast
.... t’s quarry in Waldo.
qr
of Sanborn's mill, Waldo, East Knox and correspondent of the Bangor Daily News reA ;ly in this city received a piece of
Knox, took dinner at Hotel Main, and re- ports the matter more briefly, as follows:
rutly in a paper on which were turned by way of Centre Montville and
Mrs. Frank Morse of Waljiowas milking
a cow Friday night when she kicked and
j..(line pencil marks, which became Morrill.
broke
his leg.
-rtca! to the outside of the meat. The
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
I here was a heated argument at the Court
rrir girl of the family, noticing the color, Belfast
post office for the week ending Oct. House
Tuesday as to whether it was the cow
m * <1:
“O, mamma, that must l>e a
v
5, 1805: Ladies, Miss Minnie Nash, Mrs. or Mrs. Morse that kicked. Col. Fred At.f Angler’s cow,”
Joseph Phil brick. Gentlemen, Mr. Harg wood maintained that Mrs. Morse kicked
1;, «.,• Wool house common is again littered Harford. Mr. W. Jordan, Mr. Herman D. because she had to
milk, and that the cow in
w.se paper, which is blown into the
Miller, Mr. E. A. Wilkius.
retaliation kicked Mrs. Morse. But as the
and upon adjacent lawns, disfiguring
Mr. W. J. Ryan, who is now making his item read, broke his leg, the Clerk of Courts
.ghhorbood and a danger to skittish 13tli annual tour
through Maine, selling held that Mr. Morse must have been the
This disposal of waste paper from
copies of the Robert B. Thomas and Maine victim. The true version will be found else',,ihouses should be prohibited.
Farmers' Almanacs, for the year 1896, is where, under the heading of Accidents.
Mr.
iK Thinks of The Journal.
.odman of Monroe made a pleasant
Tin- Journal last Saturday and durnversatiou said: “You may send
I am out of
paper another year.
ami thought 1 would try to do withit it seems as if half of the house
■.
I must have it.”

\v

totally blind, but his loss in that particular
The Girls’ Home. W. S. Eaton, general
does not prevent him from making his way agent of the Maine Central R. R. Co., has orin the world.
Mr. Ryan lias taken the dered all freight for the Girls’ Home to be
State agency for the improved Hall type- transported over the road free of charge. E.
writer.
S. Shuman lias hauled the freight received
At the annual meeting of the Non-Partisan by boat and rail to the Home free of charge.
W. C. T. Alliance the following officers were \ John II. Poor lias given one day’s labor at
elected for the coming year: Pres., Mrs. E. papering the rooms-Mrs. L. A. Pitcher
A. D. Burrington; Vice presidents, Mrs. Jo- j ami some of the ladies of Dist. No. 13, who
have made a quilt for the Girls’ Home, met
seph Havner, Mrs. Martha Keating, Mrs.
M. J. Gamwans, Miss Mary Jackson, Mrs. last Friday at Mrs. A. N. Towle’s, Mrs.
Austin Carter; Sec., Mrs. Julia Mclveen; Pitcher’s daughter, and tacked it. A picnic
and a general good time was enjoyed.
Treas., Mrs. M. A. Hubbard. A vote of supper
thanks was extended to The Journal for All went home hoping to have another such
kindness in publishing items, gratis, as often time soon-South Berwick, Pittsfield,
Searsport, Skowhegan and Crieliaveu are
as requested during the year.
[Secretary.
each furnishing a room to be known respecSin riff Norton received a dispatch Tuestivelv as above. Among individuals who
day morning from Sheriff Miller of Franklin are
furnishing rooms may be named, Mr.
I'.
to
arrest
one
who
would
Brown,
county,
Plummer of Thomastoii,.Mrs. F. A. Griftin
on
the
Boston
arrive
steamer that morning.
ami family of Belfast and Reading, Mass.,
As the steamer had left for up river before
Mrs. I). >> Taft of Uxbridge, Mass., and
tin- dispatch was received Mr. Norton teleothers whose names will appear later. A
graphed to Deputy Sheriff Carleton of Winof chairs from Mrs. Lincoln, Belfast,
to arrest the man there.
Mr. Carle- gift

\r

j' \V

\

Uection of souvenir

spoons is comIsle au Ilaut spoon, made
x
Mr. A. J. H. Turner, who is aea wixle reputation for
his dainty
that metal. The spoons are of difdesigns, all appropriate, and make a
ng contrast- to those of the white metal.
livid the Isle au Hunt spoons at
jewelry store, Main street, and he
penliohix-rs and other small articles
.thi'iit

an

liner’s
v

»■

i■

j

liiaKe.

people seem to have the idea that a
unsealed requires but one cent posThis ss not the ease: all sealed packail
written
: i
communications
sealed or unsealed, except postal
cents postage for
each
require
>r fra.-1 am thereof. As Belfast is now
del very city, the drop letter rate is
Letters on which less than
rents.
is paid are liable to he sent to the
letter other, or subject the receiver to

terport
arrested
brought him

ton

-oderable annoyance, in addition to the
>s-age due, \v !ooh must be paid.

and

N. S.

Morse of Sears port who has been
<rk for W. A. Monroe of Poor’s Mills,
thrown from a colt which he was riding
.si Friday and broke bis right leg above the
knee.... Alonzo Beckwith had his feet, and
«-gs quite badl\ bruised while at work on a
foundation wall at C. B. Hazeltine’s resiNo bones were broken.
deuce Tuesday.
Frank

-•

>r

kthfort

in

th<*

Fire.

asr

headquarters

She was a school teacher in
Newton before her marriage and is well
connected.. Dalby himself was a bright,
capable fellow, and a designer of wall deco-

learned,

implicitly.

The

..i t.he

|

Jming

-y-i

Vear

The9—Z

Secret of Beauty

PI of the complexion, hands, arms,

and hair is found in the perfect action of the Pores, produced
by
m05t
Siit inn*the
skin

gave of

apples

a

good store—and,

so

far

and

A
¥ Qfl AD ^
uUnr

beautifying soaP in
the world, as well
as purest and sweetest for
toilet,
bath, and nursery. For distressing
facial eruptions, dry, thin, and falling hair, and baby blemishes, it is
absolutely incomparable.
i

Sold
and

throughout the world. Potter Drug
Corp., Sole Props., Boston, U. S. A.

Chem.

Friday Eve.,

Oct. 11.

Mam W. Bums.
and his Merry

Company, presenting
Original Comedy, entitled

the

“CRANKS.”

j

Funnier than

Farce.

a

More Musical Gems than an

Opera.
Sparkling with Originality.
Bristling with Wit.
Noted for Songs.

Seats

now on

sale at

Children, 25 Cts.
City Drug Store.

Bcllaxt Opera

Ilouae,

Tuesday Eve.,
(one

Oct. 15.
only)

performance

First Time in this City
^
and Final Tour
....OF THE....

SUCCESSFUL FARCE COMEDY OF THE AGE.
(656 NIGHTS AT HOYT’S THEATRE, N. Y.)
DIRECT FROM THIS HOME OF COMEDY.

MOST

CHAS

H. HOYT’S

none

tising this locality.
ous to the arrival

New Advertisements. Those in need of
anything in the line of clothing, hats, caps,
or underwear, are referred to the advertisement of E. P. Frost, 78 Main street. Mr.
Frost has won success by close attention to
business and fair dealing and will continue
on these lines and thus merit an
increasing
share of the public patronage_A. P. Mansfield makes a suggestion to those who go out
of town to buy dry goods. Certainly local
dealers should have the opportunity of proving that they can offer equal inducements.
All the novelties in dry goods may be found
at the Mansfield store, Masonic Temple_
G. T. Head, machinist, 4(i Main street, Belfast, will give special attention to bolt and

“A Trip to Chinatown,”
....WITH....

LAURA BiGGAR and BURT HAVERLY
IN THEIR ORIGINAL

CHARACTERS

E^’The best theatrical

The

Boston and Bangor
STEAMSHIP

CO.

.RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE THE_

21st Annual Season of

Low
On the ft

eet

F ares

of steamers of the

Company

from

Bangor and all landings on Penobscot
River and Bay to Boston and return.
Boston, aside from being the Hub of the Uni-

and the center of the Solar System about
which all else revolves, is the Historical City of
the United States, and its attractions have this
year drawn more than one hundred thousand people from all parts of the United States to view its
places of historical interest, its Parks and Pleasure Grounds, its homes of Poets and Celebrities,
and its Modern Cemeteries and Ancient Burying
Grounds.
Your education is not complete until you have
visited the Old State House, Faneuil Hall, the
Old North Church, the Old South Church, Bunker
Hill Monument, the Washington Elm, the Homes
of Longfellow and Lowell and Harvard College.
The Triennial Exhibition of the Charitable Mechanics Association in Boston, is now open.
Commencing Monday, Oct. 14, 1895, and continuing until Friday, Oct. 25, 1895, excursions
will be made to Boston by every steamer Tickets
will be good to return on any steamer within
fourteen days of date of purchase at greatly reduced rates of fare as follows:
verse

Boston

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be
sure you get the genuine.
It is taken internally
and is made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney &

$3.50
3.25

Testimonials free.

4w38

G^*8old by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.

Bags

....ALSO...

Valises and Trunks kiwdVv
2m40

B. JF. WELLS’.

WANTED,

100 Hay Pressers

to buy their HAY WIRES cf us, all
sizes used in this section constantly on
hand. You send your orders here you will

directly

Co.

A

Bangor despatch of the 4th says it is possible
that a mystery, which has caused much comment in Connecticut, may be cleared up in
Maine. The facts in the case of the finding,
some months ago, of the
body of a Mrs.
Florence Smith, a destitute woman, in the
woods at East Hartford, Ct., have come to
the notice of Levi Carlisle of Surry, in Hancock county, who fears the body is that of
his daughter, who two years ago eloped with
James De Silva, leaving a husband at Winterport, 12 miles from this city. Florence

a

sure cure.

Pain-Killer

Is the surest cure, the quickest and the safest cure. It is sold
everywhere at
85c. a bottle. See that y ou gst tha genuine—has “Perry Davis & Son** on bottle*

ARE

Carlisle was married to Smith about 11 years
ago. They lived at Winterport until August,
1893, when the wife eloped with De Silva,
going to Bucksport, and then to Portland,
where her family lost all trace of her.
Carlisle will investigate at once.

YOU

IN

NEED

OF ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF

^-Clothing, Hats, Caps,*

The Mails. Postmaster Kilgore has issued a circular giving the time of arrival
and closing of the mails under the new arrangement of trains, as follows: Western
arrives at 9.30 a. m. and 6.25 p. m.;
closes at 7.00 a. m. and 1 p. m. Eastern mail
arrives at 10.30 a. m.; closes at 1 p. m. Remember, the last mail West closes at 1 p. m.
Train 136 which leaves Belfast at 2.30 p. in.,
takes no mail... The following change in
the postal service is announced from Washington : Belfast and Waterville, Me.—R. P.
clerk curtail run so as to end at Burnham,
Me., leaving service between Burnham and
Waterville to be performed by the Bangor
& Boston R. P. O. Decrease in distance, 14
miles, makiug whole distance 33.95 miles,
the line, to be known as the Belfast & Burnham R. P. O.

UNDERWEAR?

or

THE PEACE TO BUY is at the

E. P»

of

store

FROST, 78 Main St.

NO MAKE BELIEVES

Theatrical Company Stranded. The
company of Miss Ada Gray and Mr. Chas.
F. Tingay, which appeared at Belfast Opera
House last Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evenings, did not met with very flattering
success, and became stranded here. East
Lynne was given the first night and The
New Magdalene the other two nights, all before very small houses. The company was
unable to pay its bills and the managers
went to Boston Monday leaving tlieir effects
and tlie other members in Belfast. The at-

^EVER ENTER INTO SELLINGS
AT

OUR

STORE.

NO MAKE BELIEVEthatathingis"hat ,“’tNO MAKE BELIEVE that clothing- is better than it is.
NO MAKE BELIEVE &&£*{!$!. SPECIAL "heu
our

a“

NO MAKE

taches of the Opera House arranged for a
testimonial benefit for the members who remained behind, which wras given iast evening. The program included “A Night in a
Mad House,” “The Troublesome Coon” and
various specialties by members of the
troupe. The little girl of the company,
Miss Alice Monroe of Everett, Mass., is only
7 years of age and is the child of a widowed
mother, who consented to allow the little
one to accompany the troupe only after
long
urging and promises from the managers that
would
care
for
her
as
they
though she were
their own child. The members of the troupe
who remain here say that they will look out
for her, and Mr. Harry Mosher, who also
lives in Everett, promises to see her returned to her mother at the earliest possible

BELIEVE,
SHAMS,

NO

NO FALSE

PRETENCES,

Right Things Called by their
Right Names and Sold at
Right Prices.
We have grown up under the above good mercantile rules.
The same rules still govern us—aud we are
growing, and will
continue to grow, prosper, win trade and gain the confidence
of our patrons, by adhering strictly to these sound business

principles.

be

J

sure

H.

THE WAY TO SUCCESS

Management

Poor cSt Son.

surely destroy the sense of smell
derange the whole system when
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage
they will do is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheuey & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting

may assail you at any time, without warning.
Yen are at
sudden and violent is tlieir attack—

complete disadvantage—so
unless you are provided with

An Old-Fashioned Husking.
Honesty
Grange of Morrill, with invited guests, met
last Saturday afternoon at the home of Mr.
organization traveling.
and Mrs. Miles Luce of Waldo to
indulge in
an old-fasliioned
of the
husking. About 75 persons
were present.
Although a picnic had been
strictly forbidden all came with well-liiled

...

mercury will
and completely

CURED

Respectively, ami tlieir talented company.

2.75
from-A cottage house on Miller street is
From Bockland to Boston and return
2.50
for rent by A. A. Howes & Co.... J. H. & J*
Stateroom List now Open.
W. Jones, 60
have hay wires of FRED POTE,
street,
2w41
Agent, Belfast.
&^in
CALVIN H. AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
all sizes used^n this section and invite
WM. H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.
orders from hay presetrs_See reports of
the condition of the Starsport and Belfast j
National Banks-Poor & Son have a delicate perfume that can he sold at 25 cents per
ounce. All the leading odors at that price..
A long while for a delicate
A billiard table for sale cheap.
Apply at the
billiard rooms, Church street..See notice of
perfume that could b“.sold for
town treasurer of Belmont concerning non25c. PER OUNCE. We have
resident taxes... .The Boston Tea Company,
62 High street, have something to say about
it now in all the leading odors
their freshly ground coffees and new teas.
for that price, or in an eight
Premiums given to buyers of tea, coffee and
spices and special inducement for club orounce, glass topped bottle, for
ders....Miss A. F. South worth has in her
$1.50.
stock of fall and winter millinery, and as
before announced, will set no day apart for
openings, but will have new and freshly
trimmed hats and bonnets always on band.
Miss French, at the same place, Journal
building, 32 Church street, has full lines of
hosiery, underwear, corsets, gloves, fancy
goods, stamped goods, etc....A valuable
colt for sale by Brackett & Co., 10 Main
street, Belfast-See notice of bonds for
WAY DO WX IX PRICE,
sale by the Pitit Manan Laud and Industrial Co., Belfast.
03, 67, 75 and 87 Cents.

as

Cramps
a

moment.

OF

are

iwith Pain-Killer.j

TheWidow and Welland Strong,

pipe threading. He has the Standard and
White sewing machines and is the agent for
Waldo county for an automatic burglar
alarm, for which he wants a few working
agents-The City of Belfast advertises for
sealed proposals for the sale of §113,000 4 per
cent. 10-30 bonds_Special sale for one
week at the Boston 5 & 10 cent store, 111
High street. See prices quoted_Carle &
Jones, 21 Main street, advertise wedding
presents cheap. They are going to Boston
ai d New York this week to buy
holiday From Bangor, Hampden, Wlnterport and
goods and liave marked all their fancy china |
Bucksport to Boston and return.
and cut glass way down. Five and ten cent From Searsport and Belfast to Boston
and return.
goods very cheap and a large line to select
From Camden to Boston and return.

Beware of Olotaents for Catarrh that contain
Mercury,

fquickly

A

And as Replete with Good
Acting as the Legitimate.
Prices 35 and 50 Cis.

The Mrs. Florence Smith Mystery.

and COLIC

mail

Beliast Opera House,

as

condemned the idea of adverAbout an hour previof the train some 5,000
ears of corn, enclosed in their
original packages, were carefully laid upon the red hot
coals, aud the tables commenced to look like
business. About 1,500 nice bologna sandwiches had been made up of Loveland flour
and home-made sausagt—and these were
spread upon the tables. Rutter from the
creamery was furnished in plentiful quantities, ami coffee, lemonade and milk were in
abundance. But a moment was consumed
in getting from tlie train to the tables—and
then tire crowd commenced to praise the
food. The corn was done to a turn—and the
liberality of Loveland was loudlj commented upon.

effective

purifying

in

farmers and farmers’ wives had contributed
the best, ears of corn in their fields.
Others

Watch in a Well. William J. Cunningham in cleaning out the well at Geo. A.
Quimby’s last week found a silver watch
deeply embedded in the mud. The well
was dug 18 years ago and
had not been
cleaned out since. The silver cases of the
watch are in good condition but the works
are ruined by rust.
On one side of the case
the initials ‘‘J. W. H.” are engraved, which
indicate that the watcli was once the property of the late John W. Haradeu, son of
Mr. Daniel Haraden, who formerly owned
the place.
It was probably lost over 25
years ago. One person who heard of the
find asked if it was a IToferbury watch and
another enquired if it was running when
found.

\ YOUR

A Colorado Corn Roast.
F. W. Augier,
the progressive traveling passenger agent of
the Union Pacific Railway, who has his

years.
most estimable woman, who thought the
world of her husband and who trusted him

Sheriff's jury rations of marked ability/'
hi.jij*
burning of John
Chat.
A private letter received last week
|
W
Luckny's buildings in North port confrom Isle an Haut says: “Our summer visi|
tinued their hearing last Thursday aud Fritors have about all left, which makes tilings
day. at. the Court House in this ity. Five a little
quiet lo re at present”_They call
r' iitioual witnesses were examined.
As |
it a suspension bridge now-Mrs. A. F.
warrant called for an investigation of |
Brown of Searsmont has sent us an apple
!iiv- which destroyed the house on Sept. |
blossom picked Oct. 4th....The storehouse
and there was not enough evidence, to
I on Lewis’ wharf is undergoing repairs....
.*Tiiy the arrest of any one for that lire, the
Mrs. Theresa Greeley picked a mess of dan: v returned a verdict that the tire was of
delion greens in her garden on Cedar street
we!:ary origin and that the building was
Oct. 7th.. Pot-hunters are said to be killing
hre by some person or persons to the
woodcock and partridges in Waldo county
unknown.
There was considerable
j for the Boston market, which is contrary to
"Timoiiy bearing on the iires at the barn, 1 law....J. W.
Knowlton, agent for the soy. before and after the house tire, which
for the prevention of cruelty to aniuoubtless be laid before tlie Grand Jury. ; eiety
mals, is busy examining barns and stables
Fortieth Anniversary. Capt. and Mrs.
I where horses and cattle are to pass the
’ini M. Hart, celebrated the fortieth anwinter.
He rinds some very hard places,
rsary of their marriage at their home on
but in all cases makes the owners fit up
1
tlnville avenue, Sept.
30th.
Two
suitable places for their dumb animalshers, Robert Hart of Belfast and How- The new
hay crop is coming to market and
M Hart of Lawrence, Mass., were pres- sells
at from $8 to Sll per ton, according to
et with their wives, also one sister, Miss
quality... .Smelts are now caught from the
Albion Hart aud wharves ami some
visa Hart of Belfast.
good catches have been
v ;f.
f North port intended to be there but
made-Sanborn's Orchestra is rehearsing
wer*- kept away by the severe illness of their
new music for the winter business... .Sportsdaughter. Of the children, Lewis H. Hart men
report woodcock scarce but partridges
and wife and Mr. and Mrs Herbert L. Gray
plentiful_The Swift family had on their
were present.. The oldest person was Mrs.
table Monday noon sweet potatoes raised in
Ti. .mas Warren, aged 82 years. Capt. and
their garden at the corner of Miller and
M-s Hart furnished an excellent supper
Cedar streets_P. A. Sanborn is engaged
and gave their guests a very enjoyable evenon a series of illustrations for the Aegis, the
ng. They were the recipients of many useannual publication of Dartmouth College.
fh and valuable presents.
_Geo. W. Wise has opened a boot and
The New Train Arrangement. Business shoe
repair shop over Pierce & Hurd’s conprotest. The new arrangement of trains fectionery store on Main street.
■•n ’he Maine Central railroad went into ef“The World Do Move.” Thus exclaimed
f
last Sunday. The time table for the
a colored orator of Richmond, Va., and, to
iVifast branch will he found in our advercome nearer home, J. C. Thompson & Son,
ting columns. The morning train leaves furniture dealers of this
city, say in their adminutes later, the afternoon passenger
vertisement, “These are moving times.”
«rain 5 minutes later and the afternoon
This is correct. We doubt if ever before
freight 1 hour and 25 minutes earlier. The there has been so much moving in Belfast
trains arrive at 9.25 and 10.25 a. m., and 0.20
within the same time as during the past few
*'
m.
The change in the departure of the
weeks. Some of the removals are here noted :
afternoon freight was not received with j
1. H. Harmon from the Patterson house on
‘or hy our business men and a protest
Market street to the Peirce house on Primi- drawn
up and signed bv representatives
rose hill; Hattie Bates from Peirce street to
!>f »-vi-r 20 different business firms, to be forWaldo avenue; Walter H. Richards from
warded to the company. The protest says:
the Burkett cottage on Charles street to the
“By this arrangement mails, express and rooms above his
store; Dr. F. E. Freeman
freight will have to be closed one and one- from the
Stiekney house on Spring street to
haii hours earlier than heretofore, thus mathe Burkett cottage; Chas. W. Coombs from
’•eriaily cutting short the already brief time
High street to Spring street; J. W. Jones
*'
filling orders, answering correspondence, from the Win. Woods house on Cedar
flipping express matter, and in general street to the Burrill house on Church; Chas.
abridging our facilities for doing business. O’Connell from the Staples house on Miller
" “>
therefore, respectfully ask that the for- to the H. H. Johnson house on Church; F.
,!*^r tune table for this train between Belfast
I. Wilson from the Durgin house on Pearl
ail,i Burnham lie
restored at earliest con- street to
Staples house; Mrs. Surah Durgin
venience or that a later train be put on for
from the Forbes house on Cedar to her own
"r»iern bound
exand
mails
passengers,
house on Pearl; Chas. M. Perkins from
The Post Office Department has
presjj.
Union street to the Burgess house, East Bel*'lni:® discontinued the closed
pouch service fast ; A. J. Condon from the Cochran house
0,1
freight train, hence mail not in season for on Cedar to the Hilton house on
Church;
fr'e 1.25
train, which closes at the post office Jos. A. Monteiiore from the Pierce house on
at ] o'clock
and at the street letter boxes
Miller street to the Larrabee bouse on Union;
4,“ ut half
hour earlier, must wait until the
A. V. Sawtelle from the Larrabee house to
'" ’it
morning. A. C. Sibley, who forwarded
the Patterson house on the same street;
'le
protest to the Maine Central officials,
Edwin Frost and family, from the East Side
o-K h-ed a
dispatch Monday afternoon from
to the H. N. Lancaster house for the winter;
ayson Tucker,
general manager, saying: Miss Minnie Iteed and mother from North
<■ wiil
make the train later out of Belfast,
to the Cochran house on Cedar
commencing next Monday.” Tuesday fore- Searsport
street; E. M. Hall from 15 Park street to
P"un a letter was
received from F. E. Booth- Spring street. Among the removals from
the Starrett house
ia general passenger and ticket agent, con- town are W.C. Pooler from
to Boston,
the statement. Postmaster Kilgore to Rockland; Mrs. Julia A. Warren
and
Cook
family to Brockton,
Mrs. Eli
Mass.;
to the Superintendent of Rail*
Mass.; Mrs. E. S. Shute to Boston; Tom
c"1. Service for authority to send a West anil family to South Brooks; Mrs. Loia
el,, mai
out 0,1 tfle freight train as hereC. HoffsSs from fl<> Church street to Morrill
and later to Massachusetts.
The X

f

should have been named earlier; also 85
from Mrs. Ara Cushman of Auburn, and
825 from Mrs. J. C. Nickels, Searsport.

Denver, recently engineered
an excursion from that
hails from New Hampshire.
city to Loveland,
It seems to be conclusively settled that Col., about 800 people making the trip. He
George S. Dalby of West Newton, Mass., had previously visited the town aud the
did not commit suicide on the steamer Lew- residents had agreed to furnish the provisions if Mr. Augier would furnish the peoiston, but wished it to appear so. He was
He is ple, and the contract was successfully carseen after the steamer left Boston.
ried out by both parties.
A local paper
thought to have had about £3,000 with him
when he disappeared, and has .left many says:
A trench some fifty feet in length had
debts. A Boston despatch says: “Dalby
been previously dug, aud liberal-hearted
His wife is a
has been married three

Piper lost a finger last
.k
•> gening it caught in a chain with
o
fli he was handling logs... .Harry Shaw
: ved a severe flesh wound in the thigh
its: Thursday afternoon from the accidental
:>■ iurging c-f a revolver in his hip pocket.
T’
bullet was extracted by I)r. Fletcher.
ii r.n>

to

at

Hampden
Belfast the same night.
man

Sheriff Miller was here to meet him and
took him to Farmington on the train Wednesday morning. The prisoner is charged
with hiring a team in Wilton last June for
four weeks, and neglecting to return it. He

■

A-

the

The Supreme Judicial Court will open for
the October term next Tuesday .Judge Emery
presiding. The opening prayer trill be by
Rev. J. M. Leighton, and the deputy sheriffs
in attendance will be Messrs. McAlister,
Vose, Leathers, Jackson and Norton,

A

to

get the goods.

J* W. JONES, Hardware,
(SUCCESSORS

TO F. A.

CARLE)

60 Main Street, Belfaat.

lunch baskets. In a few' minutes after repairing to the barn nimble lingers made corn
to husk a scarce commodity, and over 100
bushels were landed in the hall above for
future use. In the dining room was a supper of beans and brown bread, with all the
usual accompaniments.
After supper the
older ones retired to the parlor, w here singing and chatting were enjoyed. The younger
portion spent the remainder of the evening
games. The company separated
late hour, well pleased with their evening’s entertainment. Miss Bertha Hatch of
Morrill lost a valuable gold ring while
husking the corn, but while the search
was
like the traditional hunting for a
needle in a liay-mow, the ring was found.
Mr. David Murphy and daughter of Morrill were left at the Luce farm by their
horse starting for home on his own account,
but the team was returned to them and they

is

as

ly

in

plain as
knowing

the way to market. It
depends chiefhow and where to buy.

WE HIT THE MARK
Of public approval by buying what the people need
selling it at a price within their reach. Deceive
nobody. Tell the honest truth about every article
we offer.
If we make a mistake—and who doesn’t
-—let us rectify it.
and

in various

at

a

P■

FROST, 78 Main St.,

Just Below the Masonic

Temple.

THE TRUTH!.

got home safely.
Steamer

Notes.

The

Rockland

Star

gives the following history of a craft well
known in these water: “George A. Gilchrest
has sold the old steamer Pioneer to Wardwell & Dunton at the south end. Her cabin
has been removed and the engines, boiler
and machinery are being taken out. She
had two engines so united as to ri,et together,
built in Portland in 1878, which are in fairly
good condition for some purposes. The
steam pump and condenser were put in only
a few years ago and are good.
The hull
with some repairs would be good for some
years, and it is said parties think of buying
it for a lumber barge. The Pioneer has
quite a history. She was built in Portsmouth in 1884, and was run for four years
between that city and the Isle of Shoals.
She was purchased for the Rockland and
Vinalhaveu route in 1808 and ran until superseded by the Clara Clarita. She was off
the route about six years, and ran during
that time between Belfast and Oastine.
When tue

t iara

brought

again and continued

ou

uiarita

was

sold
to

she
run

holiday goods,
we

last Saturday, after a season’s service which
has proved profitable to the company and
very convenient for travelers. .Steamer Tremont was on the Castine and Belfast route a
few days the past week in place of the Gastine, which was off for repairs_The B. &
B. S. Co. advertise the 21st annual season
of low fares on tlieir fleet of steamers between Bangor and Boston, to
begin next
Monday, Oct. 14, and continue until Oct. 25.
See advertisement for further particulars.
-A report Was current in Rockland last
week that the steamer Lewiston of the B. &
B. 8. Co. line had been sold, and the Rockland Star learned on investigation that negotiations for her sale to parties desirous of
putting her on the route between Boston
and Newburyport bad been
going on for
some little time, but had not come to a head.

for Boston and New York to
and in order to raise a little
money
have marked all of our

our

Fancy China and Cut Glass way Sown
piece is marked in plain tigu.es, and as far as possible
have collected all the above goods we have and put them
two tables n order that they may be looked over easily.

Each
we
on

5 & 10 CENT GOODS
We have the

was

pears forever.”_The Rockland was withdrawn from the Bangor and Rockland route

•

We start this

Regular

until

three years ago, when the Gov. Bodwell,
built especially for the line, took her place,
and she was laid aside, and as it now ap-

1

Wedding Presents Cheap,
morning
buy

if
/1'

^

if
"

10c.

very

Cheap.

largest line of these
Whisk Broom, 5c.

goods

in the

county.

8@“Please come in and see us. We are in a little
confusion just now owing to the work we are having
done on the store, but are prices are so low that we
are doing business all the time.

CARLE eft? JONES,
21 Main

Street,

-

-

Belfast, Maine.

Worcester
Absolutely Soluble,—
because it’s all Salt.

The

1 he Beauties of Penobscot Bay,

member of the

Perkins,
eportorial staff of tne East Boston ArgusAdvocate, spent a few weeks this summer
at Saturday Cove, Northport, and gave
her impressions of the scenery and enjoyments of the place in her paper, as
-NOIiTHl'OliT, Jle., bept. Ibtlo.—Many
our readers will recognize the pen pichere

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

O’clock,
at

School bells at nine o’clock, and straightway
the street
Breaks into music with the rush of little
feet.
Clatter, patter, swift they go, wide stands
the door,
School bells are ringing now, holidays are
o’er.

follows:
of

Nine

sea,
Church bells on Sunday—oh! many bells
there be—
But the cheery bells of nine o’clock
Are the merriest bells for me.

ER.
a

of

Sleigh-bells in the winter, ship’s bells

AS SEEN BY A LADY NEWSPAPER REPORT-

Mrs. Della L.

Bells

“vacationist”

depicted by
Silver bells and golden bells, and bells with
has been spent very eniron throats,
the shores of Penobscot Bay
Cowslip bells and lily bells, and bells with
and amid its exbilerating breezes.
Upon
tripping notes,
going aboard one of the commodious Oh! many bells and merry bells, and liquid
bells there be,
steamers of the Boston and Bangor line,
sturdy bells of nine-o’clock are the
leaving Boston at 5 P. M., a person is But the
dearest bells for me.
afforded ample opportunity to study
human nature in various aspects.
All is [M. E. S., in Harper’s Bound Table.
bustle and activity, aud the passengers
The Tide of the Past.
Tire of all stages in life:
Here one sees
the factory gill going home to recuperate
Sometimes the troubled tide of all the past
after a year’s toil in some dusty mill;
Upon my spirit’s trembling strand is
while on the port side is to be seen a
rolled;
young man with his little family going to
Years never nriue—ages an hundredfold,
visit tlie old homestead in Maine, aud
With all the weight those ages have
amassed
mayhap see father and mother once more.
Then the tourists, to some of .whom the Of human grief and wrong, are on me east,
i
Within
one sorcerous moment I grow old,
trip is no novelty, while others, after getAnd blanch as one who scarce his way can
ting settled to their satisfaction apparhold,
ently, begin to wonder how they will like
Upon a verge that takes some flood-tide
their new venture down east.
Much invast.
terest is shown as the boat, casting off Then comes relief through some dear common thing:
her lines, steams slowly down the harbor,
The voices of the children at their play;
steering clear of the numerous crafts
The wind-wave through bright meadows,
with white sails spread skimming the
fast;
blue waves while others ride gracefully at The moving
blue-bird’s skyward call, on liappy
anchor. Then passing tlie various islands
wing;
ami when at sunset Boston iighr grows
So the sweet present reassmnes her sway;
dim in the distance, and Cape Ann light
So lapse the surges of the monstrous past.
and artlicr on the twin lights of Timelier, [Edith iM. Thomas in the October
Century.
island send their gleaming rays across the
Autumn Song.
sea, sable night draws her cuitain over
1
the vast anil mighty deep.
The next
A sung of the reaping-time,
morning, should the weather be propiOf the
of the year;
tious, the early riser is well repaid bv the A song offeast-days
t he grain and the well-filled wraiu,
magnificent view of the sunrise over the
And the husking-time that’s near.
distant bays and islands.
Monliegan, Here’s hey, lor a merry romp
White Head and Owl’s Head lighthouses,
In the brown old fields and vales!
in picturesque beauty, greet the eye as And ho, for the mead where the cattle feed,
And ho, for the autumn gales!
the steamer plows her way up the bay lo
tlie first landing, Dockland, connecting A hunt through the tall, dim woods
For the fruit of the oak and vine;
with Bar Harbor, Mount Desert aud IslesA peep at the nest of the last
redbreast,
boro.
Leaving here, the beautiful landAnd a call where the chipmunks dine.
scape holds the attention and llockport, A smile in the morning skies.
famous for its lime quarries, next comes
And a laugh iu the streams that flow,
to view. Camden, noted for its ship build- i As they share their joy with the
girl and boy
That
to-day may a-rambling go.
ing, is the next stopping place, bide by i
side on the wharf is seen the lumbering [Frank Walcott Hutt in October St. Nicholas.
om coacu or vcuicie irom
'away hack
ami the natty turnout of some city swell.
October.
Proceeding toward our destination we see
the majestic Camden mountains rising, as
“All in a mist, sleep meadow-land and
it weie, from the very water’s edge and
wood,
looking frowningly down upon the pleasStraight falls the leaf, through blue enant summer resort.
The two largest are
chanted air,
Megunticook and Meduncook, deriving The nest is silent, iu the fading hush ;
And yet—this magic stir along the blood
their names, according to an Indian leg- i
end, from two chiefs who built their fires This ardor at the heart, that thrills up rare,
Subtle,
half-poignant, from the deepening
preparatory to getting supper. The first I
hush.”
chief, whose supper was cooked, is report- [Outing for October.
ed to have said:
“Me-dun-cook:” while j
the other, as thg, pot began to boil, exLiterary News and Notes.
Hence j
claimed,
Me-gun-to-cook.
these very appropriate names of the two i
St. Nicholas has secured a series of let(>n rhe farther side of these ! ters written by Robert Louis Stevenson to
mountains.
picturesque mountains is the “turnpike,” a hoy relative, describing the author’s
a most delightful drive of eleven
miles, the romantic life in Samoa.
mountains rising almost perpendicularly I
A Singular Life, by Elizabeth Stuart
from the road, skirted by a mirror-like !
is concluded iu the October Atlake.
No vacation is deemed complete Phelps,
lantic. 1 lie closing scenes of this remarkwithout a ride, either on a buckboard or j
able story are full of dramatic interest.
hayrack, around this famous spot. Con- !
“Hearts Insurgent” will end iu the
tinning along the shore may he seen the
elegant and imposing baronial castle of the November Harper’s.
“Briseis,” a newlate Mr. J. 15. Stearns with its adjacent serial story by William
Black, with illuswe
come
to
trations
W.
T.
grounds. Beyond
Lincolnville,
by
Smedley, will begin in
with a driveway close to the beautiful : the December number.
beach, affouling excellent facilities for |
Second Thoughts, a poem by Michael
bathing. Having passed Saturday Cove and
in the October Atlantic, and
TigerTemple Heights we disembark at North- Field,
Lilies, in the September issue of the same
port. Here a pretty picture greets us as
are the lirst
of
periodical,
this
we wend our way up the wharf.
popTiny cot- : ular English writer to poems
be printed in an
tages, elegant villas and a commodious American
publication.
hotel help to make attractive what is !
knosvu as the Methodist camp ground,
No writer of to-day lias made a more
where the yearly meetings are held and : careful study of
Japan than Lafcadio
looked forward to with pleasant anticipa- Hearn.
His paper in the October Atlantions by tile residents for miles around. tic on The Genius of
Japanese CivilizaTemple Heights, prettily dotted with tion shows the result of accurate knowlsummer houses along the banks of the
and
acute
observation.
edge
shore, is the home of the Spiritualists’ j
The October number of Golden
Back of the
yearly camp meeting.
Days
Heights is Mount l’ercival, the summit, of (monthly part) contains the conclusion of
some
of
its
which is gained by a circuitous route,
interesting serials and the
chapters of new ones, with the
commanding one of the grandest views opening
usual
of
short stories,
:
quota
imaginable; while from tire mainland can
miscellany
James Klverson, pubbe seen lsltsboro, Castine, Bine Hill, and illustrations.
lisher,
Philadelphia.
and
in
the
distance Mount
Belfast,
away
Marion Crawford is writing for The
Desert, with the numberless islands verdure clad, likened by foreign tourists to Century Magazine a series of
papers on
the far famed Bay of Naples.
While at Home tind the Vatican, for which Andre
the top of tiie mountain we must now Castaigne is
the
drawing
illustrations.
turn our attention to
Saturday Cove, a The articles will describe unusual featsmall village nestling amid the green ures of the Sacred City, and the
pictures
hills.
Many visitors from western cities will include some remarkable restorations
seek this lovely spot for its quiet repose of classical scenes.
and healthy atmosphere and complete
Harper’s Bazar for October 12th will be
restfuluess.
One is never at a loss for
distinguished by a varied array of autumn
recreation here.
A lisli dinner or clam
The season invites to
gowns and wraps.
bake on the shore is always enticing; then so much
out-door life, and the tidal flow
there are buckboard rides, with a buglet- from
country to town brings so much
waking the echoes among the hills; fishing, gayety with it, that a journal
of fashion
rowing and sailing, forming delightful finds opportunity for
costumes
aquatic sports, and last but not least a of elegance and taste displaying
for all wearers.
A
ride to the blueberry hills in a rack, well
practical paper, entitled “The Small Dinfilled with hay, and an appetizing lunchAnne
Wentworth Sears, describes
ner,” by
eon, which is always provided, gives rare
minutely a form of hospitality open to
amusement.
Among the beautiful sights people with limited purses.
No detail is
is the bay studdied with white winged
omitted which can make the article reallv
steam
tures

whose

joyably

a

summer

on

1

j

••

j

]

j

yachts,

launches,

row

boats, lumber

and ice laden vessels going to and fro.
But the acme of content is a hammock
swung on the shady side of the veranda
with a fine view of the bay and an interesting book of light literature, as solid
reading is tabooed in this sylvan retreat.
Many will be the pleasant memories carried by those wlio hie themselves homeward during the coming month to take
up the cares and vicissitudes of every day
life, yet anticipating a repetition of the
many pleasures for another summer time.
A Mighty

Mean

Man.

The meanest man in the world is said to
be in Pennsylvania.
He sold his son-inlaw one-halt interest in a cow, and then
refused to divide the milk, maintaining
that he had soid only the front half. The
buyer was also required to provide the
feed consumed, and was compelled to
carry water to her three times a day. Recently the cow hooked the old man and
be is suing his son-in-law for
damages.
The son-in-law avers that if the old man
wins the ease he will immediately kill his
half of the cow.
“Yankee-Smirched.”
AN

EBULLITION OF

UKITISH ENVY
SPITE.

ANI)

London, Sept.
to-day expresses

30.
The Evening News
itself editorially as indignant at the fact that AlmericHugh
Paget,
an attache of the British Legation at
Washington, has ordered a two and a half
rater from the Herreshoffs. Commenting
on the subject the Westminster Gazette
also remarks: “The crop of attaches is
abundant, and we might find better than
this Yankee-smirched one.
Political Points.

Reports

from the
Republican caucuses held in the various
cities and towns of Massachusetts show
overwhelming sentiment in favor of renominating Gov. Greenhalge for governor.
In a large majority of cases the
delegates
are instructed to vote for him.
Many
delegates to the State convention, who are
uninstructed, are well known to favor his
renomination.The Boston Herald reports “upon the authority of a Republican leader of national
reputation, that
Benjamin Harrison has withdrawn from
the presidential race and has named Wil-

liam McKinley

as

his residuary legatee.”

Horatio

TELL-TALE FACES.
THE

SKIPS.

Abner Cobnrn, G A Nichols, slil from Yokahania May 29 for New York via Kobe.
A G Ropes. David Rivers, at San Francisco Aug 15 for New York.
A J Fuller, Walnutt, sailed from New York
Aug 25 for Shanghae.
Alameda, Chapman, sailed from Vancouver Aug 16 for Sydney, NSW.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at New
York Sept 5 from Singapore.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong Aug 3 for Baltimore.
Charger, D S Goodell, at La Plata Aug 16
for British Channel.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Philadelphia June 19 for Nagaski.
Emma F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at New
York for Shanghae.
Gov Rome, Nichols, arrived at Philadelphia, Sept 18 from Iloilo.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Manila July 20
for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrived at San Francisco Aug 25 from New York.
Iceberg, F W Treat, at Valparaiso Sept 7
for Iquique.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at Philadelphia Juue 8 from New York.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, sailed from
New York July 11) for San Francisco.
Josephus, P K Gilkey, arrived at Buenos
Ayres about Aug 10 from New York
Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, at Alyak, from
San Francisco Alaska Sept 10.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed from
Honolulu June 30 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, cleared from
Philadelphia June 10 for Hiogo; spoken
July 14, lat 1) N, Ion 25 W.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, arrived at
San Francisco Aug 20 from Baltimore.
Li U Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
York Juue 13 for Yokahaina; spoken Juue
22, lat 35 N, ion 01 vV.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, cleared from San
Francisco Aug 27 for Honolulu.
San Joaquin, Larrabee, arrived at New
York Jau 0 from Portland.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, at Melbourne Aug
10 for London via Sydney, NSW.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from New
York May 27 for San Francisco; spoken June j
20, lat 24 N, Ion 42 W.
St David, Carver, arrived at New York
Sept 28 from Hong Kong.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, cleared from
Philadelphia Juue 13 for Hiogo; spoken July
0, lat 22 N, Ion 30 W.
Til lie E Star buck. Ebeu Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu June 24 for New York.
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, arrived at
Anjer Aug 14 from New York.
\\ in H Maey, Amsbury, sailed from New
June 12 for Yokahaina; spoken Juue 20, lat
23 N, Ion 31 W.
Win II Conner. Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from Hiogo May 8 for Portland and New
York; spoken Aug l), lat 15 S, Ion 28 W.
W J Botch, Sew all C Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia July 27 for San Francisco.
BARKS.

PINCHED AND

WRITER

beloved

READERS.]

The tell-tale face is worn by many
American women, and is a symptom of
symptoms, a signal of distress.
\\ hile women do
all in their power to
hide their condition,
the practised eye
soon

Jr.

In a large and pleasant room, the windows of which looked out over the white-

capped
TO OCR LADY

Alger,

BOYS’ STORIES.

SOMETHING ABOUT THIS POPULAR AUTHOR.

CAREWORN,

As Worn by Many American Women.
[SPECIAL

OF

detects the

trouble.
When pains and
aches are felt an
every part of tne
body, when faint^ness, dizziness, and
that bearing-down

feeling prevail,

when loss of sleep
and appetite arc reducing flesh daily,
when the society of
friends is irksome,
and the hopeless
“blues” predominate, then I he face
is pinched, haggard,
and careworn, end
prompt relief is necessary, or a beautiful life will be sacrificed.
An American woman.
I.ydia K.
Pinkham, a s'udont
of women and their
diseases, twent v
years ayo sue.-, edod
in procuring an absolve e euro tor ah diseases of women.
Lydia K. ILnkham's
Vegetable (’oinpomi ! stands to-day as it
did then, pre-eminent.
Mrs. H. Wampler, of Barabo, Vis.,
whose letter we were permitted to publisli last year, writes
that she hopes Mrs.
Pinkham will continue
to use her name, as the
publication in newspapers of the account of
her own wonderful cure
and relief from years of
r
misery has been the
moans of influencing
many suffering women
to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and become
well like herself. Mrs. Wampler feels,
and rightly, too, that in this way she ii

waters of Casco

bay,

a

gentleman

by

every boy in America—whose
name has been a household word for 30

years—sat reading

a

novel.

It

was

Hora-

Alger, Jr., the writer of juvenile fic- I I
tion, whose novels are to be found in
every library and many of whose readers
tio

live in other countries besides his own.
Mr. Alger is a very short man in stature, and looks almost like the boys he
loves to write about.
His face is a most
kindly one, and although the gray hair
tells of the years that have passed and
left this author stiil writing his delightful
tales, he does not seem at all old, but appears to be as much of a boy as lie ever
was.
Mr. Alger looks a great deal like
Gen. Benjamin F. Butler, although he is
not quite as old and his disposition not as
severe as that of the “Hero of New Orleans.”
Mr. Alger gave the Express representative anti iiis friend a most cordial invitation and seated them where they could
obtain a most delightful view of Casco's
bright waters. An hour of pleasant conversation passed rapidly.
Evidently Mr.
Alger is thoroughly in sympathy with
hoys. He speaks of how he happened to
begin writing for them, lie was a teacher in a
large boarding school and found
that, although some of his charges were
inclined to be very wild, they delighted in
making a confidant and comrade of him.
He had been writing some for adults with
fair success, but when he turned his attention to juvenile fiction lie met with a
most flattering reception.
The first book
lie published was “flagged Dick,” which
has been read by every boy in America as
he reached that period when in a book he
finds a pleasant companion for the long
winter evenings.
This book was published in 1808 and
since then tie has written over HO vidimus
dealing with all kinds of boys in all parts
of the country.
Mr. Alger is a thorough
American and devotes his attention exclusively to American boys. During the
conversation with the reporter Mr. Alger
spoke of flic change that had taken place
in the street arabs of New York in the
last 30 years.
The American hoy has
been crowded off the streets by the Italian, and the newsboys and bootblacks of a
!
quarter of a century ago were an entirely
different class from those who now light
for a living in the great metropolis.
Mr.
Alger said that he has little sympathy
with the Italian boys,chiefly because they
are much harder to make friends of than
were the American boys who preceeded

doing great good.
W Spies, C M Meyers, sailed from
Shangliae July 29 for Hong Kong and Mew
York.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
all throat inflammations and for
is excel-^t
Boston, Sept 4 for Montevideo.
them.
asthma, ConsumpAmy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
lie has not written very much about
tives will invariably
New York May 20 for Honolulu.
derive benefit froth New York street life of late years and
Beatrice Havener, Hichborn, arrived at
its use, as it quirk/y
scarcely paid any attention to the Italian
Philadelphia, Sept 18 from Port Spain.
abates the
cough,
One book lie did write of them and
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Barrenders expectora- bids.
badoes Sept 12 from Surinam.
tion easy, assisting that was written ftp' a purpose.
lie exnature in restoring ;
C P Dixon, M F Gilkey, sailed from
posed the padrone system of buying lads
wasted
t i s s u es. j
Seville, Aug 18 for Mew York.
in
Italy and bringing them to this counThere is a large perEdward Kidder, J H Park, from Juuin
centage of those who i try as slaves to a cruel master who subfor Hampton Roads, at Valparaiso, leaking.
suppose their cases I sisted on their earnings and treated them
Edward May, sailed from Colombo June
to be consumption
in a frightful manner.
In “Phil the Fid21 for Mew York ; passed St Helena Sept 5.
who are only sutlerH
W
at
Caling from a'chronic dler” Mr. Alger drew the picture or a
Blanchard, arrived
Evaneil,
colu or deep seated cough, often
aggravated bv boy, sold to an inhuman master, who
lao June .‘>0 from lquique.
catarrh. For
Ely’s Cream Balm. Both w as worked harder than a beast of burden
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Buenos remedies are catarrh use
to use. Cream Balm. 50c.
pleasant
Ayres Aug 10 from Portland, dsg.
and robbed of ill the boy’s pleasures and
per bottle; Pineola Balsam, 25c. at Druggists. In
Harvard, Colcord, from Mew York July 4 quantities of .*2.50 will deliver on receipt of comforts which make youth so
happy.
for Port Elizabeth and Port Matal; spoken amount.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York. This book was received by the public as
July 10 lat 07 N, Ion 41 W.
1
an exposure of the cruel
padrone system
Havana, Rice, arrived at Mew York Sept
and tlie result was the breaking up of ihe
12 from Havana.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, sailed
practice to a great degree.
from Punta Arenas, July 20 lor Mew York,
Air. Alger’s home is in Natick, Mass.,
j
Henry A Lite Ini eld. at Boston Oct 0 re- I
where lie passes a few months every year,
TIME-TABLE.
pairing.
but tlie most of his time is passed in New
Heury Norwell, Cushman, arrived at Mew | On and after On. «, 1S95, trains connecting at York, where tlie
greater part of ids writBurnham and \\ ateftille with through trains tor
York Sept 20 from Brunswick, Ga.
;
He never allows a summer
John -j Marsh, H B Whittier, arrived at j ami from Bangor, Waterville, l'nrthnul ami Bos- ing is done.
ton will.run as follows:
to pass without spending a few weeks at
Portland May 17 from Philadelphia.
Fit 031 PEL FAST.
Peaks Island, and although he was a little
Lucy A Nirkeis, CM Nichols, arrived at
A 31
1* 31
New York Sept. 0 from llong Kong.
I* M
late in arriving here this season, lie in1 25
2 30 tends to remain in the
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at Belfast, depart. 7 20
vicinity of Portland
M 30
12 37
Rosario Aug 10 from Buenos Ayres for Great Cityi'oint. +7 25
iie has several books
Waldo.. +7 30
*140
tS OO for several weeks,
Britain.
Hro.iks
7 4-.I
in
i r.l
3 20
preparation which will be produced ill
Matanzas, cleared from New York Sept 17
8 03
+2 03
13 45 tlie near
future, but ii will probably be
for Havana.
Thorndike—. 8 12
2 12
4 oo
some
years before bis stories of Casco bay
8 22
2 22
4 15
Mary E Russell, W S Nichois, at Para l 'nity.
Burnham,
arrive.
8
45
are
2
42
5o
iu
4
00
for
to
sail
about Sept 10.
put
print. [Portland Express.
Barbadoes,
Aug
4 50
0 30
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Singapore Aug j Bangor. 11A 55
31
21 for New York.
of Country Public Schools.
Inefficiency
Waterville
9 10
3 13
0 05
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
P M
A 31
10
from
Havana.
The
Portland.
12
25
5
Tampa Sept
35
1 40
average pupil of the average counRose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, at Monte4 15
920
<100
school does uot even learn to write
Boston,
try
video July 19 for New York.
with ease or plainness.
TO BELFAST.
In arithmetic
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
Aug 1, unc.
such pupils acquire enough to solve the
St James, F B Clifford, at Shangliae Aug
Boston,
simple sums in addition, subtraction,
10 for New York.
P M
multiplication, and division which they
St Lucie, J T Erskine, ar at Zanzibar July
Portland.
1100
120 meet with in practical life.
But the ino from Myantenaro.
A M
A M
of the country school has reThomas A Goddard, W S Griffiu, cleared Waterville. CIO
4 30 efficiency
from Philadelphia Aug 24 for Buenos Ayres. Bangor ..
7 15
1 40 sulted iu what might quite properly be
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
A 51
A 51
called “t ie American peasantry,” being
P 51
Burnham, depart. 7 10
9 00
5 05 as illiterate and unlearned as
from Portland Aug 15 for Montevideo.
any class of
7 50
9 20
Unity.
5 25
SCHOONERS.
Thorndike. 8 12
9 30
5 32 people in any civilized state in the world.
t8 25
t9 37
15 38 An assertion like this is likely to be called
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from Knox.
Brooks.. 8 50
9 53
5 50 un-American
Boston Sept 4 for Rosario.
by those shallow critics who
it; 02
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, cleared Waldo. 19o2 110 00
maintain that Americans should never
19 15 no 19
Citypoint.
it; 15
from Bangor Sept 28 for New Bedford.
Belfast, arrive. 9 25 10 25
the
truth
of themselves and the in0 20 speak
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
stitutions which have become debased.
tFlag station.
Galveston Sept 12 for Apalachicola.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00 The American farmer
of two generations
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at front Belfast and all stations on Branch.
was a better educated man than is
Galveston Sept 25 from Philadelphia.
Through tickets to all points West and North- ago
No one
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from west via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley the American farmer of to-day.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Agent, Belfast.
would ever have thought of calling him a
Apalachicola July 10 for Surinam.
Vice
Ptes.
and
Gen’l
Manager.
Lester A Lewis, Burgess, cleared from F. E.
peasant; he did not suggest such a thing
Bootiiby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Bangor Sept 28 for Boston.
in his manner of life, poor though it was;
Portland, Oct. 2,1895.
Linah C Kaminski, S Woodbury, cleared
nor yet in his manner of
thinking, though
from New York Oct 2 for Charlestown.
that may have been narrow.
Let any
Lucia Porter, Grindle, at Rockland.
candid observer go into a neighborhood
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at New
where the land has been tilled by the same
York Sept 15 from Bangor.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland
family for generations, and let him find a
helpful.
farm where there are still three generaSept 24 from Philadelphia.
The merry sports of brave old Autumn
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at Boston
tions upon it.
He is almost sure to find
23 from Charleston, S C.
live again in Outing’s pleasant
that those of the oldest generation can
pages. The Sept
*
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Galveston
*
October number is strong in text and illusspeak, write, and think with more accuSept 24 from Philadelphia.
tration. The frontispiece shows the
sportsracy than the second generation, and that
William Frederick, Ranlett, sailed from
man upon our border
prairies. This cut Satilla River Sept 22 for Belfast.
the second generation will show more
illustrates G. M. Dillard’s account of a
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at j
evidences ot education than the third.
Sporting Vacation in Montana. A very Belfast Sept 15 from Philadelphia.
This shows degeneration, and this degenstriking full-page portrays a bull moose
eration can be directly traced to the deca-I
in the act of calling.
The accompanying
dence of the country schools, which now
The Journal and the Tribune.
text is by the late Edmund P.
are really beneath discussion, were there
Rogers. In
“Guns and Shooting,” Ed. W.
not a hope that by telling of their badness
Last year The Republican Journal PubSandys
presents much valuable advice to the besome interest might be excited, and that
had a six months’ contract
Company
lishing
ginner. Alex. Hunter draws a vivid penthrough this interest they might be imwith
the
of
the
New
York
WeekSteamers
leave
Belfast
as
publishers
follows:
picture of “The Great Dismal Swamp;”
We do not want an ignorant
For Camden, Itockland and Boston, dailv, ex- proved.
Walter Camp reviews the situation in ly Tribune by W'hich the two papers were cept Sunday
at (about) 2.30 r. m.
peasantry in this country—we have no
furnished
to
new
subscribers
For
and
at
and
to
Fred. Whishaw contrib$2,
Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Hamp- use for peasants. But we are
“Football,”
getting such
den and Bangor, daily, except Monday at
utes a breezy description of * ‘Finnish Fish old subscribers
(about) a class, both
paying in advance for $2.25. 9.00 a. m.,
or upon arrival of steamers from Bosby importation and by breedand Fishermen.”
The fiction and travel Another contract has been made on even ton.
ing. The city schools are bad enough in
RETURNING.
departments contain pleasing sketches.
all conscience; the princip® which conmore liberal terms, as set forth in our adFrom Boston, daily, except Sunday at 5.00 r. m. trols their
government is both false and
vertising columns. New' and ole' subscribers
From Rockland at from 5.00 to 6.00 a. m.,
A Missionary Schooner.
daily, corrupt, but they are fountains of light
except Monday, touching at Camden
are now placed on an equal footing and all
with
the country schools that
From Bangor, daily, except Sunday at 11.00 a. compared
BUILDING BY THE AMERICAN BOARD TO
who pay for The Journal one year in ad- m., touching at Hampden, Winterport, Bucksin the United States to-day.
In a
prevail
REPLACE THE K. IV. LOGAN.
and
Searsport.
vance can have The New
York Weekly port
country school, as at present governed,
FRED
W.
A ueiv schooner is building
POTE, Agent.Belfast the more a teacher
by the Tribune without extra charge. In remit- CALVIN AUSTIN,
knows, the less is his
Gen’l Supt.Boston
American board of commissioners for
ting it should be stated that the Tribune is WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager.Boston or her ability to accomplish anything; so
missions
for the use of Missionaforeign
those who are wise and politic do as little
ries on the island of liuk, in the Micro- wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reas possible,
hoping thereby to escape the
uesian group, in the South Pacific ocean. quest is made. The New York Weekly
hostile judgment of ignorant school comThe new vessel will take the place and Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
mitteemen.
In a country district the
name of the li. W. Logan, a
missionary rival as the leading Republican paper of the
clergymen, the physicians, and the lawcraft of the same character, which was
Winter
It
is
a
should
be
asked to serve on the school
day.
twenty-page journal and gives
Arrangement—In Effect October yers
lost two years ago on a
voyage to link all the news of the world, while its diiferent;
committee, for men of these professions
1885.
from Yokohama, whither she had
1,
have
some education.
But
gone departments, political news,
presumably
editorials, etc., j
for repairs.
STEAMER ( ASTI.NK. weather per- the noisy and disputatious village busyHer captain and crew went down with make it a most valuable paper to all. The
There
mitting, will run every week <lav bodies are usually those chosen.
her, probably in one of the fierce storms Tribune is very cheap at $100 per year, ;u nmneuuou wiui is. & is.». UO., as IOIIOWS:
is no use in refusing to look facts squareLeave *West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.; Castine,
which now and then sweep the southern which is its price. The Republican Journal
ly in the face; and the fact that country
7.45; Hughes Point, 8.30; Ryder’s Cove.
ocean.
will be maintained at its present standard, Lime Kim, 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30. 9.00; people—agricultural
people—are growing
It is expected that the new
more ignorant, generation by generation's
schooner, at with special attention to local and State
♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturpresent building in San Francisco, will be news. Subscriptions
so patent that instances or
groups of inmay begin at any time days.
launched in the early part of next month.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 r. m., for the stances need not be recited to prove it.
She will be commanded by Capt. Isaiah
above named landings.
The
mere
of
more
“Did Hamlin ever
spending
money on
any advice conPassengers going East take steamer Castine
Bray, for many years commander of the cerning the wedding ofgive
schools will not effect any reform.
two hearts that beat from Belfast at 2 00 p. m.,
Wed- country
every
Monday,
Morning Star, the fourth vessel of that as one ?’’ “Of course! Didn’t he say, Aye, nesday and Friday. Take steamer next day for The States, for a while at least, must take
name to be built with
all lai.dings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
the schools in rural districts under conmoney provided by marry; ’tis a custom!”
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport and
the children of the Sunday schools of the
[Jno. Gilmer Speed, in the October
Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at trol.
Once
Was
Congregational churches in the United
Enough. “Why don't you keep 2.00 p. M.,
Forum.
over at Castine, take steamer
horses. Todd?” “My wife is afraid of horses.” | Frank Jones 8top
States.
next morning for all landings from
The R. W. Logan will be about 50 tons “For what reason?” “Why you see, we Castine to Machias.
Keller la six nears.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
made a runaway match.”
burden, its work being supplementary to
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
Ryder’s Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
that of the largest vessel, the
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
Morning
Beecham’s
for constiSouth American Kidney Cure.” This new
Star, in transporting the missionaries to
Botf
C.
W.
SWALLIDGE,
Manager. remedy is a great surprise on account of its
and from the islands in the archipelago.
•
10*
and
exceeding
promptness in relieving pain in
Get the
Its cost will be about $5,000, which has
the bladder, kidneys, back and every parbeen provided almost entirely by the inol the urinary passages in male or female,
book at your
surance money obtained after the loss of
It relieves retention of water and pain in
the former schooner. [New York Sun.
it almost immediately. If
want
passing
Two
it.
larpe second-hand stoves, suitable for a quick relief and cure this is youryou
store or office, for sale cheap.
remedy.
Sold
A.
A.
Howes
&
by
Co., Druggists, BelGKO. A. BAILEY,
Annnal mica mot* than &OOQAOO boxaa.
tf40
62 Main Street, Belfast.
fast, Me.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Caetorla.

a

Adam

PINEOLA COUGH BALSAM

Maine Central R. R.

j

j;;;;;;;;

Service,

pation

go

by

»

Stoves for Sale.

You Know
are

stupefying narcotic poisons?

druggists are

not

permitted tosdlnarcoi

c-

labeling them poisons ?

Bo Volt Know that you
unless you

or

your

should not permit any medicine to be given your eh

physician know of what it

Bo Yon Know that Castoria is
its

Paregoric,

Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine?

Bo Yon Know that opium and morphine

without

that

Bateman’s

■

Bo You Kno-W that in most countries

a

is

composed ?

purely vegetable preparation, and that

::

n

ingredients is published with every bottle ?
Bo YOU Know that Castoria is the

That it has been in

for

use

prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel Pi:
nearly thirty years, and that more Castoria is now sold V

of all other remedies for children combined?
fTo You Know that the Patent Office
other
44

countries, have issued

CilStorirt” and its

ex

was

elusive

Department of the United State-.

Dr. Pitcher and his

to

one

of the

for

assigns to use the

a

state

granting

this

prison offense

;•

government prut,
because Castoria had been proven to be alifeolutely liarmleKM?

I>o You Know that 35

cfiits,

cent

or one

a

kept well,

reasons

average doses of Castoria

possessed of this perfect preparation, your children::

and that you may have unbroken

Welk these

furnished i'

are

dose?

i>*> You Know that when
l»e

right

formula, and that to imitate them is

Bo Von Know that

tilings

are

worth

signature

of

Children

rest

?

knowing.

They

are

facts.

—

*rtte facsimile

y/

is

'-ZuzZZlt'ZZu&'M

every

on

wrapper.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

COAL.

COAL

Now is the time to

COAL

buy your Winter's Coal

First Quality
Thoroughly Prepared

)

ja I

w wM

(

L■

PLYMOUTH

VEIN,
SUGAR-LOAF LEHIGH,
GEORGE’S CREEK CUMBERLAND.
Priivs at
Wharf.

Delivered in

Dump

Chestnut Coal.S5.10
Stove Coal,
5.10

Egg Coal,.4.30
Furnace Coal,
4.90

Deiiv,
ami

$5.50
5.50
5.30

5.15

....

PROMPT

Cart.

$5.35
5.35
5.15

....

5.30

DELIVERY,
CORRECT

WE

Kill T,
CARET CL

I)ELI \ Elt\

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY
ISIS,

!$.*»

A

Front

1ST

Street,

Brllnst.

TELEPHONE 4-2.
The only safe,

ii-fr

Bure

.....

'PENNYROYAL PILLS.

:

Ask for SB. MOTT’S PEITITYEOYAL PILLS and take no c:
Send for circular,
Price $1.00 per box, G boxes for
lJli. MOTT’S CHK3I1GAT, CO.,
Cleveland, OA,

'C®”
MHS KALE Kt

K.

H.

BELFAST, MAI\E.

GROffS Rhe“

Is (he only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhoea, Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
and Kidney Diseases,
a positive Cure effected in from 6 to 18 da>s.

GEO.F.EAMES, M.DJ.D1

Establ

The Nose and Throat,

T.

No. 341> Newbury St.,

1895,

Belfast, and Castine Beats.

pills
25*.
druggist’s and

Do
IWIOTHERS,
Drops, Godfrey’s

■

H

—

Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.
Summer

■

(Near Corner

BOSTON,

of

Fairfield

ed

30 Years

<

Brigham Bishop.;

STOCK AND BOND BEOXEE

St.)

...

s

:

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only
Oct., 1894.—Iyr45*

children
■
I
THEIR DISEASES.

S
■

|H

is the title of a book published by the rnfrs.
of that old time-tried remedy—True’s Pin
Worm Elixir—and which they send free
on request. No mother should be without it.

I

I
I

Boarding
^

STABLE

I have bought the Revere House stable and shall
continue it as a feed and boarding stable as heretofore. Everything is in good order and prompt
attention is given to customers. Terms reason
able.
IHARLES A. WILEY, Belfast,
3m32
Opposite Revere House, Spring St.

A

B
C

(

■

^^^^DnJ^TRPEACO^Auburu^^J

Feed and

September, ruuuing Horn ,s dnvdays, with a net protit to sub.-M-ri

iirnoits liMniHiijiery.

<•

to

My 17th Is now under wav and I
reap a large profit from’this nr!,

rise. I have uow over 600 sub*, iwant 1,000 if possible within the i.

days.

All my dividends have been tin.)
actual protits on stocks Ixmg ;i
througli the New York Stork Ii\
Not only does my experience of ;;<•
among the bulls and bears, but m\
gence teaches me that to buy si. k>
warranted by the industries, tlie
general prosperity at hand and to
Not only these, but I have brokers
members of the exchanges, who ,|;n
_•
me their advice.
These men .■ r.
doing business for me over ir» y..
and I can rely upon their good
oL
It is a pleasure and a duty for in
hlbit to my patrons these advim. .,n
porta of my purchases also. (
see me, or Inquire for particulars t.y
7 WATER STREET, BOisroV

3
3
c

Jj

Jj
Jj
Jj
J

v

(B7 Broadway, New fork.)

Splendid curative agent, for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also tor ltheumatism. Gout, Kidney Disorders, Arid Dyspepsia, Amemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses, trice, 10, 25 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

**
'*

4
**
4

4
v

S
i

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
Sold by all dealers.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all I
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of 'Administrator of the estate of

THE

PHINEAS PENDLETON, late of Searsport,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, *o exhibit the same for settlement to him or to James G. Pendleton, whom
he has appointed his agent in this State.
3w3«
BENJAMIN F. PENDLETON.

TO TAX PAYERS!
shall be at my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 A. u. to 12 M., and 2 to 4 p. M„
until January 1, 1896.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two per cent,
on their taxes must pay by January 1 1896.
H. F. MASON, Collector.

I

Belfast, Sept. 1,1896.—29tf

ROCRIlld co^bEoLl
Individual instruction in Commercial ami 11lish studies, Shorthand, Typewriting. A<
Business Practice, etc. Twice the attention
less than one-half the expense of attending
leges located in large cities. Rooms large
elegantly equipped with all modern
Business men supplied with competent assists
without charge. Open from Septemliei to
^
For catalogue and specimen of

faeiliu<£;
■

dress,

3m32

penmanship.

H. A. HOWARD,
Rcckland, Maine

^

County Correspondence.

No

Joseph Higgins and
THoKliDlKE.
F. B. Quarterly meeting at
,i the
Marshall Higgins of
*\ jbor(, was in town recently to attend
son

at-

teD,jv>'lle.Mrs.
US?fmieralof

Mrs. B. A. Files... .Mrs. Jolias gone to Bangor to
Mrs. Stella Knowlton,
r her daifgbter,
who
quite sick_Bertha Hubbard,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
(u visiting
Hubbard, has returned to LawStevens

i.

1..

G. Cilley has been in
work for George Sher-

Miss.T.
the

1.,

1

at

Lucy

Mrs.

home

vturned

Gordon and children
after a visit of several

Massachusetts-Misses Florence
.t Clara Downes of Harvest Moon
'.sited Hillside Grange last Sept.
Several from this place attendFair Sept. 28th.Eva
.! i. kson
: Brooks visited her grandmother,

u

..

Cilley, recently-The farmers
••usy harvesting their potatoes and
-ro|i is generally reported_Mr.
West tie hi, Mass., passed Sept. 2(ith
\ Higgins.

v.,

;

Mrs. Orilla MeMann,
spending the summer with
Mrs. W. I>. Harriman, has reher home in Haverhill, Mass....
H arding has gone to Providence'',
;sit her husband, who arrived
j.; JUth, in barge Belle of Oregon
•>■. gia Pierce of Bucksport is visiting
Mrs. N. J. Heagan-Capt. and
tl. IP. hards of Booth hay and Mrs.
K F .man of Prospect Marsh visited
IP ander Ilarrimau's Sept. 2<>th.
lie
Butler is dangerously sick.
i> Dr. Towle of Bucksport....
n
and Daisy Crocker, Grace
Eda Durham and Tom Swazey
Fkrry.

til

'.

\\

v

■

s,

..

v

Vrs

visited at Thomas Heagan’s
Pali. Kate L. Pray,
Capt.

rt.

evaded

sT<-ne

at

George Arey’s

Warren_Little Wilis on the sick list.... Miss HatBucksport recently visited
eei Harding... .Mrs. Jennie Dow
■it visited Mrs. Kate Harriman
V

L

■

■

Si

Miss Georgia Wentworth arpt. 'JSth from Boston and is

parents, Mr. and Mrs. George,
Bindley Hilton from Westis \!sip;«g friends in town....

v

daughter Emma
spending the summer
H Pages, liave returned to
ige a< ornpanying tliem.. .Mr.
and

Bipity

!

i\

1

1

;

(••;

e

!!

1>

'ggett, who liave been
r 1 feu weeks of Win. Walker
:’.Ted S* pt. doth for their home in
r

>
-■

i

..IIev. I. N. Ala

va..

n

has been

Baptist society as their pasd meetings here last Week.
arrived home from a three
friends in Boston and viein-on
.Jackson has moved from his
a
Canal street, where he has been
past y.-ar, and will reside on his
li'-p'-- Mrs. Jaekson and children
n tv
M
bn1 Boston where they intend
ad tli- wptt-r.. .Wm. Newbert was
••••da..y sic-* by Albert
Pitman, his
t’a*

gmining recently. The boy
a
cartridge, killed it, and Mr. New'•••nig in range received the charge of
in" legs and arms.
William shouted
whip

v

.-

her, who

T

■'

-'

them, “I am
pieces Charles," but the injury

to

a

-rove

tv

right

was

out with

be very severe, and WilThe shot went too

now

eAi raneu..

airs.

.rrancis

J.

bought the old homestead oi lier
Daniel Sullivan, and is having many
veluents made.
A new stable is being
■'•'.l, the house painted, rough pastures
1

r.-

-is

ieveied, and
other
many
:nges made. Mrs. Oakes ami Miss Lillian
who have been here several weteks,
’■••turned to New York... Scliools in
-!o<ed Sept. 27tli
Mrs. Henry
"f Ida' -rrliill,
s
Mass
in town,
-re •
the sickness and death of her
William Graham-Henry Cum:

!

e

m

l

recently thrown from a wagon
*>• serious
:y injured.... Mr. Stephen
• "i
Fairmont, Mum., is spending a
here, the guest of Ids aunt, Mrs.
mton ...Mr. and
Mrs. William
Lisbon have been guests the past
William Sherman.... William Bean
:;ul Falls, Aroostook county, where
wployment as a carpenter_It. L.
--of Itockport is painting L. C.
house in colors.
is

1

-'

r"

;

|

'■;,e

Obituary.

Rest,

Wedding Belle.

No Sloop.

Libeller

Larruped.

Marine

----

A good appetite and refreshing sleep are
“ssential 1
health of mind and body, and
these are given by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Race of

are

“Indeed,

men.

Next to being

a

I

William the

Conqueror.”
You Ever
Try Electric Bitters as a Yemedy for your
troubles? Lf not, get a bottle now and get
relief. This medicine has been found to be
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonderful
and direct influence in giving strength and
tone to the organs.
u have Loss of ApIf
Did

■

petite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, SI »epless, Excitable, j
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells,
Electric Bitters is the medicine you need. |
Large bottles only fifty cuts at A. A.
Howes & Co.’ Drug Stove.
>

That Terrible Boy.

imi said
“Well?

Awful Child. “Mamju were
Visitor.
pretty old.”
Awful child—You’re old, but not

pretty.
A

Household

Treasure.

W. Fuller of Canajoharie, N. Y., says
he always keeps Dr. King’s New Discovery in the house and bis family has all
ways found the very nest results follow its
use; that he would not he without it, if procurable. G. A. Dvkemau. Druggist, Cat-skill,
N. Y., says that Dr. King’s New Discovery
is undoubtedly the best Cough remedy; thatlie has used it- in his family for eight years,
and it lias never failed to do all that is
claimed for it. Why not try a remedy so
long tried and tested. Trial bottles free at
! A. A. Howes & Co.’ Drug Store.
Regular
sizes
50 cents and #1.00.
!
I).
that

1

Ann

50 years ago there was
Something
to be a grand yachting cruise and series
of races off Newport.
A serious trouble
about the cruisers of those days was tne
lack of proper quarters for visiting yachts-

The best veternariaus use Russia Salve in
their practice. If you have a stable, don’t
fail to have this salve. It will save you
many a horse doctor’s bill. Your druggist.
25 cts.
You

Kliza

over

have cured.”

More Recent. Jack. “All!
true daughter of Eve.”
Jess.
am not.
We go back only to

the

ilEVAMPEl) STOKE CAKK1EK r Oli H0X0I1S
OVEK THE XEBT.OHT F1A EKS.

“Did you have a good time at the Freeflow collation?” “Delightful!
1 got a fit.
of indigestion that it cost, me five dollars to

|

the yachts, the most
popular style was that of attending in any
sort of craft that would afford a sight of
the races, shelter at night and room for
the cook’s galley.
It was with the idea of securing a boat
that would answer these needs that Gen.
Daniel Sickles, Com. Garrison and a select set of chums started looking about
the shipping districts.
Finding nothing that was exactly suitable, they decided to take a row on the
Hudson.
This would give them a chance
to think the matter over and discuss it at
leisure.
There was a light breeze rippling the
surface of the water and a slight haze
when the young men turned homeward.
A giant sail, that seemed to catch all the
wind there was, passed, dragging a hull
heavily loaded with stone. On her stern,
painted crudely in tar, the yachtsmen
read that she was the Eliza Ann.
Bright and early the next morning
Sickles and Garrison were out among the
shipping looking for her, and by her great
mast they soon found her.
“Hello, there! Can we come aboard?”
cried the general anil commodore of the
future in chorus.
"If you like,” was the answer.
“Fine boat you’ve got.
Is she fast?”
“ITirty fast, sir.”
It did not take long to win the heart of
the skipper, for he loved his boat.
The
skipper and his crew were engaged to sail
the boat at once, and it was arranged
that “’Liza Ann,” his wife, and for
whom the boat was named, should do the

ole communicated to the Bath j
“This picture
!
to the realistic
following obituary of a native of i school.” “Ah.” belongs
“Yes.
Notice that at•‘Alexander Farrar, who died |
It
is
mosphere?
supplied by an air pump
N<». 21 Maple street, Bath, Sept. in
tlie basement.'’
I
cooking.
the second child of Simon Farrar,
The boat
Searsinont, Me., April 14, 1820, and
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

1

Lewiston

Gilbkrt-Saroknt. The event which has
The sheriff fight in Penobscot county is
set society agog tor the past few weeks culweird and ghastly.
The candidates for
minated Thursday night, Sept. 19th, in the
Sheriff
berth began their scramble
wedding of Miss Anna C. Sargent, daughter before heReed’s
died.
On
Saturday morning the
of Mr. George M. Sargent, and Mr. Henry
Kidder Gilbert, son of Mr. A. M. Gilbert. poor fellow passed away and that same afternoon, ere he was fairly cold, the PenobMethodist
in
which
the
First
The
Church,
How many thousands to-day suffer from
took place, was beautifully deco- scot Bar held a meeting and voted to recomsleeplessness caused by nervous weakness. ceremony
mend Deputy Brown of Springfield for
apIt is one of the incidents of American life, rated with palms and filled to overflowing
pointment by the Governor as Reed’s sucand you who read these lines are no doubt with friends of the bride and groom, who cessor. Meanwhile
it is not to be supposed
are both popular in society. At the appointone of the great
throng. After the day is
the bridal party approached the that the other candidates are idle.
It is
done and when its cares ought to cease, you ed hour
rumored that there was a bolting caucus,
wish that they might fold their tents like altar, guided by strains of wedding music,
in
the
Mt.
Sunday,
Hope receiving tomb.
the Arabs and as silently steal away. When played by Mr. Clarence Dickinson. The cere[ Lewiston Journal.
was performed by Dr. Charles F. Bradnight has drawn her sable curtains and all mony
of the Garret Biblical Institute, assisted
ley
If
the
writer
of
the
above possessed, any
nature seems in repose, your weary eyelids
Dr. Frank M. Bristol, pastor of the church. brains he would know
long for that tired nature’s sweet restorer, by
enough to be
The bride was attended by seven maids, six
balmy sleep. What would you not give for of whom were schoolmates of hers at Mount ashamed of himself. He was born withthe rest you had in the olden times. But it
Vernou Seminary, Washington, where she out brains, however, and so we imagine
is denied you. The long hours are full of
It would not be
was graduated.
Miss Martha Stockton of he considers it bright.
weakness and weariness, and the coming Evanston
acted as maid of honor. The six necessary to inform anyone but the editor
day brings only headache and heartache, bridesmaids were Miss Anna Hasselman of of “State Chat” in the Lewiston
Journal
impaired strength and exhausted nerves as Indianapolis, Miss Helen Hurst of Washing- that when the office of
Sheriff becomes
you drag through its duties.
Miss
Louise
Gilbert
of Chicago, Miss vacant
ton,
reason
of
death
the
business of
by
ibere is no burden so pamtui, ana no loss
Wiuuifred Wilson of Evanston, Miss Beulah
the office stops, making it imperative that
I so wasting,
it wrecks the body and impairs
Hubbell of Des Moines. They wore gowns
the mind. It is the fearful harbinger of in- of white
the
be
filled
with
as
little delay
vacancy
organdie made over white silk and
sauity. It. has tilled our asylums with its trimmed in valencinnes lace. Narrow sashes as possible. It was that knowledge that
v ietims.
You km >w this and gloomily dread of white satin ribbon
encircled their waists. led the members of the Bar to call a
the future. Weak, nervous, and discouraged,
carried large bouquets of pink roses meeting Saturday morning.
When the
the least excitement prostrates you, and you They
tied with long pink satin ribbons. The maid Lewiston Journal undertakes to make it
are
always worrying over anticipated of honor wore a gown the same as those of
that such men as Hon. A. W.
trouble. Nothing goes right, and you often the maids.
The bride, who is noted for her appear
feel like despairing. You do not feel equal
Paine, Hon F. A. Wilson, Hon. C. P.
beauty, was beautifully gowned in white Stetson
to the burden you once bore so easily.
and other members of the Bar
the simplicity of which was its chief
Take heed while it is time. You are in a satin,
are engaged in an unseemly scramble for
cnarm.
a long tune veil ieu to tne nem oi
whirlwind of destruction. You are in the the
an
office
it casts no reflection upon the
ami
she carried a bouquet of white
gown,
very Niagara of our nervous modern life. roses. Mr. Gilbert was
accompanied by Mr. gentlemen named, but it does illustrate
l)o not delay. Safety is right at hand, if
James H. Walker of Chicago, who acted as the small calibre of the man who
penned
you will but accept it. That loss of appetite, best man. The ushers were Mr. Frank Rusthe paragraph. [Bangor Whig A Courier,
gas ;n the stomach, torpid liver, constipaMr. Day McBirney, Mr. Paul Ham 11 of
sell,
tion, nervousness,headache, etc., are but the
Mr. William D. Sargent and Mr.
first, symptoms of the dauger to come. It Chicago,
\V lilsky and Vagabondage.
George H. Sargent of Evanston, and Mr.
can he avoided, but only by acting at once.
Richard Houghton of Milwaukee. After the
Thousands have stood where you now
There is one other cause of vagrancy
stand confronted by the same frightful con- ceremony a reception was held at the residence of the bride’s
1502 Hinrnan more
sequences, and have been cured and restor- avenue. The house parents,
potent than all 1 have described,
was beautifully decoed to health and happiness by that wonderand its name is—whisky.
The love of
rated with plants and cut dowers.
The
ful enchanter of sleep, that marvelous
were enclosed with canvas* lighted
more men and women into
restorer
of nerve energy and physical grounds
liquor
brings
a
of
electric
an
by
myriad
lights, making
1 strength, Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and
than anything else, and until
nerve remedy.
It is purely vegetable and open-air reception-room, uuequaied in pic- trampdom
and beauty. A large number this fact is more
turesqueness
harmless.
conscientiously recogentirely
were present to wish the young
a
couple
Mrs. L. L. Gumpricht, who resides at. 108
happy future. Mr. ami Mrs.' Gilbert depart- nized there can he no thorough treatment
Blue Hill Ave., Boston, Mass,, says:
ed for the east, where they will travel for a of the tramp.
There is no need to enter
“After having had an attack of the grippe
and upon their return will reside in
I was feeling very weak and completely run month,
into details on this subject: all that I can
Index.
Chicago.
[Evanston,
111.,
down. 1 could not eat, sleep or work. I
do is to report the fact. The public needs
Geo. M. Sargent, father of the bride, was
was so weak in the limbs 1 could not walk
to realize more fully than it now does the
or work.
I was very miserable, and I born in Sargentville, Me., and Mrs. Sargent
awful effects of strong drink on vagathought I should die. 1 lost all interest in was Miss Helen Durham of Monroe.
bonds. A realization of this fact is likely
everything. I had great distress from the
to he productive of some remedy for the
little food 1 could eat.
If the tramps of
“After taking three bottles of Dr. Greene’s
Coombs—Toi}iN. A very pretty wedding evils it represents.
Nervura blood and nerve remedy I was en- occurred Wednesday evening, Oct. 2d, at America could he freed irom the bondage
tirely cured of all these complaints. I feel the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Tobin <>n into which whisky lias brought them,
like a different woman.”
Central street, Camden, on which occasion there would not tie
very many vagrants
This grand restorative for the nerves, Dr. their daughter, Miss Agnes Tobin, and
;
in the country. That the American tramp
| Greene’s Nervura,does not contain a particle Ferdinand I. Coombs were united in mar- is the result
fluctuations
of the laof
the
of anything injurious, and can be given to riage by Rev. L. L). Evans. The bride was
as some claim, 1 do not bej restless and sleepless infants, nervous cliil- becomingly gowned in white silk, while the bor-market,
The American tramp does not
j dren or the most delicate invalid with abso- groom wore the conventional black. The lieve.
lute assurance of beueticiai results. Dr. house, was prettily decorated with cut flow- want work, as a rule; but I know that he
After the ceremony does want to be free from liquor.
j Greene, of M-l Temple Place, Boston, Mass., ers and potted plants.
A d
| the most successful physician in curing a wedding lunch was served to the few inti- if tiiis can be accomplished, 1 feel safe in
| nervous and elm nir diseases, discovered it, mate friends and relatives who were presthat he will go to work.
Under
and be can be consulted free of charge, per- ent, after which the bridal couple were saying
: sonaliy or by letter.
driven to their new li me on Pearl street. the influence of drink lie becomes a sort
if
he
were
temperMrs. Coombs is a charming young lady and of voluntary idler; bur.
Dandruff is an exudation from the pores her friends are numerous. Mr. Coombs is ate, tie could be made a valuable citizen.
the
of
child
Isaac
Men
become
only
Capt.
Tramps,'' by Josiali
Coombs, pres- [“Ifow
of the skin that spreads and dries, forming
I scurf and causing the hair to fall out. Hall’s ent postmaster of Camden, and for several i Fiynt, in the October Century.
years ha** been in the employ of Carleton,
j Hair E«newer cures it.
Pascal & Co., and while there, by his pleasFor Good Roads.
WJiat is Charley doing for a living now v" ant disposition and agreeable manner, has
“L
didn't
think
he
was
literwon hosts of friends.
The presents were
“Writing.”
Colonel Albert A. Pope, who 1ms done
; ary." “He isn't. He writes home for re- numerous and beautiful, and they have the
mittances."
best wishes of their many friends.
such grand work for the national goodHOW ENERGY AND AMBITION ABB KILLED.
VITALITY AND
HEALTH
DESTROYED
BY
WAKEFUL NIGHTS. 8TRONG AND STEADY
NERVE8 A NECESSITY. TO NEGLECT THEM
MEANS CERTAIN RUIN. DR. GREENE'S NERVURA GIVES STRENGTH AND VIGOR.

on

immediately pat in order.
She was drvdocked, calked, scraped, potoj that town until 1871, when he reThe Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
leaded and fixed up in racing shape, and
fills city, where he followed his
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever at last the Eliza Ann was
trriage builder and wheelwright. Sores,
ready.
Tetter,
Chapped
Hands,
■! an
Chilblains,
when
She started for the Newport races,
intenselypatriotio nature,
and ail Skin Eruptions, and positivesounded her call for
he re- Corns,
was

roads cause, writes:
“It would be a good thiug if the Government would extend the good-road work
in the Department of Agriculture and
build the great national highways. Then,
if the States would follow the example of
Xew Jersey and Massachusetts and build
State roads, leaving to towns and cities
the streets, we would, in the course of
time, develop a system of highways not
excelled by any in the world. It. has got to
come. Perhaps we may not see it, though
I hope to.
Horses have seen their best
days. Electricity and bicycles have partially done away with their use, and before this century expires practical motor
carriages will be in use. Then the demand will be for still better roads and
good roads in all directions, and the poor
| old horse will be relegated to the country,
i where he belongs.”

‘•'i'c
lr •.

help
that call, and taking his

ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
son,
he enlisted guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of

to

eighteen years of age,
-5th Regiment Maine Vols. in 1862,
was an active participant in the
r 'laved
by our army in the capture of
rW. Orleans, the siege and capture of Port
Vicksburg and other points. Farrar
li?'; ind with his regiment, sharing in its
t
glory, until its term of service ex-'
was then discharged on August
oi l returned to his
home, but the
bn'a;
poison and fever of the southern
!IV 1 .m! done their work, which ended
F

i;

''•

•"

a

'•

jf

•'

its victim

'Mi

know*

lay

still iu the

sleep

no waking.
Returning to his
broken in health, he for a time
•:,4- 'iu business,
keeping one of those
t-air mil well known
country stores,
r:' oibecame noted for strict attention
'owns
honesty and upright dealing;
an improvement in bis
health,
v
h
suiHcient to allow it, he abandouo iit-iie
and
resumed
his
pursuits
r|f
'Mowing it with varying results
•e tc
the dose of his life* Mr. Farrar

town

refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.

money

Bookkeeper. “I see by the paper that our
customer, Scudskiu, is married.” Fashionable Tailor. “Indeed! I shall be sorry to
lose him.”
You make no mistake w-hen you buy dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
«nd “what everybody says must be true.”
How He Measured Him. “Isn’t your boy
“Isn’t lie? You
very tall for his age?”
just ought to try to get him into a place on
a half fare ticket!”

For Over Fifty Years.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success. It soothes the child, softens the
'^c' a mason in
Quantabacook Lodge, gums, allays all pain, cures wrind colic, and
and A. M., in his native town is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleaso''1'H, and was demitted and joined ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
v'"‘Se N(.. 14, of Bath iu 1883, of part of the world. Twenty-tive cents a botwas an
honored and respected tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
j;,
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
at the tune of his death. He
'[
was
take no other kind.
’1
in aii matters
Iyr40
..
pertainX-solciier ami sailor, and early in
I
“Dinks is always making proverbs.”
"‘entiKed
himself with the Grand “What is his
a
"7
latest one?” “The pitcher
Republic, joining Post Sedg- that goes too often after beer breaks its
own['„ Land his love for the Grand Army er at last.”
ft,", a.n, ** interests was only exceeded
family. A good man,
it,'; VV7soaud,
1
h,orca bi*
fond and loving parent,
Hi,..:*
''iiizen and kind ueiglibor has
"
"
iv,
V l,,ng he missed. Mr, Farrar
anlow, Louisa C. (Dillaway.) to When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
Mr
at Belfast, Maine,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
^married
°De sister. Mrs. Julia
When she became Miss, she clang to Castoria.
'**
;n
Winslow, Maine, the only
family of brothers and When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
in an,i f
aH follows: Sanford L.
t»r m™
K. Tabor and Mrs.
irgia
rH'le of Bath, Mrs.
lord ,,f"i
Mary E.
Mrs. Martha A.
Mass.,
4field
Mrs. Alice L.
“De kind of a man dat t’inks he knows it
of
Sylvia,
'than
S
Mrs Emma I>.
Elgin via« and
Humphrey all,” said Uncle Eben, “gin’rally seems jusMrs.
tified
in de low average he seems to put on
'of
Josephine BradIBs ljeiiu|D®' Maine. Mr. Farrar in re- human intelligence.”
Metliodist, but never
„w“
at ,a
Iaportaat Facts.
°r any
“'Uni t,t”tl.e
other, but
ti
end a consistent Christian.”
If you have dull and heavy pain across
forehead and about the eyes; if the nostrils
frequently stopped up and followed by a
Soft™, liniment removes all are
*
disagreeable discharge; if soreness in the
front W. ° r?,ed LumP» ami Blem- nose
and bleeding from the nostrils is often
«*.
curbs,
Bing. Bone, Stifles, exPfrienced; if you are very sensitive to
all
the head accompanied with head-5|) bv
Coughs, etc. cold inthen
you may be sure you have cata°9t Womierf
Warranted ache;
and
should (immediately) resort to
tarrh;
Cure ever
Sol,
A' A' Ho,ve8 &
1
Cream
Balm for a cure. The remedy
Ely’s
Co., Drugbti,ast, Me
will give instant relief.

1

■

1

Uugig"4|
fir.f-

i!drf“
si-valme

VJass.
wi'I

sfe:
s™

8tav,,m'

uL if" Tbroat?.

*'■;

Ub^AUli gIemi8b

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorla.

where she met the worst of derision. The
fact that the Eliza Ann had been entered
against the cracks of classical names was
the joke of the day.
The day of the race was at hand, and
the Eliza Ann moved to the starting line,
where the champion yachts, with their
light spars and wide spreading canvas,
were speeding about in show-off
style.
Soon the yachts dashed across the line,
a wild scurrying cloud of canvas, but almost at once the Eliza Auu’s big letters
were staring the other contestants in the
face. She simply ran away from them.
She turned the outer mark, and returning, met the fleet far from it. They were
in a long line of distress, carrying more
sail than prudent in a wind that was
growing boisterous.
To the wonder of the yachtsmen the
Eliza Ann, after passing the last boat,
turned and started anew. Around the
outer mark the boats crowded, while the
Eliza Ann swung in a wide, insolent
curve.

Then she settled down to win, and,
with the wind blowing a half gale, the
Eliza Ann rushed across the line wreathed
in the spray of victory.
[New York Herald.
The

I'aper the

Weekly

change,

business men will

The New York

It

White Clothes.
You will have them if you

X

World of

My mother has used Ivorine Washing Powder
for a long time, and thinks it
unequalled. She has trh d
number of other powders recommended as
just as
good, but has found them all failures. Ivorine is prime.
We use it for everything.
Mary E. Kif.rnav

ernment and the

in

Sold

everywhere

in

I THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.

an

Grate. If not for sale in your locality, do not pay
• ferior makes
represented as “just as good,” but ask
[ best. Made and warranted by

| Incorporated

WOOD & BISHOP

1894.

a

Made in«

larger profit

us

on inwhere to get the

\
«
«

CO., BANGOR,

MAINE.]

Mr. A. IT. Cransby, of No.
158 Kerr St*, Memphis, Tenn.,
writes that his wife had canwhich

cer

|1

had

two

eaten

large holes in her breast, and
Which the best physicians
Of the surrounding country
treated, and pronounced inHer grandmother
curable.
and aunt had died of

|

For

WHEREAS.

“BELFAST

Hr BlanM anil Relies.
Get
vite

prices before you buy. We incomparison. It makes trade for us.

of State or National banks.
Planks were
introduced favoring highway improvements and corporation retrenchments.
A
resolution was also included denouncing
the A. P. A.

ILLUMINATING GO.

The undersigned hereby gives notice to all
’VERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that lie Will
be at his office in .McClintock'Bloek, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday,May 20 th, from 10 to 12 a. m., to receive

our

J. H. & J. W. JONES,
ly, with tiie tariff and financial issues, enSuccessors to F. A. Carle, 63 sii
dorsing the Wilson bill, favoring the gold
standard, and demanding the retirement
of paper money except the untaxed notes GREAT VALUE

Portland

.JOHN S. COFFIN of Troy, in the
county of Waldo, by bis mortgage deed,
dated the sec »m! dav of September, A. I).. 1893,
recorded in rite Waldo Registry of Deeds, Hook
235. Rage 329, conveyed to me a certain parcel of
real estate, situate in Unity in said county of
Waldo, and being the same premises conveyed to
said Coffin by Jennie Young and John W. Conner,
by deed of the same date as the above mortgage,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof! I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
HENRY YOUNG.
Oct. 2, 1895.—3w40*

Atlanta, Ga

Grinned of Greenfield; for secretary of
state, Edward J. Flynn, Boston; treasurer, Elien S. Stevens of Sudbury; auditor,
Alfred C. Whitney, Boston; attorney general, Henry F. Hurlbut of Lynn.
The platform deals with the tariff brief-

carrier at

Notice of Foreclosure.

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,

governor, lion. George Fred Williams of
Dedham; for lieut. governor, James S.

common

PORTLAND AND AKilSTA, MAINE.

she was placed, declared her case was hopeless.
All treatment having failed,
die
she was given up to
S. S. S. was recommended,
and astonishing as it may
few bottles cured
seem, a
her sound and well.
Our treatise on this dis-be sent free to
ease will
any address.

At the Massachusetts Democratic State

by mail and

SHAW, Principal,

F. L.

and when told this, the most
eminent specialists of New
York, under whose treat-

Democrats.

Actual business

KhCIiColltP

Cancer

convention, held in Worcester, Oct. 2nd,

in

___

| every style for wood or coal or with our Famous Removable Dovkash

FRED WILLIAMS NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR.

tins, with trade-marks—"Cottolene and steer’s head
wreath—on every tin.
Made only by

Request.

...

best in the market.

the

ment

ticket was nominated:

V

For 1895

—

That is to say, the government bought
$02,000,000 plus of gold, for which it paid
a premium of 15 7-10 per cent, and
paid
in gold bonds, bearing gold interest, at
the rate of 4 per cent, and having 80 years
In Gen. Harrison’s Administrato run.
tion bonds of a like character sold at a
rate which yielded less than 3 percent.,
and there were times when the rate received by the purchaser was as low as 2
5-8 per cent.
When this transaction was consumated
English consols bearing 3 per cent, interests were above par in the markets.
The
price of securities, whether public or private, is determined by the credit of the
promissor. In less than three years, under a Democratic Administration, the
credit of the United States has been
brought down from an equality with the
credit 'of England to the plane of Spain,
Turkey and Egypt.
On this showing ought not the Democratic party to be intrusted with power
till 1901? [Boston Journal.

following

pack-

IVORINE/
°/

a*e °f

Portable Cooking Range

$10, 822,930.

the

found in each

\

I GOLD CLARION

Sep-

of four per cent. United States bonds at

G.

L

experience of over fifty years
combined with modern invention
and improvement makes the

gain to the bankers of
purchased $02,800,000

Massachusetts

>\

All
That is Best

who

syndicate

A cbo,c®
C“ve

hist of Choice Premiums sent free
upon
>«mm.

J

\
/A?f°
OU 5oap w,u be

Portsmouth, R. I.
Tl)^ J* B. WILLIAMS CO., 61&$tonbory, Conn.
Makers of Williams' Famous
Shaving Soaps,

tember 22d estimates the loss to the Govthe

WASHING POWDER

a

Cost.

Sunday

use

iVORINEl

N. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
For Belfast Illuminating Co.

payment.
!:

13, 1895.—23tf

May

WEEKLY NEWS

FOR

OF THE

LITTLE MONEY.

FOR A TRIFLE.

WORLD

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
twenty-page journal, is the leading Republican family paper of the United
It is a NATIONAL FAMILY RARER, and gives all the general

a

States.

of the United States.

It

gives the events of foreign lands in a nutshell.
“Agricultural” department has no superior in the country. Its “Market Reports” are recognized authority.
Separate departments for “The
Family Circle,” “Our Young Folk*” and “Science and Mechanics.”
news

j

Its

Its “Home and

daughters.

to produce the most desirable
results. The saving in a j-ear
represents a considerable item.
There are many imitations of COTTOLENE ; you should therefore be careful to get the genuine.

Its

Society” columns command the admiration of wives and
general political news, editorials and discussions are comprehen-

sive, brilliant and exhaustive.

A SPECIAL CONTRACT enables

Republican Journal”

cotton-plant

us

to offer this

splendid journal

and

*

The

for

CHICAGO, 224 State Street. BOSTON, PORTLAND, ME.

ONE TEAR FOR ONI.? $2.00,

WE NOW HAVE
....A FEW.

Bargains
Slightly Used

I

HARNESS

for the two papers is

$3.00.)

SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY BEGIN AT ANY TIME.
Address all orders to

Takes the Lead in Waldo Go.
THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, ME.
Every harness standing testimonial. Made
a

under

CALL EARLY.

:

:

:

our own

by tirst-class workmen,
personal supervision.

I

..

Write your name and address on a

SPECIAL PRICES OX

ONE,

Tribune

FRED

TRUNKS, BAGS and

Organs,
Banjos,

Building,

DRESS-SUIT CASES.

Ac.

Mears & Pitcher,

Over

Lowest Prices in

Me.

J. F. WILSON,

desirable

Stevens & Krsliiue’s
XEW STORE,

Contractor & Builder

Main St I

Belfast.

May 2, 1895.—18t£

| Cor.

send it to Geo. W.

sample

Best, Room

2

copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

Washington.

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,

Thirteen

Millions ($13,000,000)

risks

written at

Travelers Life

Winter Goods.

^

and

Fire Insurance Assets•

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire
Association ok Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

I

Blankets, Robes
AND ALL KINDS OF

Belfast,

postal card,

City,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

5-A Horse Blankets.

KENT.

Very

New York

TRI3UNE will be mailed to you.

Plush Robes.

:

Pianos,

75 Main St.,

(The regular subscription

from the best stock

IF YOU WANT

TO

CASH IN ADVANCE.

Stevens & Erskines'

haphazard sheet which is once looked
....OF....
at and then destroyed, while a weekly
newspaper that is kept through the week
and read by the whole family and their FOUNDATIONS and
visitors, is very reluctantly patronized.”
This is only true in part. Successful
FOUNDATION WALLS.
business men know and appreciate the
value of a well-established weekly as an
Best of Work Guaranteed.
advertising medium. It is the fellows
Address
who pass by the home paper to spend
22 CORDON STREET
money on every fake advertising scheme
that comes to town, or who think they
Or Care Spencer & Wilson, 47 Main’.St.,
have done all that needs to be done when
21tf
BELFAST, MALSE.
in
the
a
card
Indeed,
paper.
they put
you may pick out the live business men
NOTICE.
of a town by looking over the advertisements of the weekly paper of that town,
Clerk’s Office, Sup. Jud. Court, 1
Belfast. Sept. 24,1805.
j
and noting who have the enterprise and
Notice is hereby given that Thursday, the 17th
push to take space there, in addition to day of October
next, at 10 o’clock a. m., has been
all other means of putting themselves be- designated by order of court, as the time at which
Traverse Jurors drawn for service at the Octol>er
fore the public.
A. D. 1805, of said court, will be

in

What

be an unknown element in your
Cottolene should alpastry.
ways be economically used—
two-thirds as much Cottolene as
you would ordinarily use of
lard or butter, being ample

“It is somewhat

amusing,” says an exquickly some of our
catch on to advertising

Tropical

making of a pie. The
making of a crisp crust depends largely upon the shortening. Use COTTOLENE, the
new vegetable
shortening, instead of lard, and sogginess will

Best.

“to see how

Beautifully

Is the

■

4

Miscellany.

The pilot chart for the North
Atlantic, issued
bv the hydrographic office,
navy department,
gives the following forecast for October: Frequent gales between the New England coast and
the British Isles and as far south as the 40th
parallel.
cyclones or hurricanes very
probable south of 40 degrees and east of 60 degrees west. Weather generally moderate. Fog is
diminishing in quantity on the Grand Banks. No
ice south of the 60th parallel, but a few bergs in
the vicinity of Belle Isle.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Br< wn &
Co, New York, reports for the week ending Sept
28: lor case oil and long voyage
general cargo
tonnage there has been an exceedingly quiet market during the week.
the former staple
Regarding
owners are completely in the dark as to the
plans
and policy of the leading shippers, but with the
knowledge that the tonnage supply receives very
light additions, they stand by previous rates in
the hope that exporters’ requirements will necessitate early action, and that the
position of the
market will soon be strengthened by actual busi
ness
Barrel petroleum freights continue quiet,
and the fixtures of the week indicate a
slight
weakening of owners’ limits. Suitable tonnage,
however, is scarce, and w ith any important revival
of interest the belief is quite general that rates will
improve to a more remunerative basis. The demand for naval store tonnage to load at primary
points does not improve, so far as surface indications are concerned, few charters, either here or
abroad, being reported. Lumber tonnage for the
River Plate has been in better demand, with fixtures reported from Provincial and Gulf ports,
the
rates obtained showing no material change
1
from recent quotations of the market. Tonnage
1 for general
cargo to South American and West
! India ports has attracted considerable attention
of late, though backward freight yet offers very
1
sparingly. The prospects for the Cuba sugar trade
the coming season are of a very uncertain character, the disturbed condition of affairs on that
island upsetting all calculations relative to the
Rates for lumber
crop and boiling industry.
coastwise appear to e maintained upon a generi ally steady basis, with a fair demand for tonnage
Coal freights continue slow, with prei reported.
vailing rates low' and unremunerative.

and

current

rates.

Accident Insurance Co.

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN EUR 5 TEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OP MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INTESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
««-Uorregpondence solicited.

on

buildings acceptable.

*toOctl contf

a

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL
F. C. WHITE.
Haiti's pm Yeia & Liadonoaa's Sniar Loaf LobiiO.
-OF-

1

term,

HOOD'S

PILLS

cure

Lover

Ills,

Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Drofslats.

required

to attend, instead of the first day of the term.
This does not apply to Grand Jurors, who will
attend on the first day of the term as usual.
T1LESTOX WADLIN, Clerk.
3w39

$5.50

Egg and Grate.
$5.30

5.35

5.15

Prices at Wharf,.5.10

4.90

Stove and Chestnut.

Delivered and put in. (in barrels)
“

We Guarantee it

in Dump Carts,.

Cumberland Coal.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

aii i/uai

i

....

Wood of all lsinds>

guaranteeu sausiaciory m weigni, quality ana aeuvery.
attention given to delivery outside city limits.

J^’Special

|

leiepnone
connection.

Bears port Locals.

Manly Strength.

VimnotT. Hr. and Mra. Frank Nadlost their infant son with cholera infan
turn last week. He was a beautiful baby, 9
months old, and his sudden death is a great
blow to his parents_Mr. Joseph Curtis
from Kansas City is visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Curtis.Mrs. T. J.
Thompson and family left Saturday for their
home in Hay Springs, Neb.Col. Bolan
ean

THAT THRILL AND WORDS THAT BURN.
MORE
A VAST AUDIENCE IN MUSIC HALL.
INTERESTED OATHERINO NEVER ASSEMBLED.
A SPLENDID PRIVATE LECTURE AND ADVICE
TO MEN.
JHINGS ALL MEN SHOULD KNOW,
BUT TOO OFTEN DO NOT.

TACTS

[Special Dispatch from Boston.]
are always inspiring.
They proclaim a new gospel of hope to suffering humanity. And in this particular his
lecture in Music Hall, Boston, Mass., surDr. Greene’s lectures

passes them all. It is a watch-word of faith
and promise; and is of incalculable value
and benefit to thousands struggling in onr
land of fast living, tremendous activities
and ruinous nervous tension.
One has but to look about in our daily
walks, with only the commonest opportunities for observation and an educated eye, to
detect the bapiess victims of this high nervous pressure.
They comprise the young, with fields of
promise before them rich in opportunities.
They tire ere the race is run and are unable
to stand the strain. They include those in
middle life, who have reached the golden
mean of active development,and who ought
to he at their best, but who realize their
strength ami courage are slowly giv.ng out.
They are found among those advanced in
years who should have reached the high goal
toward which they had so long pressed, but
who sigh, alas! too late for the strength a
loving nature gave, but of which they robbed
themselves.
\\ hat pitiable objects these, that thus mar
the landscape of our American life! Springtime without its bloom, summer wanting
Mower and fruit, autumn bleak and bare before its frosts.
Many causes are capable of creating this
condition of
NERVOUS

AND

PHYSICAL

PROSTRATION.*

easily understood and appreciated,
but llie most dangerous aud destructive are
those insidious and concealed sources which
are so characteristic of modern social life
that they almost seem an incident of our
-civilization. From the overtasked child at
school to the effete aud languid man of advanced leisure, samples multiply ou every
hand.
How does this terrible affliction begin?
Above, beneath, beyond all else, nervousness-nervous weakness—that state when
oue seeks solitude, when we find
companionship irksome, when we wish to be alone,
when we lose retentive faculties and it becomes impossible to fix the mind on
any
given object for any.length of time, when
we experience general
languor, weakness, a
dullness of sensations, dizziness, a dimness
of sight, loss'of memory, a gloomy and depressed condition of mind, headache and
faintness. We blush at the slightest cause,
are timid, feel our nervous force
give way,
are sh epless, have no confidence,
despair,
want ambition, suffer days of aimless uurest
and nights of unrefreshiug wakefulness, a
disagreeable taste that destroys the appetite.
Then comes restlessness without- activity;
tremulous voice in excitement, irritability at
the least provocation, a dull, cloudy lack of
sensations, a disagreeable feeling we cannot
explain, affecting the head and eyes, and a
confused condition of mind we cannot control. At times we realize weakness in the
back and palpitation of the heart, attended
with pain and discomfort.
We have no
force, no energy, no ambition. Hope and
strength flee away. Life is a burden and a
sorrow.
Suicide sometimes follows on the
heels of despair.
w nut is ns
meaning/
Nothing less than the unhappy victim is
from
nervous debility and that
suffering
weakness of will, unless checked, eventuate
in complete nervous nrostration—in
physical and mental wreck? The inevitable consequences of a continued condition like this
are most fearful.
No language of tongue or
pen can adequately describe them. All hope
fades unless recovery is made possible. Unless the destructive forces can be met and
vanished, the sun of Austerlitz must go
down m the night of Waterloo.
But what is the cure?
What will bring health?
No man, among all the learned and skilful of the medical discoverers and
inventors,
has done so much in this great work for humanity in behalf of thes«* suffering patients,
as has Dr. Greene of 34
Temple Place, Boston, Mass. Early in his extensive practice
he realized the vast anil important need of a
nn re Thorough
knowledge in this branch of
medical science, ami some sure and reliable
remedies fur this class of patients, and while
others failed lie found success; while others
groped biindiy in old and beaten paths, lie
blazed a new way and came to the sunny
opening. Through hidden recesses, in outof-the-way places, in field ami laboratory, by
search and invention, with a patience that
never tired and a
courage that did not falter,
he worked out the glorious results which
have given him his great fame, ami humanity
a cure for this most fearful affliction.
His success has far exceeded his fondest
many

anticipations.
in the vegetable kingdom, wherein Divinity has planted healing plants for all the ills
of the flesh, he found the things he
needed,
and so skilfully has he compounded them
that a wonderful and complete cure has been
supplied for this terrible weakness. Thus
is

he able to restore to the afflicted this lost
case, however difficult, or

vitality, in every
long standing.

So unusual has been his success in chronic
instances that the Doctor feels, and has the
right to feel, his wonderful remedies are invincible and equal to any emergency. They
never

fail.

Thousands, out of whose lives all hope
well-nigh faded, now rejoice in a re-tored
health and in renewed happiness—old energy
revived, ambition returned, strength renewed and new life gained.

Let all weak and debilitated men rouse
themselves and get well; for they can get
well.
They can be just as strong and
vigorous as at the most powerful moment of their lives.
There is a cure for
this disease, so sure and certain that
it scarcely ever fails.
It
cures
all
THOSE

DREAD

SYMPTOMS

perfectly and permanently. It is that wonderful method of treatment which Dr. Greene
has devoted so many years of his life to perfecting. The Doctor has spent years and
enormous sums of money in bringing from
the most distant parts of the world those
harmless but wonderfully strengthening and
vitalizing remedies, with which he has had
such marvelous success in curing disease.
By the use of his wonderful remedies, the
patients soon feel their nerves become steady
and strong as steel, their energy and ambition return, their eyes flash once more with
the fire of health, and they feel themselves
again strong, well men, ready for any kind
of work. They are cured perfectly and permanently. The very worst cases, those who
have given up all hope can be cured, if they
will use Dr. Greene’s medicines.
The Doctor has perfected a system of letter
correspondence by which patients from every
part of the world may consult him in regard
to their complaint, free of charge.
All they
have to do is to write him a letter stating
the nature of their complaint, telling him
ust what symptoms they are suffering from,
and he will answer their letter describing their individual case thoroughly, and
telling the patient just what is necessary to
do to lie cured. This is the opportunity of a
lifetime for every sufferer to get well. It is
ust the opportunity that thousands of them
are looking for, and if they accept it
they
will be made strong and healthy men, with
nerve and energy to
accomplish’auy undertaking. Call upon Dr. Greene at his office,
31 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., or, if unable to call, write him about your case. You
will never regret it. There is no charge
whatever for sonsulting him, either personally or by letter.
Isbesboro. Rev. I. N. Allen and wife
have gone to Appleton to labor for a while.
....Ira Small’s youngest child died last
Sunday of cholera infantum_Benjamin
Parker left home Monday for Massachusetts,
where he will spend the winter_Misses
Grace Pendleton and Evalina Veazie left
Wednesday for Massachusetts_The lumber has arrived for the cottage to be built on
the place formerly owned by Capt. Rich,
mond Pendleton, but lately bought by
Leighton Parks, D. D. of Boston from the
Isles boro Land and Improvement Co_
Miss Fannie M. Rhoades of Belfast is visiting
friends in town... .The T. P. 8. C. E. held a
sociable at the home of J. F. Grindle last
Friday.. Ninety-four.were present and all
reported a good time. Cake and ice-cream
were served by the members of the society.
....W. B. Hatch left for Melrose Wednesday .where he will visit bis sister, Mrs. O. 3
Fletcher.

Capt. D. S. Goodell arrived from Boston
Tuesday.
Mrs. Gilkey and Mrs. Beals have been in
Boston this-week.
Dr. E. Hopkins and
friends in Carmel.

wife are

visiting

The wreck of ship Henrietta has been
sold at Hiogo for $2,000.
Mrs. Hattie A. Nichols has gone to North
Berwick to spend the winter.
Frank C. Dutch leaves to-day for
to Boston and vicinity.

a

short

trip

Sch. Brunette, Capt. W elch, has loaded
hay for A. E. Nickerson & Co.

Eugene Kneeland has a situation with
Wilson Bros., jewellers, Boston.
Mrs. Fitzmaurice of Plainfield, Ct., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Josie Webber.
N. C. Shute, who has been visiting friends
in Detroit, arrived home Tuesday.
Mrs. Lucullus Boberts and son returned
to their home in Somerville Monday.
Mrs. E. D. Black and daughter Lizzie
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Black.

are

John Stevens has closed his photographic
rooms here and will Settle in Massachusetts.

and family from Castine were at the Commercial House, Friday.Miss Lillian Billings of Belfast is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Marshall_Three fine deer, one large buck
and two does were seen in town last Saturday_Mrs. C. E. Atwood, who has been
very ill for some weeks, is recovering_
Miss Belle Thayer is ill with tonsilitis_
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Haley were called to
Orrington Monday to attend the funeral of
their cousin, Miss Lizzie Dillingham-Two
large full bloom roses and two buds on one
stem were picked in Edwin Flemant’s garden Oct. 7th, and now ornament our desk,
"a thing of beauty and a joy”—while they
last.

Bangor, Oct 4. Cld, schs Charity, Magee, Winthrop; 8 M Bird, MerriN, Baltimore; lzetta, Rollins, New York; Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson, New

The Waldo County Veteran Association
held their annual meeting with George C.
Davis Post of Brooks Oct. 3d. The meeting
very successful both as to numbers and
entertainment. The speaking was very fine.
Col. L. D. Carver of Rockland and Comrade
Cookson of Unity were at their best and

Boston.

Apalachicola, Oct 1. Sld, sch Charlotte T Sibmade two good speeches. Hon. A. E. Nick- ley, Belfast.
Newport News, Oct 2. Sld, sch Anna Pendleerson of Swanville told of bis trip to Louis- ton, Thomas, New Bedford.
8 C, Oct 5. Cld, brig H B Hussey,
Charleston,
Dr.
A. J.
ville, which was very interesting.
Weymouth; 7, ar, sch Humarock, Veazie, New
Billings of Freedom and J. O. Johnson of York.
San Francisco, Oct 7.
Sld, ship May Flint,
Liberty added much to the occasion by their
Beaufort, 8 C, Oct 2. Ar, sch Star of the Sea,

tne

Baltimore.

rresiaent,
son of Monroe, called the meeting to order
for the transaction of business. The secretary being absent A. Stinson of North Searsport was appointed, pro tern. Reports of
committees were then in order. A. Stinson,
ai

lu.du A.

m.

n. k. uaw-

Brunswick, Ga, Oct 6. Ar, sch Mary A Hall.
New York; 6, sld, schs Viola Reppard, Williams,
and Susan N Pickering, Haskell,
Boston; Abbie C
Stubbs, Whitney, Perth Amboy.
Bath, Oct 2. Ar, sch Emma 8 Briggs, Osborn,
New York for Hallowed, ami passed up; sld, sch
Daylight, Pittston for Washington, D C; 5, sld,
sch Young Brothers, Pittston for Baltimore.
Newburynort, Oct 2. Ar, sch Jonathan Cone,
by request of the committee, reported favor-' VRolerson,
New York; cld, sch Mary E Crosbv, New
ably on having a Home at Windermere Park. York.
R I, Oct 2. Ar, sch Charlotte Buck,
Newport,
The committee went to the
looked the

large majority in the affirmative. The committee on time, place and program, of next
meeting reported as follows: Time, Jan.
2d, 1896; place, Monroe; program: Music;
address of welcome by Comrade I. F. Cook
of Monroe; response by Comrade Wentworth
of Searsport. The remainder of the program
to be furnished by E. M. Billings Post.
Officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, H. It. Dawson of Monroe (who

Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley has promised to speak in the Congregational church
Nov. 10th on temperance, and to give her
new lecture on Egypt and the Nile Dec. 2nd.
Jolm G. Hammons recently found on
the shore a sea-waslied rock shaped exactly like a walking shoe. Had this been
found in the mounds out west it would
have demonstrated that the mound builders
did modern shoe making.
J. W. Smart has taken the following party
by team through to Township 39 on a gunning trip: Albert Holmes, H. A. Ripley,
Frank Maun, James Lackey and Frank Kimball. This is the party which was so successful last year, bringing home all the deer
the law allowed them.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt will leave on Friday
morning for a two or three weeks’ vacation
Aroostook county.
in Island Falls and
There

will be

no

morning service next Sun-

has been

a

sufferer

ever

since.

He leaves

a

day and probably the following Sunday, but wife and one child and an aged mother. He
Sunday school and the other services of the will he greatly missed not only in his family,
day will be held as usual, and also the Wed- hut in the town as lie was a favorite with all
nesday evening prayer meetings.
who knew him-The Odd Fellows are to
We congratulate Miss Laura M. Carver on
the success she is meeting with in her canvass for the Ladies’ Home .lournal prize—a
year at the New England Conservatory of
Music. We predict not only her success in
securing the prize, but that the training she
will receive at the Conservatory, with her
musical voice, will make of her a finished
musician.
NORTH SEARSFORT ITEMS.

Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Patch of Brooks visited
A. Stinson last week.

and hall Wednesday night_
give
Ida Conner has gone to Portland to work at
dressmaking. Her mother, Mrs. T. G.
a

concert

Whitehouse, accompanied her_Mr. and
Mrs. Clias. Taylor went to Waterville last
Saturday to visit his sister_Helen ThomWaterville Oct. 4th on her wheel
and returned through Albion the 5th_
F. A. Bartlett, who has been visiting friends
in Mass., returned home Saturday_Ruth
Berry is improving-The forest fire in
as

went to

Unity Plantation that seemed to he subdued
by the rain of two weeks ago started up
Chas. Moore of Boston is visiting his father, Sunday. It cannot be put out until we have
Elias Moore, at the old homestead.
a long rain storm.
Most of the wells in the
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Dodge of Belfast visit- village are dry-Mr. Edw. Woods raised 80
ed at A. Stinson's last week.
Mrs. Sarah Cummings of Prospect visited
her sister, Mrs. Carrie A. Stinson, last week.
entertained

Granite

Northern
Grange
Light Grange Tuesday evening, Oct. 8th.
The 3d and 4th degrees were given and a
harvest feast provided.
Mr. Chas. Gilman of John A. Andrews

Post, Boston, Mass., in company with A.
Stinson, attended the Waldo Veteran Association at Brooks.
COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

South Montvh.le. John F. Gilman of
Lebanon, N. H., is at home on a vacation.
_Mr. Ira Simmonds of Waltham, Mass.,
who is stopping with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Josiah Simmonds, has been very sick
but is able to be around the house again....

Quite a delegation from this place attended
the County Grange at Searsmont.
Swanville. The L. A. 8. will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Nickerson Thursday,
Oct. 17th_The sick people are improving.
..Rev. Myra Kingsbury delivered one of her

bushels of onions this year which he is
keting at $1 per bushel.

mar-

Brooks. Mrs. Salome P. Rich, who has
been in poor health for a long time, died at
her home in this village last week. She was
the widow of the late Ansel Rich of Jackson
and mother of H. H. Rich of this town. The
funeral services were held at the Rich schoolhouse in Jackson last Sunday afternoon,
Rev. David Brackett officiating_Mrs. Edwin Lang, who has for a long time been an
invalid, died at her home on the Lang hill
last Sunday. The funeral services were held
at Union Church Tuesday afternoon_Vesta Davis, for the past year a resident of Belfast, called upon friends here this week.
From here she went to Lowell, Mass., where
she has a brother, Eugene Davis... .Frank
York of the hotel has been confined to the
house for the past week by sickness... .They
had a corn husking and party at Ross C.
Webber’s last Monday evening. And by the
way, the corn crop is good here this season.
As we see the tons of feed carted back into
the country from the Swan & Sibley mill in
this village we are led to wonder why the
farmers of this community do not raise their
own feed.
They are complaining that they
cannot obtain remunerative cash prices for
their crops and yet they pay out thousands
of dollars in cash in this little village alone
for feed that they ought to raise on their own
farms. Every farmer in this county should

finest sermons at our church last Sunday.
The spirit of her labors here will remain
with us “like the benediction that follows
after prayer,” long after she has gone to her
western home. She has made many warm
friends here and will be greatly missedMrs. E. C. Marden and daughter Ruth are raise Mb own teed and
nothing that
visiting Mrs. Marden’s mother in Centre he can raise will pay him better......
Conway, N. H-Our Searsport friend asks Elmer Roberts, our genial station agent,
for the exact location of the “cave” at with his wife, made a
very pleasant visit
Swan Lake. As nearly as 1 can tell it is last
Saturday to Mr. aud Benj. Hussey of
about 1-4 mile southwest of Cliff cottage, South Vassalboro,
returning Monday_
about half way up the side of the first hill on Quite a serious accident occurred at the
corn
last Monday evening.
Webber
husking
west
side
of
the
lake
known
as
Smart's
the
Some of the boys got to throwing corn and
hill. On account of the extreme ruggedness
struck
Lorenzo
Junes on the head,
an ear
of the hill the way to the cave is quite cir- knocking him senseless. It was more than
cuitous_Hen. A. E. Nickerson and wife an hour before he became conscious. In
Dr. Kilgore had arrived and
had a good old-fashioned corn-husking at the meantime
did what he could for the patient. It proved
Be- rather
their home last Saturday afternoon.
rough fun and the boys will probably
tween 40 and SO were present and husked be more careful in the future_Mrs. Hardor Nettie Jones as we knew
of
Dixmont,
out over 100 bushels of fine handsome corn, ing
her here, with her little boy, has been visitAfter
some of the ears measuring 13 inches.
ing her sister, Mrs. Mary Staples-Mr.
Webster of Vassalboro has been upholsteran excellent supper the dining room was
for I. S. Staples & Son_
cleared and dancing was the order of the ing the sleighs
Jonathan Erving is about to build a new
evening. Among the guests from out of blacksmith shop, it is said. He is doing a
town were Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Hussey of prosperous business_Mr. Dow has in a
He always has a
new line of dress goods.
Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nickerson and
good stock on band and sells at reasonable
Mr. and Mrs. Nehemiah Roulston of Searsprices.. Chas. F. Bessey and wife are
port and Parish, Daniel and Frank Strout away on a months’ business and pleasure
and their wives of Belfast. Mr. and Mrs, N. trip. This week they are in New Hampshire....Mrs. Chas. Miller starts this week
know well how to entertain and the event for
Medford, Mass., where she will meet her
will long be happily remembered by all husband, who has a position on the R. R.
there.
present.

are as

plenty

mercenary dealers who, for a
few cents’ extra profit, will recommend anything. Be on your

Health is too precious
to be trifled with.
The best is

guard.

too good.
In the hour of
danger SANFORD’S GINGER

none

FOREIGN POUTS.

Hong Kong, Oct 3. Sld, bark Fred P Litchfield,
Chadbourne, Baltimore.
Brisbane, Sept 1. In port, bark Jennie Harkness, Amsbury, for London.
Kingston, Ja, Sept 25. In port, bark Megunticook, Duncan, for Camden, N J, via Milk River.
Iquique, Sept 4. Ar, bark Onway. Tapley, Junin
(and sailed same day for Hampton Roads)*.
Sydney, N S W, Sept 2. In port, ship S D Carlereceived the unanimous vote of the associaton, from Melbourne for London.
tion for the third time as president); SecreNassau, Oct 5. Ar, sch James A Garfield, Wood,
tary, Alfred Stinson of Searsport; Treasurer, Bangor.
Cape Hayti, Sept 22. In port, sch Henry S
F. L. Palmer of Monroe; Chaplain, Rev. Ad- Woodruff, Trainer, from Wilmington. X C, disg.
Rosario, Aug 31. In port, bark Mabel I Meyers,
die McIntyre of Belfast.
Meyers, for United States.
The time was then taken up by comrades
Barbadoes, Sept 1(5. Sld, bark Carrie L Tv.er,
Lancaster, (from Surinam) Sandy Hook fororders,
Home at Wintalking about the

they

is the best in the world.

of Drummond’s lectures_
Mrs. J. W. Clough, who has been quite ill
for several weeks, is improving_E. S.
Mitchell is visiting friends in Boston, Mass.
Belmont.

Mr.

and Mrs. Fred Burrows of

Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. Lizzie Huntoon
and Miss Addie Blanchard of Augusta visited at Mr. J. C. Grover’s Sept. 29th_Mr. C.
M. Brewster, who has been at work in Boston for the Jamaica Pond Ice Co., has returned home-Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Berry
of Searsmont and Mr. Raymond Buslier of

J’ayson.

Charles Wetlierbee, has returned to Providence, R. I., where he has employmentMessrs. L. F. and F. O. Allen wood were in
Morrill Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W.
Morse were in Burlington and Lowell last
Mrs. Nancy Grey,
week visiting relatives
who has been quite sick, is now better_
Mr. E. A. Sprague is quite sick with typhoid
fever....Mr. J. C. Grover has built an addition to his barn-Mr. W. A. Morrill has
beaten the record catching rats. He caught
11 in one trap at once. How’s that?... .There
will be a sociable at Mystic Grange Hall,
Thursday evening, Oct. 17th, the proceeds to
go for the fence around the cemetery in East
Searsmont. They will also have their levee,
at which quilts and other fancy articles will

Appleton.

Kilgoue-McIntosh. In Lowell, Mass., Sept. 4,
at the residence of the bride, by Rev.
George F.
Kenngott, FrelH. Kilgore and Helen J. McIntosh,
both of Lowell. No cards.
I’l mmek-Adams. In Caimlen, Oct. 1, William
Thompson dimmer of Philadelphia and Fannie
Leland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benj. C. Adams
of Camden.
Staples-Haskell.
In Rockland, Sept. 25,
Ralph Staples and Nettie Haskell, both of Rockland.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Oct 2. Schs Stephen Morris, Smith, New York;
A Richardson, Wade, Bangor; Paul Seavey, Dodge,
do.
Oct 3. Schs Louisa Francis, Thorndike, Portland; Annie P Chase, Ellis, New York.
Oct 4. Schs James Holmes, R>an, Boston; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Oct 7. Sch Miantonomah, Ryan, Portland.
Oct 8. Sch Alida, White, Rockland.
Oct 8. Sch Gazelle, Payson, Burntcoat.
Oct 9. Schs Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Searsport; Caroline Kriescher, Bowden, Bangor.
BAILED.
Oct 3.
Schs A Richardson, Wade, New York;
Paul Seavey, Dodge, do.
Oct 4. Sch Louisa Francis, Thorndike, Rockland.
Oct 5. Schs Stephen Morris, Smith, Bangor;
Volant, Pendleton, Rockland; Maria Webster,
Turner, Gloucester.
Sch Alida, White, Rockland.
Oct 6
Oct 9. Sch Annie P Chase, Eilis, Bangor.

Belfast

Philadelphia, Oct 2. Ar, sch Isaiah K Stetson,
Trask, Bangor; 3, ar, sch Levi Hart, Pendleton,
New York; 4, cld, sch Gen A Ames, Allyn’s Point;
6, cld, schs Levi Hart, Pendleton, Bridgeport;
Joel F Sheppard, Welch, Quincy Point.
Baltimore, Oct 1. Cld, sch F C Pendleton, Ferguson, Somerset; 3, ar, sch Celia F, Randall. Annapolis, Md; 7, ar, sch J Manchester Haynes,
Bath.

1'. 8. Bonds

j
!

Retail Price.

Public Eye
IS JUST

NOW....

INTENTLY FIXED:

:

...

ON....

1

Due from National Banks (not

reserve

agents.
Due from approved resetve agents.

Checks ami other cash items...
Notes of ot her National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.'.
Lawful Money Jieserre in Hank, viz;
Specie..'.13,479 3.7
Legal tender notes. 3,097 00
U. 8. Certificates of Deposit
for legal tenders.
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

777

Total.
LIABILITIES.
1

NerVeTonig
THE LATEST AND BEST
and THE ONLY COMBINED

Nerve Food
THE

IN

REMEMBER !

Capital stock paid in.^
Surplus fund.
Undivided protits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
National Hunk notes outstanding..
Due to otlu-r National Bank>..
Due to St.ite Hanks and hankers.
I)i\ idends unpaid
Indi\idual deposits subject to check
Demand certiticates of ’deposit.

|

j

Total.

AND

WOBLD.
ma|<es y0ur nerves
creates appetite, PURIFIES your
BLOOU and Renovates
the ENTIRE SY STEM

strong,

Sra

it. of

Maine. Coentv

At

PONIH HO* 0!

National

Searsport

are

By DALTON’S SARSAPARILLA CO., BELFAST, ME

\\

W

ItEPOKT OK THE

Rectify Liver Troubles, cure Constipation,
active, yet AliSOLVTEI.Y PAIS LESS
in action. Sold ijy all dealf.ks. 1’iepared

of

\V ESC OTT. Cashier of he
bank, do solemnly swear that The
i
mei
is true to the best or uiv know!'
iiei'.
C. W. NVESCOI !
Subscribed and sworn t<> before
dav of October, 16'Jd.
JOS. Wild 1 A
NoCorrect —Attest:
.JOHN (i. HKOolvS
W .*I. H. SWAN,
A. A. HOWES,
I. C.

DALTON’S FAMILY FILLS

Bs*

Searsport, In (he Stale of Maine, at !»
business Sept. 28, ISttfi.
RESOURCES.

G. T. READ,
MACHINIST,
...WILL GIVE

SPECIAL

ATTENTION

TO...

discounts.>
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
Loans and

U. S. Bonds

to secure

circulation.

Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house,furniture and fixtureDue from National Banks (not lvesem
Agents)..

Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency,nickels ami
cents.
Monrij Jif serve in

Lairful

linnk, viz

Specie.'.6,u7o

Bilt and Pine TMii.

4

400 t"
Legal tender notes.
U. S. certificates of deposit for legal
tenders.
Redemption fund with IT. S. Treasurer, 5 per cent, of circulation
—

....DEALER IN_

Total.$208.;'

Standard and White

SEWING MACHINES.
Agent for Waldo County for an
automatic burglar alarm
and tvants a few working
agents.
GEO. T. READ,
46 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST.

City of Belfast, Maine,

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in...

fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses ami

Surplus
taxes

paid..

National Banknotes outstanding.
Due to other National Banks.
Dividends unpaid..
Individual deposits subject to check
Total.
of Maine, County of Wa
I, CHAS. iF. GORDON, Cashier
named bank, do solemnly sweat

State

is true to the best of no
belief.
CHAS. F. GOBI1
Subscribed and sworn to before
day of October, 181*5.
CHARLES 1
v
Correct. Attest:
JAMES G. PENDLETON
GEO F. SMITH,
K. E. PATTERSON,
statement

Bonds will be received up to 7 o'clock

15,1895.
For statement of City’s financial condition and full information concerning this
F. H. WELCH,
issue address
Chairman Refunding Committee,
M.,

October

l"4i

Retail Market.

Belfast, Maine.

WANTED!

J. H. & J. W. JONES
Successors to F. A. Carle. BO ^

Another Good Os
Stop

CHAM. BAKER.
Oct. 4, 1893.—41 tf

Belfast, Me.,

TO RENT.

your

with

cough

iit

'»•

bottle of..

a

Poor & Son’s Cough Re*

Certain Relief.

Make Cows Pay
Twenty

cow-

Little Gi
Separator will
more butter tl
cows and no sopone

branch.

Now is a good time to cut the wood
and have it ready to haul on snow.
All who have wood to sell call on the
subscriber.

SHELLS
GUNS TO-

Two thousand (2,000) cords spruce
wood.
The said wood to be sawed
four feet long, and not less than five
inches under the bark, and to be loaded on the cars at Belfast and any other
stations and sidings on the Belfast

U. S. Gov’t Report

^■■SWJr tor.

Five co\v-

$300 and
separator will cost >
Five cows will eat a k’1

bring $200 to

eatsnd"|
el’"|
business pay by using
|
feed;

ing.

a

separator

Moral: Make the

n *

Cottage Houae on Miller Street.
Inquire of
A
A

I

HOWES & CO.,

Belfast, Oct. 10,18»5.-41tf

;

PRIMERS.

LOADED

Proposals for an issue of $113,000
percent. 10-30 Refunding City of Belfast

Sealed

P.

<•

SHELl'

SHOT.

WADS.
4

V

GUNS lid AMDNITIf
POWDER.

Beef, corned,Jp lb, 7&8 Lime, p bbl, 90(51 00
18 Oat Meal, p lb, 454 1-2
Butter sal t,qp box,
2 1-2(54
52 Onions, p lb,
Corn,& bush,
corn
52
Cracked
Oil, kerosene, gl, 12(513
|>
bu,
I
* Corn
4a5
52 Pollock, p lb
Meal, ^ bu,
859
Cheese, jp lb,
12@14 Pork, p lb,
1 20
Plaster,
Cotton Seed, pcwt, 120
pbl,
03
6(a8 Rye Meal, p lb,
Codfish, dry, ^ lb,
05
1
cwt
00(51
Cranberries,
qt, 8@10 Shorts,p
5(55 1-2
Clover Seed, D ft, 13(514 Sugar, p lb,
t ush,
40
4
75
p
Flour, ^ bbl,
00(®4
jSalt,T.I.,
H.G.Seed, bu. 3 10(a3 20 | Sweet Potatoes,3531-2
Lard, Jp 1b.8.511 1 Wheat Meal, 21-2@a

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

...

t<> secure

ed...

Current.

Price Paid Producer.
30(550 Hay, pton, t> 00(510 00
Apples, IP bu,
5 1-2,56
dried, Jp lb.
4.a5 Hides, p ft),
2 00(52 10 Laud*, p ft>,
058
Beans, pea,
medium, 1 75(5.1 ‘JO iLamb Skins,
25(535
4a5
yellow eyes 1705 1 85 (Mutton, p !b,
18'a22 < Jats, P bu, 32 tb 30®33
Butter, p lb,
30532
6(a8 1 Potatoes,
Beef, p lb,
5 l-2®(>
Barley, Jp bush, 60(505 IRound Hog,
loal2 :Straw, p tou,(i 00®7 00
lb,
Cheese,
12al4 rurkey, p ft.,
lb,
Chicken,
0®0
1 00(5 1 25' Fallow,
2(54
CalfSkins,
057
14(510 Veal, p lb,
Duck, Jp lb,
18 Wool, unwashed, 14(515
E^tfs, Ip doz.,
10(5.12 Wood, hard, 3 50®5 00
Fowl, fc> lb,
0(50 Wood, soft, 3 00®3 50
Geese, $> ft.,

.o

circulation
Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures,
Other real estate and mortgages own

...THE...

Produce Market.

AMERICAN PORTS.

sch’Brunette, Rich, Searsport.

Price

discounts....

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured

Hampden,

NEWS.

New York, Sept 30. Sid, sch Lizzie Lane, Bangor; Oct 4, ar, schs Mary E Crosby, Newburvport;
Vicksburg am. Melissa Trask, Bangor; Carrie E
Pickering, Boston; cld, bark Thus J Stewart,
Blake, Rio Janeiro; 5, ar, sch George Gurney,
Carr, Bangor; cld, sch Austin D Knight, Drinkwater, Port-au-Prince; 0,ar, sch A Hayford, Warren, Ambov lor Boston.
Boston, Oct 1. Ar, schs Melissa A Willey, Fernandina; James A Parsons, Newton Creek; cld,
sch Eliza J Pendleton, Rockport and Philadelphia; sailed, schs Young Brothers and Daylight,
Kennebec and Washington, D C; 2, ar, schs Nimbus, Young, New York; Fawn, Shute, Port Johnson; sld, schs‘Nightengale, Deer isle, Emma W
Day, Winterport; Winslow Morse, do; Helen G
Moselev, coal port; 3, ar, sch James A Parsons,
Newton Creek, N J ; 4, ar, sells Odell, Bangor; N
E Symonds, Bucksport to load for Ca>enue; 6, ar,

RESOURCES.
Loans and

Bowden

be drawn.

NATIONAL B«m

Relfast, In the Slate of Maine, at theri.„
business September ‘is, lsus.

it

__DIED.
In Roxbury, Mass., Oct. 3, Eliza A.
Devereaux, wife of Captain Thomas R. Bowden,
aged 69 years and 2 months. The remains were
taken to Prospect, Me., for burial.
Cunningham. In Belfast, Oct. 8, Annabel
Cunningham, aged 22 years.
Calderwood. In Vinalhaven, Sept. 25, Bloomfield D. Calderwood.
In Camden, Sept. 29, Nathaniel
Crooker.
Crooker, aged 77 years and 5 months.
Creed. In Vinalhaven, Sept. 28, John Creed,
aged 77 years, 10 months and 27 days.
Doane. In
Oct. 1, Albert H. Doane,
aged 46 years and b months.
Hartford. In Camden, Sept. 30, Mrs. Mary L.
Hartford, aged 43 years, 7 months and 19 days.
Gilmore. In Montville, Sept. 30, Charles BGilmore, aged 84 years, 6 months and 28 days.
Haskell
In South Tliomastou, Oct. 4, Capt.
Benjamin Haskell, aged 67 years.
Patterson. In Waldo, Oct. 8, Henry E. Patterson, aged 37 years and 1 month.
Sy'lvester. In Camden, Sept. 30, Adelbert F.
Sylvester, aged 32 years and 11 months.
Sparrow. In Knox, Oct. 2, J. R. Sparrow, aged
7 5 years.
Thomas. In Rockland, Oct. 3, Sarah T., widow
of Benjamin Thomas, a native of Northport, aged
69 years, 10 months and 6 days.
Thomas. In Belfast, Oct. 6, Josie Thomas, aged
14 years.
Wentworth. In Waldo, Oct. 7, John Went-*
worth, aged 18 years, 6 months and 21 days.
Wentworth. In Searsmont, Sept. 16, Clyde A.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wentworth, aged 9
months and 14 days.
In Noithport, Oct. 2, Giles Wight,
Wight.
aged 92 years, 8 months and 5 days.

STORK.

REPORT OP THE i'OSOtrtOS OK Tilt

BELFAST

MARRIED

Mrs. Annie Morse-Mrs. John Phil brook
of New York, who has been in towu visiting
her sister, Mrs. O. C. Cammett, has returned
home.Mr. George Wetlierbee, who has
been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

SHIP

BLUE

In

Ali>kich-Thorndike. In Tlioiuaston, Sept. 25,
Sidney T. Aldrich of Lowell, Mass., and Annie M.
Tli rndike of Thomaston.
Bow es-G keen e. In Union, Oct. 1, Hamlin B.
Bowes and Sadie E., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Greene, both of Union.
C’OOMbs-Tohi y. In Camden, Oct. 2, Ferdinand
I. Coombs and Agnes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. Tobin, both of Camden.
Dpffy-Leightox. In Camden, Oct. 1, Charles
F. Duffy and Mrs. Susie E. Leighton, both of Camden.
Ghay-Couxc e. In Appleton, Oct. 2, Maurice
L. Gray of lirjoksville and Carrie E. Counce of

STREET

W. H. RICHARDS

Blood Purifier

Rockland, Sept. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
E c Parson, a daughter.
Staples, in Deer Die, Sept. 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Rollins V. Staples, a son.
Thikstox. In Rockport, Sept. 21), to Capt.and
Mrs. Frank Thurston, a daughter.

••

Ill HICH

BQKW.

Montville visited at Mr. Hermon Greer’s
Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. William Morse of
Searsmont were in town Sunday visiting at
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Donnell’s.... Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Foss were in Brooks Sept. 28tli
visiting Mr. F.’s brother, Mr. Melville Foss,
who is quite sick-Mr. and Mrs. C. II.
Meader were in Montville Saturday and
Sunday visiting Mr. M’s sister, Mrs. Eliza
Palmer_Mrs. Laura Trask of Windsor
was in town last week visiting her sister,

“

Large

GINGER and look for owl trade mark on the
wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug and
Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors, Boston.

—

one

last for

Common Lamp Chimneys,
Containing among it* ingredients the purest
medicinal French brandy and the best of
imported ginger, it ia vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gingers
urged as substitutes. Ask for STANFORD'S
of

uer o,
spoKen.
42 W, ship
beans and coffee. After dinner, finding that
Manuel
Small, from Honolulu June 30
the Grand Army Hall would not hold near- for New Llaguna,
York.
Boston, Oet 3 The work of demolishing the
ly all the people, they went to the church stranded
steamer Venetian is progressing steailiand listened to the following program:
'y- Much of her iron plating has already been removed. About 50 feet of her bow has been cut
Prayer by the Chaplain.
down to the low water mark
About 200 tons of
Reunion Song. the iron plates
ong by Choir,
(which have been cut up into marAddress of Welcome,
Lorenzo Jones. ketable shape), are
being loaded into sch Lizzie S
H. li. Dawson, James, Capt Howard, and will be taken to WilResponse,
Mrs. Chase. mington, Del. While this iron was being moved
j'ong, Tender and True,
Dr. A. J. Billiugs. to the schooner a day or two ago, a passing steamRemarks,
er raised sea enough to
part the lines holding the
Lorenzo Jones, Jr, schooner.
Recitation,
One
O Starry Flag. to the schooner’slarge piece of iron caused damage
Song by Choir,
sides and cabin house,
rigging,
Col. L. D. Carver. by forcing her against the steamer.
Remarks,
Song, When the Roll is Called,
Disasters, Etc. Sch Carrie T Balauo arrived
Addie McIntyre. at Beaufort, S C, Oct 1, from Port Koval to disRecitation, Tim’s Prayer, Mrs. Merritliew. charge cargo of lumber by order of the court. The

will read

Bot,

•*

Xice Glass Tumblers

MISCELLANY.
tat 36 N, ion 56

Liberty. Samuel F. Davey of Hyde Park,
Mass., who has been visiting at A. A.
Brown’s, has returned home....Mrs. F. W.
Moore of Lawrence, Mass., is at home for a
few weeks-Next Sunday, instead of the
sermon by the pastor, Miss Blanche Moody

“
“

■

Toilet Baper, package for
10c Toile* Soap, 1 cake,
Sewing Machine Oil,
Job lot Sterling Silver Hiiiy*
only G dozen, choice trim,

with inward cargo.

vessel and cargo are to be sold to satisfy claims
for salvage
Sch A F Kindberg, lumber laden,
bound from Bangor to New Bedford, collided olT
1 eak’s Island, Me,
Sunday night, with sch Serene,
bound to Gloucester from Port Gilbert, N S, with
wood. The Serene lost mainboom_Sell
Vixen,
from Portland for Prospect, loaded with
general
cargo, arrived at Port Clyde, Oct 3, leaking very
badly, having sprung aleak after leaving Portland. Cargo not damaged. The leak was
found,
stopped, and vessel proceeded.
Charters. Ship Gov Robie, Philadelphia to
Japan, 60,000 cases oil. 17 1-2 cents. Brig Telos,
New York to Bahia, general
cargo, 65 cents per
bbl. Sell Cyrus Hall,
Philadelphia to Norfolk,
rails, 00 cents; thence to Demerara, staves, §10.
Bark Grace Lynwood, New York to
Demerara,
general cargo, p t. Soli Cyrus Hall, Savanna-laMar to Chester, logwood, §3 25. Sch Mary A
Hall, St Simons and Union Island to a Sound
port, lumber, §4 87 1-2 Sch Penobscot, Norfolk
to New York, lumber, §2 15.
Sch Isaiali Hart,
Philadelphia to Savannah, iron, p t. Sch Lucia
Porter, Rondout to Boston, cement, 15 cents. Sell
Mary L Crosby, New York to Philadelphia, nitrate
soda, 65 cents and discharged. Sell Eliza J Pendleton, Rockport to Philadelphia, stone, p t. Coal
freights: Sell Emma M Fox, Hoboken to Winterport, 60 cents. Sch Anna Pendleton. Newport
News to a Sound port, 60 cents. Sell Heurv R
Tilton, South Ambry to Boston, 50 cents. Sell
Webster Barnard, Elizabeth port to Bangor, 60
cents. Sell 1) D Haskell, South Ambov to Bangor,
6<> cents.

.will sell....

**

Bepper
Mustard

Port Elizabeth. CGH, Sept 15. Ar, bark Hardermere Park. Then the dinner call soundXew|York.
ed and the Veterans did justice to the baked vard, Colcord,MARINE

Closed with the Benediction.

Unity. The Ladies’ Relief Corps was inspected last Saturday night by assistant inspector Insette Small of Lewiston, who expressed herself as much pleased with the
Corps. This Corps has been organized but
a few months, but under the
leadership of
Mrs. W. G. Fuller has made rapid strides
and their work is done in almost a perfect
manner. Miss Helen Thomas as
secretary
and Mrs. Ann E. Myrick as tieasurer are
model officers. Every member of the Corps
was present to greet the inspector, and after
the ritualistic work was completed an oyster supper was served by the ladies of the
Corps. This Corps is composed of the most
energetic ladies of the village and will undoubtedly be oue of the best iu the Department. They recently gave an entertainment
from which they realized about $35_Mott
Cates died Oct. 7th of dropsy. He hail been
ill a long time. Four years ago be went to
Southern California, where be remained a
year and received much beueiit, but the
journey home was too great for him. He

Owl Trade Mark

1 Bottle Household Ammonia,
1 Bottle Vanilla,
1 Bint Bottle Witch Hazel,
1 Large Scrubbing Brush,
25 Envelopes for
Salt
Shaker, nickel top,

HUMBUG Gingers

News.

...

father, Daniel Mansur.

FOR ONE WEEK

as

Thompson’s Point, N J, Oct 3. Ar, sell Marv L
Crosby, Trim, New York.
Sabine Pass, Texas, Oct 1.
Ar, sch Senator
Sullivan, (’roekett, Tampico.
Fernandina, Oct 5. sld, sch Carrie E Woodbury, Bryant, Trinidad.

proposed

Look For

..

park,
coal port.
Galveston, Oct 3. Sld, sell Olive T Whittier,
ground over, and were satisfied it was the Whittier.
Pensacola;
ar, bark Lizzie Carter,
best place in the county for the association Dyer, Newport News; 6,5,sld,
schs Horace G Morse,

L A. Dow and wife of Skowhegan, accompanied by G. J. Shaw of Hartland, made raised about 200 bushels of fine apples, difa short visit to Sears Island the past week.
ferent varieties, but all choice fruit_Miss
J. W. Black is in receipt of one of Samp- Louisa Mayo returned last week to the M.
C. Institute at Pittsfield, accompanied by
son & Murdock’s Boston Registers, probably
Mrs. Alice Palmer, who visits relatives
one of the finest books of the kind in print.
there. While Miss Mayo was at home her
R. P. Smith left Wednesday to join the
Minnie Mayo, from Portland visited
Thomas E. Shea Company at Boston, where cousin,
her; also Mabel Walker of Bangor... .Mrs.
they are rehearsing for a new' play to be
Gilman Simpson of this town is in New
given this season.
York for surgical treatment at the hospital.
At an adjourned meeting of Mariner’s
Tenting To-night.
.Mr. and Mrs. Frauk Henderson of Rox- Song by Choir,
Remarks were made by Mr. J. H. Gordon
held
next
to
be
evening,
Tuesday
Lodge,
burv, Mass., are visiting her parents, Mr.
important matters will be acted upon and a and Mrs. Edwin Lufkin-Horace Mansur of Brooks and Rev. David Brackett, and
were highly appreciated by
the Veterans.
general attendance is desired.
and wife of Roxbury have been visiting his

Rev. R. G. Harbutt and wife and Capt.
Jas. Butman and wife have been in attendance at the Waldo County Congl. Conference
at Jackson, held Tuesday and Wednesday.

GlMR

Bristol.

remarks.

ed and everything about it is new. There is
hardwood floor in the hall and schoolroom
and the walls are ceiled with cypress woodThe seats are the “Victor,” furnished by

abundance. About 75 were present and par.
took of the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
Ritchie, and all came away feeling that they
had been cordially entertained and wishing
them a long and happy life_E. H. Nealley

SANFORffiS

Onward, Bullock, Quincy; 7, ar, sch Josie Hook,
Foss, Boston; cld, sch Rabboni, Lord, Providence.
Norfolk, Oct 4. Cld, sch W Wallace Ward,
Providence; 7, ar, sch Helen G Moseley, Holt,

was

to build a Home.
An informal vote was Pensacola; Tofa, Apalachicola.
Saco, Oct 2. Ar, sch A W Ellis, Ryder, New
taken on the question: Should the associa- York.
Providence, Oct 2. Ar, sch Gov Ames, Newport
tion locate at the Park? and there was a

a

genuine

Brighton; 6, ar, sch Lizzie Lane, Closson, New

York; cld, schs Henry Crosby, Atwood, New York;
Cony, Pendleton, Boston; Isaac Obertou, Trim,
Philadelphia; Lillian, Grindle, Beverly; 6, ar, sch

Monroe. School began in this village this
week under the instruction of Jennie Moody
of Swanville. The schoolhouse is just finish-

Capt. C. C. McClure left Tuesday for Hamburg, where he will take command of a ves- Mellie
West, formerly of this town, who is
sel.
an agent for these seats_Jefferson Nealley
Mr. F. A. Bobbins is again established in has
returned from his trip deer hunting. He
Belfast and is prepared to till orders for upwent with a party of three and they returnholstering.
ed with six tine deer.
They report deer
G. E, Marks started fire under a large kiln plentiful-Mr. F. A. Piper of Washington,
last Tuesday niglit. The burning requires D. C„ is at his home in this
village... .Mr.
about ten days.
and Mrs. Freeman Ritchie, who were recentThe Thursday evening readings at the ly married, gave a reception at their home
Congl. parsonage will be resumed upon the last Friday evening. It was a fine evening,
and the Monroe band discoursed some expastor’s return.
cellent music. Frank Fairbanks played the
Harry Dow has a situation with Carver,
Morrill & Baker at New York, and left by organ assisted by two cornet players. Nuts,
candy, apples and grapes were furnished in
steamer Monday.
G. V. Turgeon has returned from a very
successful trip iu the interests of the Searsport Manufacturing Co.

The Waldodoanty Veteran Aaeoclatlon.

circuit!

arator. Send for
P. 11. Sharples, West elicit a
Rutland Vt
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